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FOREWORD 
 

Peter Overton 
 
The year 2003 saw the successful attainment of a two-stage expedition, with different teams 
in both April and July. The April visit was the first since 1997 and reminded us, yet again, of 
how much of interest is to be found in the Nyika National Park in the warmer and wetter part 
of the year. Our 1997 report highlights the possible difficulties of access in March and the 
need to be prepared for lengthy wet periods. However, this year‟s team had only one period 
of serious disruption lasting several hours but proved that, with good equipment, this is not a 
major problem in terms of the whole expedition. If it were easier to recruit teams from the UK 
in March we could conduct more research at this time of the year. However, to maintain 
continuity, it is necessary to use the “summer” break for building a reasonable sized team. 
This of course coincides with the dry winter period in Malawi with much lower temperatures, 
especially at night, as is attested by the team who found sleeping bags of high thermal value 
were highly desirable where night lows of minus two degrees were frequent above 6500ft.  
 
The April team could almost have been referred to as the Snake expedition. Not only did we 
have a herpetologist, Lovemore Mazibuko, from the Museums of Malawi, who was able to 
both inform and entertain the team to great effect but the level of awareness of the 
herpetology rose to its highest level yet on our series of expeditions. The excellent diary 
extracts, which have been published attest to this. Hitherto, the answer to the frequently 
asked question as to whether we see many snakes on expedition was negative and this has 
been generally true for the dry season teams. The extracts we have published here 
demonstrate the importance of taking detailed field notes each day to maximise intelligence 
reporting and to supplement the more formal data- gathering. They show that the physical 
demands of the trekking were punctuated with moments of great fun (and a few of some 
anxiety). 
 
We are pleased to be able to include a completely revised entomological list for the Nyika 
National Park in this report. Ray Murphy and his very popular field assistant Robert were able 
to contribute by making further collections in several locations around the park during our 
stay. Ray, with his mobile laboratory, has a most useful knack of being in the right place at the 
right time. Not for the first time, he came to our assistance when a small exploration party of 
five went to the isolated settlement of Uledi to enter the far north of the park to reconnoitre for 
the 2004 Expedition. On returning to our vehicle we found a flat battery but Ray was on hand 
to provide a spare, tucked away in the Aladdin‟s cave that travels on four wheels. In 1997 he 
was able to do a rescue mission in quagmire conditions. We are very grateful for the 
continued support for our expeditions over the years of Malawian professionals, Ray, Hassam 
Patel and Wilbert Chitaukali and we were pleased to welcome for the first time Lovemore 
Mazibuko from the Museum of Malawi. 
  
This year has been highly successful in terms of gathering intelligence. We had a strong and 
very focussed team led by Quincy Connell. Quincy‟s considerable experience world-wide in 
leading expedition teams and, in particular, his hands-on approach to the practical aspects of 
camping and trekking made it possible for the survey work to be completed effectively. He 
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has also been a great help in advance expedition planning and an innovator in suggesting 
better systems for accessing the difficult northern hill zone of the park. We are now allocating 
a greater proportion of our time to research and less to the physical demands of access. His 
prompt written report of the April expedition enabled us to carefully consider some 
improvements for the July team. The biggest change we have made is the abandonment of 
the much-used Nganda base camp. This site desperately needs a long rest. It was never 
ideal because of the sometimes contrary climate at 7400ft but it did allow, though difficult, 
vehicle access for delivering supplies. The movement of our base to the Mondwe River, a 
drop of nearly 1500ft, proved broadly successful. However on the first descent some of the 
group took a rather steep direct route and, being still rather unfit, they did find it very difficult. 
Nevertheless, by following the ridge and taking it slowly, although the route is demanding, it 
was within the capabilities of all members of the team. Again, the important process of gaining 
reasonable physical fitness in advance of the expedition, to ease the first few difficult days, 
was highlighted. 
 
The July expedition was conducted in two phases. The first of these was a spell in the 
northern valleys, taking the ridge from the defunct radio tracker station. For the first time, we 
drove a 4x4 vehicle along this ridge to „Poachers Rock‟ (map reference 918485) This is about 
one kilometre north-east from the highest viewpoint at 7900ft. The team had to carry their 
packs down to the Mondwe base camp from here, but it saved up to two hours of very 
arduous walking which we hitherto had to undertake from the Nganda base camp.  
 
After this first phase there was a break of 24 hours at Chelinda, where all enjoyed hot 
showers, an excellent dinner and breakfast laid on by Nyika Safari Company and, for some, a 
chance to ride a horse and view zebra at close quarters. This short break coincided with one 
of at least three birthdays which occurred whilst the team were on expedition and turned into 
a great party which lifted morale and refreshed everyone for the next phase of the work. The 
second base camp was set up at the bridge (burnt by poachers and no longer functional 
except by performing a careful balancing act on foot) over the North Rumphi river (map 
reference 977395). From here it was possible to conduct the Evergreen Forest Patch tree 
project and do further grassland plateau squares enabling the making of large mammal 
comparisons with previous years, when we had included these from the Nganda camp.  
 
We are aware of the very difficult financial constraints under which the park management staff 
have to operate. We have mentioned in all our previous reports how difficult it is to conduct 
thorough patrolling in such a large National Park with so few facilities. In the past we have 
been able to provide tents, boots and sundry other items of field support. This year we have 
started to provide excellent, lightweight and waterproof, field binoculars (photo14). These 
were well received and we shall be providing more of these when we go out on our 2004 
expedition. We are very grateful to the British High Commission for financial support enabling 
this addition to the field equipment. In terms of monitoring activity in the northern valleys, I am 
sure that this is an indispensable aid for the scouts.   
 
There are no words that can fully describe the beauty of this wilderness, the mystery, the 
melancholy, and the charm. Virtually every member of our teams believes that they have had 
a very special experience. They have been befriended and supported very well by the 
Malawian scouts and scientists, with their invaluable experience in the bush. They feel they 
have made a valuable contribution to something really worthwhile – the conservation of the 
Nyika National Park. I urge potential future team members and other sponsors, both 
Malawian and from overseas, to consider carefully the great bilateral benefit that has come 
out of this long-running project and come forward to assist us in the future.  
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2003 TEAM MEMBERS 
 
We were fortunate to have two excellent international teams of scientists and students, 
including those from Malawi itself. 
 
The expedition experience in remote areas varied considerably between team members, from 
very experienced to totally inexperienced. Since the purpose of the expedition was to 
maximise the scientific achievement, members were chosen to ensure that each team had 
adequate skills and experience within it to carry out their work.  
 
C. PETER OVERTON BSc (Hons)  
Project Director of Biosearch. Peter was a member of the Wye College Nyika Expedition 
(1972) to the northern extension of the Park (as it now is). He was a member of Amazonas 
Expedition (1987). For the British Trust for Ornithology, Peter co-ordinates a regional team of 
voluntary researchers, contributing to national records. He has organised the eight previous 
Biosearch Nyika expeditions and has long experience in project organisation and 
management in the UK. 

QUINCY CONNELL FRGS EXPEDITION LEADER 

Quincy led both the April and July expeditions. He joined Biosearch as a very experienced 
and well-qualified leader, having previously led expeditions to destinations including Iceland, 
Indonesia, India, Guyana, Thailand, Malaysia and Hondurus. He has had considerable input 
into the training and design of expeditions through the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme, the 
Young Explorers Trust and other youth organisations and he is a fellow of the Royal 
Geographical Society. Quincy spent twenty-one years as a Scenes of Crime Officer with the 
Metropolitan Police, examining scenes for forensic evidence, preparing and presenting that 
evidence in courts of law. 
  
MARIANNE J. OVERTON BSC (Hons) PGCE CBiol MIBiol FRGS  

Expedition science co-ordinator. Marianne (44) has led expedition teams to the Amazonas 
(1987), Kenya (1988), Arctic Norway (1989), Yukon (1990), Queensland (1995) and a series 
of expeditions to Malawi with Biosearch Nyika. Each expedition involved a wide range of 
ecological surveys. She has undertaken regional work for the Institute of Biology. She was 
raised in East and South Africa.  
 

April Field Team 

I.HASSAM PATEL 

Hassam is a Malawian botanist who has worked for many years at the National Herbarium of 
Malawi in Zomba, and has recently transferred to Mzuzu. He has led the botany on Mount 
Mulanje for various teams. Hassam was also a member of the 1972 team to the Nyika 
Northern Hills, assisting the Kew Gardens representative. 

LOVEMORE MAZIBUKO 

Lovemore is the herpetologist from the Museums of Malawi, joining Biosearch Nyika for the 
first time. 

WILBERT CHITAUKALI BSc MSc   

This is Wilbert's fourth expedition with Biosearch Nyika, leading the research project into the 
diversity of small mammals in the Nyika National Park. He has presented his results at 
international conferences alongside fellow Biosearch researcher, Professor Hynek Burda. His 
work with Biosearch has also contributed to the successful completion of his Master of 
Science in Zoology from a UK University. Wilbert (34) has also researched mammal diversity 
in the Tsamba, Ntchisi and Mughese Forest Reserves. Promoted from Senior Curator of 
Mammals, Wilbert is now Officer-in-Charge of Chichiri Museum for the Museums of Malawi. 
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JONATHAN EASTON Dip. Env.Managment HND MSc Cert.Dip.Ornithology   
Jonathan (38) graduated with a Diploma in Environmental Management (Conservation) and 
an HND Conservation Management from Farnborough College, followed by an MSc in 
Ecology from the University of Durham and a Higher Education Certificate and Diploma in 
Ornithology from the University of Birmingham. He is a Senior Research Assistant with the 
RSPB and Game Conservancy Trust and is an experienced warden of leading nature 
reserves in the UK. The breadth of work has included his being a field ornithologist, 
freshwater ecologist, and he has undertaken botanical surveys and habitat mapping. He is a 
member of the Institute of Environmental Sciences. 

KARL ANDREW EGAN 

Karl celebrated his 21
st
 birthday during the expedition. He is studying for a BA in Business 

Studies at Nottingham Trent University. 

SARAH LIGHTMAN 

Sarah (32) has a BA in Archaeology from Leicester University. She worked in a bank for nine 
years before going back to University for a degree in Conservation and Countryside 
Management at Brackenhurst College, Nottingham Trent University, where she has 
successfully completed her second year.  Sarah lives in Nottingham, works in a library part-
time alongside undertaking her studies and enjoying voluntary work for the British Trust for 
Conservation Volunteers and the Wildlife Trusts. 

RACHEL OLSON 

Rachel (23) graduated in Microbiology and Genetics at Christchurch University in New 
Zealand. Rachel joined the expedition whilst working at the University of Lincoln. 

KATIE STOREY 

Katie (20), originally from Liverpool, is studying for a BSc in Product Design at Nottingham 
Trent University. Katie has a keen interest in animal welfare and has previously worked 
voluntarily for a local animal charity in Liverpool, which cared for over 40 horses and a variety 
of pigs, goats, chickens, geese, dogs and cats.  

CATHERINE TABOR 

Catherine (20) has successfully completed the second year of her degree in Forensic Science 
at Lincoln University and will be joining the 2004 team to the Nyika to experience a different 
season in the bush.  

July/August Field Team 
 
I HASSAM PATEL Also in April expedition 

RAYMOND J. MURPHY FRES 

From a very young age Ray developed a keen interest in Natural History and was about 7 
years old when he started making natural history collections.  At 10, his father bought him a 
microscope and by the time he was 14 the house was crammed full of cabinets, stuffed birds 
and animals and he gave his first public exhibition in the local scout hall.   He trained as a 
telecommunications engineer, which offered the consolation of taking him to many countries 
rich in insect life, mainly in Eastern Africa but also to Brazil, Columbia, Peru and Venezuela, 
where he found a number of species for the British Museum and other museums. 
 
Ray went to Malawi permanently in 1983 and retired in 1993 to pursue his ambition to 
discover what insects can be found there, document them, augment the National Collections 
and be instrumental in getting illustrated literature published on the various species groups. 

ROBERT SINGINI 

Robert is a competent technical assistant to entomologist Ray Murphy. Robert has been 
learning his skills since joining Ray in his work based from Mzuzu since 2000. 
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PENELOPE WHITEHORN BS (Hons) Zoology  

Deputy Leader. This is Penelope's second expedition to the Nyika with Biosearch Nyika. Her 
previous experience includes achieving the Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award, independent 
travel in South Africa, Canada and New Zealand and an expedition to Tanzania. Penelope 
(22) has very successfully completed her degree in Zoology at Edinburgh University, lives in 
Oxford and plans a career in conservation. 
 

From the University of Derby 

KARIM VAHED  

Karim is an entomologist who has been a lecturer in Biology at the University of Derby, from 
1993 until 2001, when he became the School Reader in Behavioural Ecology. His 
qualifications include a BSc (Hons) Biological Sciences, University of Exeter, awarded 1989, 
PhD Zoology, University of Nottingham, awarded 1994.  

TIM CHEESMAN  

Tim (22) is a capable leader, from Ibstock, Leicestershire.  He has completed his second year 
in Zoology at the University of Derby.  Tim spends a lot of his time walking and camping 
around the Peak District and Lake District.  As a committee member of Derby University 
Canoe Club, he can often be found floating down large, rocky rivers.  

JENNIFER CLARK  

From Cockermouth, Cumbria, Jennifer (20) has completed her second year reading Zoology 
at the University of Derby. Her previous experience includes farming, nine years as a 
veterinary assistant, course fieldwork, a lot of walking in the Peak and Lake districts and 
kayaking in Wales, Cumbria and the Midlands. 

LORRAINE HALL  

Lorraine (22) is a capable team leader from Derby and has completed her second year 
reading Zoology at the University of Derby. Her previous experience included camping with 
the Guides, a bird count for the Ministry of Defence and fund-raising for the Cats Protection 
Shelter. 

 
Studying at Edinburgh University 

SARAH BARBER  

Sarah (22) is now entering her final year reading Zoology at Edinburgh University and she 
lives in Hungerford. She spent four months of her gap year working in a National Park in India 
and has completed Duke of Edinburgh Awards. This is her first expedition of this kind.        

KIRSTY BELL  

A final year student in Biological Sciences, Kirsty has successfully completed her degree and 
now lives in Ruthin, Denbighshire. Kirsty had previously enjoyed training for her Duke of 
Edinburgh Gold Award, a three-month project in the Philippines and a gap year that included 
a marine project. Kirsty turned 22 out in the field in Africa. 

MARIA ANA BORGES 

Maria Ana has just completed the third of her four-year ecology degree at Edinburgh. She is 
Portuguese and lives in Lisbon. 

GEORGE BUSBY 

George (21) has just completed his second year reading Zoology at Edinburgh University. He 
has travelled in China and India and this is his first experience of Central Africa, having also 
been to Morocco. 
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DAVID CLARKE 

David (23) is from County Waterford, Ireland and is currently studying at Edinburgh 
University. He is in his third year of a Zoology Honours degree. Before University, he spent 
two years travelling, which included conservation work on Heron Island Marine Research 
Station off the Queensland coast. David completed the sponsored 24-hour Three Peak 
Challenge with Penelope and George before leaving for Malawi.  David has a keen interest in 
photography, especially landscapes and wildlife.  

ALASTAIR HERD  

Alastair (24) spent childhood years living in Malawi, South Africa, Bangladesh and  
Indonesia, where he experienced the forestry and tea industries.  Alastair has just 
successfully completed his degree in Ecology and Forestry at Edinburgh University. On this 
expedition he was a team leader and led the project on forest regeneration. Since leaving the 
expedition he has been travelling in Malawi and Mozambique, with the intention of 
employment in forestry and conservation. 

CHRISTINA STRANESCU  

From Islington in London, Christina (20) has just completed her second-year degree course in 
Zoology at Edinburgh University. 
 

Studying at Riseholme College, University of Lincoln 
 
VICTORIA COLLINS  
From Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, Victoria has just completed her second year in Animal 
Science and Behaviour at Riseholme College, University of Lincoln. She had no previous 
expedition experience but enjoyed the challenge and adventure and is hoping to do more in 
future. Victoria describes in the diary how she celebrated her birthday in the wild, turning 21 
during the expedition. 

EMILY FEREDAY  

From Corbridge, Northumberland, Emily (20) has completed her second year in Animal 
Science and Behaviour at Riseholme College, University of Lincoln. 

 
Emma Studying at Brackenhurst College, Nottingham Trent University 
 
EMMA GREETHAM   
From Grantham, Lincolnshire, Emma (18) has completed the first year of her degree in 
Animal Science at Brackenhurst College, Nottingham Trent University. Emma had very little 
previous experience in camping or of being abroad, but does have plenty of determination 
and a love of animals. Emma was awarded runner-up in Grantham‟s runner up  “Trainee of 
the year” award in November 2003. 

 
Studying at St Hugh’s School, Woodhall Spa, Lincolnshire  

MICHAEL OVERTON  

This was Michael's fourth visit to the area, having experienced one full previous expedition 
before and two part expeditions. A keen naturalist, Michael (11) assisted with the entomology 
project during the first two weeks of the expedition, showing great aptitude in collecting 
specimens, and joined the reconnaissance assessing field sites for future expeditions.  
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Department of National Parks and Wildlife staff part of one or both teams 

WILDLIFE OFFICER   PATSON MUKISI 

SCOUTS   

BOSTON CHILONGO 
PAUL CHISAMBO 
MANUEL GONDWE 
STANLEY GONDWE 
HASTINGS KAUIERENGA  
LAWRENCE KUCHIPANGA 
LUKA V. MCHILA 
SOLISTER MUNTHALI 
CLEARANCE MWAKANAND 
RICHARD NYIRENDA 
KINGFREY SICHINGA 
PASTON SIMKOKO 
GRANDSON SIMKOKO 
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APRIL HIGHLIGHTS  

Katie Storey 
 

AFRICA! 

Arrival in Africa 

Arriving in Lilongwe airport we scrambled 
for our baggage, and waited at the 
entrance in the sunshine for the white bus 
and Pajero four-wheel drive vehicle to pick 
us up and take us to the Lodge where we 
would stay overnight. A white church stood 
on the corner of the road near the airport 
and a women‟s gospel choir, dressed in 
white, stood on a bright green turf singing 
in the sunshine.  

The long journey North 

The M1 road snakes sinuously from the 
airport north through Malawi. It is the rainy 
season and a lake flowing underneath a 
bridge on the road had flooded up to 
above the bark of the trees, revealing only 
the green foliage. The road runs north 
through Malawi from Lilongwe to Mzuzu 
and ultimately to Karonga and was 
punctuated by checkpoints, with police in 
search of drugs and weapons. Lush green 
crops, grassland and trees spread across 
the landscape from the roadside. Houses 
and people (mainly farmers and their 
families) were dotted along the roadside. 
The houses were made from a variety of 
materials, including wood, with thatched 
roofs, and brick. Some of them had been 
abandoned, half built. Others were of 
corrugated steel. The people seemed to 
show poverty in their dress, yet were all 
cheerful and waved to the group as the 
bus drove by. 

Overnight at Kasito Lodge 

Arriving at the Kasito Lodge we discovered 
that there was no electricity and the 
evening meal of vegetable stew would 
have to be eaten by candlelight. 
Apparently the electricity supply in Malawi 
was currently suffering problems and at 
the time two of the three main electricity 
generating stations were out of order. So I 
sat outside with my diary under a starlit 
sky. The southern constellations were 
clearly visible and the murmur of humming 

insects could be heard on every side, as 
vagrant moths hovered in the torchlight.  
 
We were woken at dawn, which is at 5.30 
in the morning. After a hectic breakfast 
and fight for the shower we left the lodge 
at 8a.m. We drove to Mzuzu where there 
was a large market selling mainly food and 
second-hand Western clothes. Arriving at 
the petrol station we were approached by 
local men selling their artwork in the form 
of brightly coloured postcards and canvas 
paintings. After some shopping we drove 
away from Mzuzu, following the main road, 
when we had an unexpected stop as some 
yellow baboons ran across the road into 
the trees and undergrowth alongside the 
road. Sitting in the branches and long 
grasses, the baboons stared at us and we 
stared back. After a few minutes of this 
immobile pose the baboons clearly lost 
interest in us and retreated into the bush. 

Stuck in the mud 

We carried on along the road, passing 
through villages, and stopped about an 
hour later next to the flooded Rumphi 
River for some lunch. The afternoon sun 
was in hot contrast to the cool, rushing 
river. Leaving the river we headed for the 
Nyika National Park, along the wide dirt 
road that starts at the town of Rumphi 
where the tarmac runs out. We continued 
our ascent to Nyika. The road climbed 
steeply and, because of the rain, had 
become soft and slippery. The soil, the 
gradient of the road and the combined 
weight of the bus and the trailer meant that 
we made slow, unsteady progress as the 
vehicle churned up the soil and zigzagged 
between each side of the road. The 
situation began to worsen as the bus 
drifted towards the steep verge and 
eventually became stuck in a ditch. We got 
out and the hillside locals watched as an 
attempt was made to tow the bus from the 
mud, using the 4x4 which accompanied 
us. A sharp acceleration caused the rope 
to snap and the bus to wobble 
dangerously close to the edge. Meanwhile, 
a local villager overtook us on a rickety 
bicycle. In a second attempt to free the 
bus, it was reversed backwards and 
hauled out of the ditch by all members of 
the group, who were clinging to a section 
of the towrope and pulling with all their 
strength. Once all passengers had 
returned to the vehicle we found we were 
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just one kilometre away from the entrance 
to Nyika National Park at Thazima. On 
entering the park we set up camp just 
inside the gates and before we knew it 
darkness had fallen. We found comfort 
inside the bus as we prepared the 
vegetables for dinner, which was a stew 
consisting of potatoes, onions and 
pumpkin, accompanied by flavoured rice. 

The pulse of African drums 

As the stars appeared, a drumbeat arose 
from the village. In the darkness we 
followed the pulse of the drums along the 
dirt road, finding a small frog which 
paused for a publicity photo shoot. After a 
short walk along the road the drumbeats 
became louder and a tiny path led to a 
small house crammed with people. We 
were invited inside the house, where a 
man lay on the floor, surrounded by a tide 
of people, with drummers and children 
singing and clapping. The rest of the 
house was a hive of movement and was 
filled with people enveloped in smoke from 
a single external log fire. We were told that 
this party was to ward off evil ancestral 
spirits and cure the central figure of illness. 
Our presence was welcomed and the 
children became excited and cheered as 
we took photos. Once back in our tents the 
drumming and chanting continued as we 
lay down to sleep.  

The scouts seemed to emerge from the 
land, camouflaged … 

The next day I was awoken at dawn by the 
squawking of birds. The rest of the group 
was awake soon after, the tents were 
dismantled and after breakfast was eaten 
and cleared away we were ready to leave 
by eight o‟clock. We left no trace of our 
brief stay at the entrance to Nyika. We 
awaited the arrival of the scouts, who 
seemed to emerge from the land 
camouflaged by their green uniforms. 
They kept rifles by their sides at all times, 
even during their ride in the bus.  

Rough roads in the rainy season 

We left as soon as everyone had 
congregated inside and we departed along 
the twisting red road. This soon became 
rocky and the bus jerked over each bump, 
dragging the trailer wildly behind. The 
grasses, partly obscured the view of the 
road in front and the driver was unable to 
perceive the presence of some large 
boulders wedged in the centre of the road 

until it was too late. The front wheels 
struggled and groaned but managed to 
clear the boulders. Unfortunately, the back 
wheels of the bus became stuck. The 
grasp of the boulders held the wheels 
tightly in place as they spun around, failing 
to make contact with the ground. Everyone 
clambered out of the bus. The vehicle 
groaned as it was jacked up, releasing the 
wheels at last. It wasn‟t long before we 
turned a corner to discover another 
problem: the road ahead was flooded. As 
the bus rolled slowly into the muddy ditch 
the water rose up over the wheels and 
again we ground to a halt. The whole team 
clambered out of the bus through the 
driver‟s door in single file to avoid the 
murky water. 
 
It was a familiar scene as the towrope was 
again fitted to the front of the bus. 
However, the 4x4 vehicle was again now 
back at the Thazima, awaiting the arrival 
of other scouts. The only option was, for 
the second time, to use people power to 
extricate the bus from the mire. Everyone 
lined up to grasp a section of the rope, the 
engine started and we all leaned back and 
pulled. The rope strained, the wheels 
turned, and the mud churned. The rope 
became slack, to the relief of the group, as 
the bus revived and rolled forward. 
 
The rocky, muddy, twisting, red road, 
transformed into a track over grass and we 
then realised that we were now in a truly 
remote wilderness. There was a 
movement in the grass at the left of the 
bus, forcing us to come to an abrupt halt. 
Suddenly a herd of Eland appeared, 
running and jumping alongside the vehicle 
before turning to cross our path and rush 
off into the distance, while the team 
scrambled for their cameras. 

Like snails with overgrown shells … 

The bus finally ground to its final halt on 
top of a grassy hill. We alighted and sat 
down for a picnic lunch. We could see 
through the misty sky to the grassy tops of 
the highest peaks and down into the valley 
below Nganda peak, where we would set 
up our base camp. (See photo.) The sun 
shone high overhead as we descended, 
like snails with overgrown shells under the 
weight of our packs. A running 
underground stream that supplied water to 
a small pool was found to be a reliable 
source for cooking, cleaning and drinking 
purposes. The light began to fade around 
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5.30p.m. and we cooked dinner into the 
darkness.  

 Figure 1 April base camp near Nganda 

Hot and wet! 

There was a thunderstorm last night; rain 
poured over the camp, the tent leaked and 
a mist of precipitation covered us as we 
slept. We awoke at first light to find that 
our tent had leaked and our belongings 
were damp. We soon made adjustments in 
the hope that tonight our tent would 
remain dry – with or without a torrential 
downpour. After breakfast we had a 
meeting to discuss the plans for tomorrow, 
as this would be the start of the group‟s 
first working period. We would be walking 
down into the valley to make camp for the 
next five days, in order to conduct the first 
large mammal surveys. The other half of 
the group would be camped further up the 
valley, working on botanical research. The 
afternoon grew very hot. The group split 
up to pursue various tasks. The guy ropes 
supporting the cooking tent became 
washing lines for a selection of T-shirts, 
socks and shorts. 

Tracking game 

It was when we arrived on our first plot on 
the following day that we discovered there 
was a cliff face situated in the bottom left 
corner, which was bound to prove difficult 
to survey. We spread ourselves out in a 
line at 10m intervals along the edge of the 
100m² plot facing north. On an „Ok‟ 
command, each of us began to move 
slowly forward, checking for any signs of 
large mammals such as tracks, droppings 
or damage. The first plot took us almost an 
hour to cover as we organised ourselves 
into the task. Once we had finished this 

plot we quickly collected the data from 
each person in the group and moved on to 
the next one. We rapidly began to pick up 

speed and by the final plot 
we had covered the ground 
in 20 minutes. The plots 
covered in this area were 
quite steep and, due to the 
previous days rain and the 
gradient of the hill many of 
the tracks, had been 
washed away and those 
that could be found were 
difficult to recognise by the 
untrained eye.  
 
We rested before beginning 
the walk back to base 
camp, crossing back over 
the river by balancing on a 

fallen tree trunk and clinging precariously 
to the overhanging branches. Our spirits 
were raised when we became able to see 
the tents at camp through the long grass. 
It was then that we were stopped in our 
tracks by the scouts, who could see 
movement in the grass ahead. Suddenly 
an animal leapt from the grass and came 
into view briefly and then disappeared 
again. It was a Common Duiker. We were 
finally able to see the animal which we had 
spent the day tracking!   

Poacher signs 

We started our second day of mammal 
surveying, having already selected our 
squares and plot co-ordinates. The group 
was organised and aware of the task 
ahead so we managed to cover each plot 
in about 20 minutes. We had followed an 
elephant track to our first plot and when 
we arrived found recent droppings, 
evidence that elephants had been 
travelling through the area some time 
within the last three or four weeks. After 
our third plot, we came across a poacher 
hive. This was in the form of a tree which 
had a log positioned across its large 
branches to allow poachers to hide 
amongst the foliage and await 
unsuspecting game, which could then be 
shot at with a clear view. The scouts 
destroyed the hive so that it could not be 
used in future; however, its location was 
noted. Whilst we were searching for a 
good place to cross a river we came 
across yet another sign of poachers. A 
large drying rack made from logs and 
branches had been built along the bank on 
the side of the river. The scouts 
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commented that, because of its size, the 
drying rack had probably been used to dry 
the skin of either an Eland or Roan 
Antelope.  

Aardvarks and Hyaenas 

The mammal surveys continued; we had 
become quicker with time. In one of the 
plots we found large holes that had been 
made by aardvarks. The scouts informed 
us that the animals made the holes in 
order to uncover ant nests, and eat the 
inhabitants. After a few days, once all the 
ants had been eaten, the aardvark would 
move on and make another hole for the 
same purpose. This explained why the plot 
contained many large aardvark holes. 
Whilst heading back to camp we found yet 
another aardvark hole. However this time 
there were hyaena prints covering the 
entrance. The hole had obviously been 
abandoned by the aardvark and was now 
the home of a pack of hyenas. 
 
Due to the heavy rainfall the previous day, 
the river flowing next to the camp had 
become fast and deep and too difficult to 
cross at that point. The scouts felt that it 
would be best for us to cross where we 
had found the poachers‟ bridge on the 
previous day. We began to walk through 
the long grass towards the location of the 
bridge; one of the scouts found the 
shoulder bone of an Eland lying in the 
grass. This was more evidence that 
poachers were frequently operating in the 
area. All of the plots that had been 
selected were on slopes and the heavy 
rain had washed most of the tracks away. 

Banishing Snake 

We arrived back at camp to learn that a 
snake had been found lurking in some 
dead wood next to the river; it appeared 
that it must have been washed upstream 
by the storm last night. Two of the group 
who had stayed behind while we were out 
conducting our large mammal surveys had 
discovered it while they had been 
rebuilding the fallen bridge. The rest of us 
went over to look at the mysterious 
creature hiding in the dead wood. It was 
difficult to distinguish by the naked eye as 
its skin provided it with camouflage against 
the tree bark. The members of the group 
who had discovered the snake were 
unaware of whether or not it was 
poisonous so had left it undisturbed all 
morning, as they feared moving it. 
However, when the scouts returned they 

decided it must be banished from the 
camp immediately and picked up logs to 
push the wood into the water and wash 
the snake away. There was a sense of 
relief among them as the snake 
disappeared under the ripples of water, 
still coiled around the wood. Snakes are 
good swimmers, so it would not be 
harmed, just washed to a new home 
downstream. 

Achievement against adversity 

We were making good progress uphill 
towards base camp. We stopped for a 
break and a cool drink of water, settling 
down on a raised lump of grass. However, 
it wasn‟t long before we had to jump to our 
feet again as we had unwittingly sat on a 
large nest of biting red ants. We jerked our 
arms and legs about to rid ourselves of the 
army of invading ants, as they crawled 
under our clothing, biting our skin. 
Nevertheless, even when we had swept 
and flicked the ants from our skin and the 
scouts had helped us to clear them off our 
bags we could still feel their presence. The 
stinging sensation of their bites on our skin 
was intensified by the heat and rubbing 
against our clothing. Once we had finally 
made camp I felt a sense of achievement 
that, after being too weak to carry my own 
bag down the valley, I had been able to 
carry it all the way back to base camp 
without any problems. 

Rest day 

Today was our rest day. However, 
everyone was awake early since we had 
become used to organising our days 
around the rising and setting of the sun. 
Everyone took turns warming containers of 
water over the fire in order to use it in an 
attempt to wash their clothes. The wet 
garments were hung on every available 
guy rope to drip dry in the sun. Dripping 
socks, underwear and T-shirts shrouded 
the cooking tent. It began to rain just 
minutes later, causing everyone to flee for 
cover in their tents once again, clutching 
their wet clothes.  

Wildlife 

We would be conducting plant quadrats for 
the first time. We agreed to work until 
11a.m. before the sun became too hot and 
managed to complete six plant quadrants. 
Before we left, however, we stumbled 
against a tree, disturbing a large spider‟s 
web and causing the spider to come 
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running out. The spider was about the 
same size as my hand, mainly purple with 
yellow patches across its shoulders and 
back legs. We felt that its bright 
contrasting colours may be warning 
markings, so we decided to keep our 
distance for the remainder of our stay at 
the campsite.  
 
The plant quadrats involved our selecting 
an area, 4x4m, marked out by string, and 
noting all the different types of plant 
specimens in this area and their relevant 
quantities. After dinner we went looking for 
reptile and amphibian specimens by torch 
light. We were aware that there would be 
many specimens in this area as it would 
be an ideal habitat for them, with long 
dense grass to hide in and a reliable water 
supply. A large frog had already been 
spotted next to the river earlier that day 
but, when we returned, it had vanished. 
We were unsuccessful in capturing any 
specimens that night. We knew there were 
plenty around as we could hear the calls of 
frogs and lizards, taunting us in the dense 
undergrowth next to the river.  

Predators 

Whilst engaged on our small mammal and 
reptile work we came across a newly born 
chick, inside a bird‟s nest made of twigs 
hanging from the branch of a tree. The 
chick was still wet and appeared newly 
hatched. It was the only chick in the nest, 
which led us to believe that its siblings 
may perhaps have been taken by a 
predator.  Next we found a snakeskin, 
which had been shed by a puff adder. 
There followed a live snake; it was quickly 
snatched from the ground and placed 
inside the container to be later identified 
as a short-snouted grass snake.  
 
We carried on our search, over the land 
stretching downwards back towards camp. 
We rolled over some dead logs that lay on 
the ground on the way back, causing 
something to jump. It was a very small 
creature. At first glance I assumed it must 
have been an insect, but on closer 
inspection it appeared to be a tiny frog. On 
heading back to camp, assuming that we 
had caught all the specimens that we were 
likely to find today, there came a shout 
from behind us. We turned around to find 
another snake slithering sinuously along 
the ground. It was a Delande‟s Beaked 
Blind Snake, which resembled a huge 
black speckled worm. It attempted to 

burrow into the ground as a means of 
escape but was pinned between two sticks 
as it wiggled and squirmed and, after 
several escapes, it was finally captured it. 
Later, back at camp, all the specimens 
were identified and their details noted in a 
logbook.  

Lovemore’s snakedance! 

After dinner our scout, Boston, crossed the 
river to cut firewood and was chopping at 
a fallen tree, as dead wood is best for 
burning, being already completely dried 
out. After a few moments he shouted 
across the river to Lovemore, who was 
stripped naked and about to take a bath, 
that he had found another snake. 
Lovemore jumped up, covered only by a 
towel, leapt across the river and ran over 
to the dead wood where the snake had 
been found. Boston feared the snake and 
gave anguished groans of concern every 
time anyone approached it. However, the 
snake was injured and relatively easy to 
catch. Over at camp it was identified as an 
Eastern Tiger Snake, not dangerous and 
commonly found living in dead trees. 
  
Today I found a large deep hole in the side 
of a cliff; it was too deep to have been 
made by an aardvark, so I called Boston 
over to help me identify it. When I asked 
him to try and explain what type of animal 
had made the hole he showed me a 
picture of a crocodile. I retreated in shock! 
However, it turned out that he was trying 
to explain to me that the hole had been 
made by a Water Monitor Lizard in order 
to escape heavy rain. Water Monitor 
Lizards are large reptiles and I‟m not sure 
whether they‟re aggressive or not, but 
thankfully the lizard had vacated his hole 
so we weren‟t able to find out. 

Lost and found 

We were travelling to our next camp for 
the final stage of work. We had to cross a 
river by balancing on a row of huge 
slippery boulders, while the water rushed 
over our feet and cascaded down the river. 
The last rock was particularly difficult and 
slippery to cross, as Karl found out when 
he fell into the water. We rested on the 
rocks by the riverbank and then continued 
the walk to our next campsite. The next 
obstacle we came across was a small 
stream with a high bank on the opposite 
side. As I tried to cross the stream my 
footing slipped and I ended up sitting in 
the middle of the water. We rested again 
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on the bank while the „men‟ discussed 
where we were in relation to the map and 
where we were going. Boston believed 
that the river we had just crossed was the 
Chelinda, whilst the others were in 
disagreement and began to argue. 
Although Boston believed he knew where 
Kingfrey and the other half of the group 
were camped, everyone else exchanged 
sarcastic glances and believed that he 
was simply confused. In order to humour 
Boston he was given some food and left to 
his own devices to go in search of the 
other group. He headed off in the opposite 
direction to where we thought the others 
had agreed to camp. At the same time, 
Lawrence headed off with Lovemore in the 
“correct” direction. A few hours later 
Rachel, from the missing group, arrived! 
Boston had easily found her campsite, as 
he had been there with Kingfrey on 
previous occasions. Anyone who had 
doubted Boston was forced to eat his 
words!  
 
We cooked pasta for dinner and the wild 
mushrooms, which we had picked with 
Boston during our large mammal surveys. 
I don‟t know if it was because I hadn‟t 
eaten mushrooms in such a long time or 
that because these were wild mushrooms 
they had more flavour, but these were the 
best mushrooms I‟d ever tasted. We had 
eaten dinner and washed the pots and 
plates, and were becoming increasingly 
worried that Lawrence and Lovemore still 
hadn‟t returned. They finally arrived at 
camp just after 6p.m. when it had already 
become dark. They were miserable that 
after a whole afternoon‟s hard walking in 
the African heat they had been unable to 
find the other group. However, they did 
manage to see the humorous side of the 
situation once they were informed that 
Boston had been right about the location 
of the group‟s camp all along and had 
located them in less than half an hour!  

Snakes and spiders 

We had been walking for about half an 
hour in single file behind the scouts when 
Paston veered rather erratically from the 
formation. Stretching across the path in 
front of us, hooked from tree to tree, 
extending about one metre, was a huge 
spider‟s web. Its occupant was a large 
spider that appeared to be floating in air. 
Carefully avoiding the web so as not to 
annoy its resident we carried on our walk 
to the first plot of the day. It wasn‟t long 

before we were again at a standstill, 
caused by Boston‟s loud and quivering 
announcement of a snake in the long 
grass. After a few moments of holding our 
freeze, we raced to his side to examine 
the snake and became even more 
amazed. There in the grass, slithering 
along, was the thick body of a python. At 
full length it was perhaps three metres. Its 
head emerged from the grass and it began 
to move towards us, so we retreated 
quickly!   

A rare find 

At the final plot Boston called us over. He 
had found a deep hole made into an 
underground bees‟ nest by a Honey 
Badger. There were also markings on the 
ground, showing that the animal had been 
stung by the bees and had rolled around 
on the ground to try and get rid of them. 
We were told later that we had been lucky 
not to have encountered the Honey 
Badger itself since, although they quite 
small in size, they are also very 
aggressive and will attack another 
approaching animal, even pursuing it if it 
makes an attempt to run away. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The rare Honey Badger or Ratel 

Mellivora capensis 

Red Data Book Status: Vulnerable 
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JULY DIARY  

George Busby, Victoria 
Collins and Quincy Connell 
 

George Busby 

ARRIVAL ON THE NYIKA PLATEAU  

 
The three-hour bus journey across the 
strange barren landscape of the Nyika 
Plateau was preparation indeed for the 
weeks ahead. We saw Zebra, Eagles, 
Eland, Baboons and Reedbuck. We took a 
lunch of avocado, boiled egg and tomato 
sandwiches before we walked to the edge 
of the plateau. Here, Quincy divided us 
into two teams. For the next ten days we 
would stay in these groups as we each 
went our separate ways, exploring 
different areas of the park. 
 

THE RED TEAM  

Setting off: July 18 

Red Team consisted of deputy expedition 
leader Penelope (P.) Whitehorn, Kirsty 
Bell, Jenny Clark, Tim Cheeseman, 
George Busby and Dave Clarke, as well 
as our two scouts, Kingfrey Sichinga and 
Solister Munthali, and Robert Singini, an 
amazingly active field assistant to Ray 
Murphy, who could catch almost any 
insect, flying or jumping, with his big net.  
We set off early with our full packs and 
rations for the next six days. The walking 
was exciting and adventurous; the only 
trodden paths that we followed were those 
paved by animals. As we made excellent 
progress through the bush our spirits could 
not have been higher. We stopped a few 
times for water and to take in the views. 
After an especially steep descent into one 
of the valleys we stopped for lunch of 
crackers with YumYum peanut butter and 
tuna – this was to become our saving 
sustenance throughout the whole 
expedition. We carried on to our first 
camp. It was next to a river, wide enough 
to bathe in. We soon had our tents up and 
a fire going. Whilst Robert set up an insect 
trap and Solister squatted over the fire 
with his nsima stick, slowly and 
methodically preparing this staple 
foodstuff, we all went down for a swim in 

the Sawi River. It was really very cold but 
a welcome relief from the heat we had felt 
during the day‟s walking. That night we sat 
around the fire as the cold Nyika night set 
in, cooking some food and watching the 
stars above. 

Attack in the night: July 19 

The campsite that we had chosen was 
fortuitously inside one of the grid squares, 
from which we were to find five plots to 
survey.  After Dave had generated some 
random numbers we set off to find exact 
grid co-ordinates of the first plot. It was 
just three minutes walk from the camp, 
what luck! Our first plot took a long time as 
we slowly tried to learn the common signs 
around us – Common Duiker droppings, 
Bushpig digging and Molerat feeding 
evidence and the rest. It was exciting to be 
tracking these animals and observing the 
natural world around us. The whole group 
was working hard, trying to learn as we 
progressed. As the day moved on we got 
more and more quickly, through the plots, 
as our confidence and knowledge grew. 
 
The whole camp was woken by Kirsty and 
Penelope at about two in the morning. 
Today was Kirsty‟s birthday and I thought 
that maybe they were awake to celebrate. 
However, I soon realised that the tone of 
their voices was slightly more panicked 
than one might have expected.  There was 
movement outside now and they had left 
their tent for the freezing night. I asked 
what the problem was.  

“Ants! Ow!” was P.‟s reply.  
“Well, you should have shut the door,” I 
said.  
“They‟ve…ow!…bitten through the 
groundsheet and we‟re…ow!…covered 
in them! Come and help us!”  
I told them both to jump into the river, 
surely the only answer to being covered 
in so many little critters. I didn‟t think that 
there was anything that we could have 
done.  
“You unchivalrous boys!” screamed P.   

 
So, after half an hour of picking the ants 
off, they jumped into different tents and 
thus Kirsty had one of the most interesting 
beginnings to a birthday that one could 
hope for. 
 
That morning they were greeted with 
amusement by Kingfrey and Robert, who 
had thought that they had found a snake in 
their tent, not some little ants. We carried 
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on with the surveying, slowly getting into 
the routine of life in the bush: up in the 
morning, porridge and coffee, off to work, 
stop for lunch, a bit more work, back to 
work. Then back to camp, a quick wash 
and collection of firewood followed by 
maybe a couple of hours relaxation before 
darkness and the chill of the night, supper 
and then bed. The simplicity was 
refreshing to say the least and I think that 
this clarity of purpose and routine rubbed 
off on the efficiency and quality of the work 
that we were doing. That night we shared 
a small bottle of gin plus some kapenta 
(small, sprat like fish), in celebration of 
Kirsty‟s birthday. Penelope had also 
brought a double chocolate mud cake boil-
in-the-bag for the occasion, which helped 
morale.  

Leopard: July 21 

Food has been the main talking point, as 
we had to spread our six days of rations 
over seven days because of a mix-up with 
the planning in Mondwe. However, 
everyone joked about it rather than getting 
depressed, which showed a lot about the 
spirit of the group. We started 
supplementing our own meals with nsima, 
beans and kapenta from the scouts. 
 
Our surveying techniques were becoming 
more refined and we all started to gain 
confidence in the signs that we found. I 
found some leopard droppings; I felt a 
strange sense of awe and excitement. A 
leopard had been prowling exactly where 
we were now standing and had even had 
time to „take a long call‟ right where we 
were.  It conjured up lots of thoughts and 
really got my imagination going. 

Privilege: July 24 

We moved on again today. This time our 
camp had a small waterhole as our only 
means to get any water. The weather was 
getting hotter and drier and many of the 
streams were drying up. We also 
managed four plots today as well as 
moving and setting up camp again. We 
were all pleased with the work rate and 
really felt that we‟d achieved something at 
the end of each day. We saw some 
staggeringly beautiful views across the 
hazy valleys towards the lake on our way 
back in the afternoon. It is at times like this 
that one appreciates how lucky and 
privileged we are to be here, seeing this 
country. 
 

Drought: July 25  

Today was spent diligently exploring and 
surveying the area around our camp. 
Slowly the waterhole was drying up and 
even the little family of frogs that had been 
living in the water when we first arrived 
was leaving for pastures new. 

Bushpigs: July 26 

We saw three Bushpigs today, running 
away from a fire that Kingfrey had started. 
They were so colourful: black and brown, 
with go-faster orange stripes. We 
completed five plots before lunch so that 
we could spend the afternoon of our last 
day together as a group relaxing in the 
sun, reading and writing and resting. 
Jenny had agitated a broken rib injury that 
had occurred before she joined the 
expedition, so Kirsty got to work 
bandaging her up. 
 
Malawi, and especially Nyika, is a stunning 
country. When the sun shines, picking out 
the grasses and trees against the brown, 
earthy ground, it is truly breathtaking.  
 

Victoria Collins 

THE BLUE TEAM 

First camp: July 21 

Both blue groups set off together: Alastair 
Herd leading a group with Maria Ana 
Borges, Christina Stranescu, Sarah “Babs” 
Barber and scout, Stanley Gondwe. 
Boston Chilongo trekked ahead of our 
group, followed by leader Lorraine Hall, 
Emma Greetham, Emily Fereday, 
entomologist Robert Singini and myself.  
 
Along the way we found a 3.2m Black 
Mamba snakeskin, of which we were 
much relieved not to see the owner, and 
lots of elephant dung. We arrived at camp 
in good time and were amazed by how 
beautiful it was. We were all just about to 
get ready for a refreshing swim when the 
clouds abruptly came over and forced us 
to set up camp instead, which we later 
discovered was on a rather large ant farm. 
We cooked a lovely dinner, consisting of 
an unusual shepherd‟s pie. 

Stories of Africa: July 22 

We headed for the furthest square rather 
later than planned. I think we were taking 
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advantage of our newfound group 
independence. Shortly, we came to a 
dried- up riverbed full of bullrushes, where 
we lost Emily in a 5ft hole from which she 
was airlifted by Stanley. I think Stanley will 
have his work cut out getting us safely to 
our survey squares.  
 
We found a lovely lunch spot by the river, 
spotting a Sand Toad. On our way back to 
camp we walked within inches of a cobra 
before Stanley, last in line, spotted it. As 
we continued on, we came across the 
camp of the other group, which is even 
more gorgeous than ours; we are all really 
jealous! We were going to play cards but 
instead Stanley told us stories round the 
campfire. Everyone went to bed too 
scared to put on his head torch for fear of 
being shot! Before we made a run for our 
sleeping bags we took all our belongings 
inside, as we had heard baboons very 
close to camp. 

Signs of Poachers: July 24 

The first challenge of the day, after our 
usual early start, was to cross the river by 
our camp, which proved more difficult than 
we first thought. Lorraine took us to a 
square that she said was flat. It turned out 
to be otherwise. From the top of the steep 
hill we saw a Bateleur Eagle flying above 
and a poachers‟ fire on the top of the hill 
opposite, followed by three more sightings 
of poaching activity, which were not quite 
as recent as before. We were all surprised 
at the high level of poaching in this part of 
the park. The last poachers‟ camp 
provided Stanley with a sole of a shoe to 
repair his own and a spoon, which we 
used as a lifting stick. Lorraine saw her 
first animal of the trip, which was a hare! 
Perhaps we are either too noisy or we 
haven‟t got our eyes open yet. We did 
however find a Cobra skin but it was only 
one metre long, nothing in comparison to 
the Black Mamba we had found 
previously. Back at camp Quincy, Robert 
and Richard had invaded us. (I do hope 
that they don‟t need to use our toilet during 
their visit, digging twice is no fun)  

Boots and booty: July 25 

Lorraine managed to wash all her clothes 
in the time it took Emily to put her boots 
on. We tried a different spot for crossing 
the river but it was even harder than the 
first. Luckily the poachers were kind 
enough to leave us a drying rack, which 
Stanley made into a bridge (what would 

we do without him. We‟d probably be in 
the water!). We found another poacher 
camp, from where I collected the spoon as 
a souvenir. In our next plot was a 
decomposing civet, which we thought to 
be a leopard kill, and a fore leg and pelvis 
of a large antelope.  

Mystery of the missing map: July 26 

After completing our three study plots we 
headed back early so we could help Karim 
do his grasshopper study on a burnt area 
near camp. From here we could hear 
Baboons only 100m away. Emily and 
Emma went back to camp to organise 
lunch but as they were crossing the river 
they lost the map downstream. We had no 
luck trying to find it. However, later that 
day, whilst Emily was swimming, the map, 
which must have been lodged somewhere, 
floated straight past her and was 
eventually retrieved further downstream a 
couple hours later by Lorraine! After a 
lovely evening chatting around the 
campfire we thought that, since the strong 
and reliable Karim had now joined our 
team, we would feel very safe. However, 
having seen Karim jump up and hide 
behind Emma when Stanley‟s pot fell out 
of a nearby tree, we knew we were very 
much mistaken! 

Twenty-first in the wilderness: July 27 

Today was my 21st birthday. It was hard 
work walking in the midday heat, 
especially as it was mostly uphill. One 
notable incident on the return trip was 
Emma taking a tumble headfirst but luckily 
she was not injured (we‟ll have to 
remember to add that to the accident 
book). On reaching camp we were greeted 
by the other team. It was good to meet up 
again and share stories. The whole team 
had made me a birthday card and sang 
“Happy Birthday”. Emily had brought some 
balloons and a gift, which was a great 
surprise. Everyone was in really good 
spirits since we had successfully 
completed the first phase of the expedition 
and all are looking forward to celebrating 
at Chelinda tomorrow night. 
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Quincy Connell 

THE SECOND PHASE 

Setting up a new base camp on July 29 

Two runs in the pick-up, first in the Pajero 
and then with a final tractor and trailer load 
of logs, got the expedition to our Upper 
Rumphi Bridge Base Camp, down a bush 
track. I sent in the scouts two days later to 
finish cutting their way through the 
undergrowth in order to get the bus down 
there when it came to pick us up. They 
were up there most of the day and made a 
fantastic job of it. 
 
The first morning at base camp was spent 
warming up, as there was a frost on the 
tents and ice in the bowls: it had been a 
very cold night on the plateau, with a low 
of –2

o
C. 

 
The morning was spent getting organised: 
simple things such as steps down to the 
water, stacking the logs, etc., while the 
teams examined the nearest quadrats first, 
then prepared their supplies for the 
furthest ones. 
 
Walking out 

The following morning they walked out 
with their scouts, the Edinburgh students 
forming Red Team under Penelope and 
Alastair‟s direction, with scouts Grandson 
and Kingfrey. The others formed the Blue 
Team under Tim, with scouts Lawrence 
and Richard.  
 
A birthday baking bread 
I spent my birthday baking bread for the 
group, using a metal tin with a shelf inside 
and Boston‟s expertise with fire control. 
What a beautiful batch of bread rolls we 
produced! I am very proud of them. 
Stanley and myself set out the following 
morning for our round of the groups, all the 
spare space in his rucksack filled with 
sweet-smelling bread, butter and 
marmalade.  
 
Our route was easy to follow; elephants 
had blasted a path from the top of our road 
from the basecamp, almost all the way to 
the first camp.  
 
Poacher signs 

Coming over the brow of a hill we became 
aware of a fresh poacher track, followed it, 
and discovered a long-standing poacher 

shelter and slaughtering ground hidden in 
some trees – but one that was still 
regularly in use. 
 
In the rafters we found utensils and 
matches, indicating that the poachers 
using this “hut” were Zambians from over 
the border. Before leaving the area, we 
destroyed the hut, chopping and snapping 
the roof stays beyond use. 
 
Elephant Bedroom 

Carrying on back into the correct valley we 
discovered the “elephant‟s bedroom” in the 
valley bottom. Freshly trampled 
undergrowth and dung indicated that they 
had been there just a day or two before us 
– just about the time the group had walked 
into the area!  
 
We had a punishing passage along the 
valley floor, with the mixture of the 
elephant damage and the incredibly thick 
undergrowth and grasses, before Stanley 
discovered signs of our group and 
followed them. 
 
Good idea, but wrong direction! We 
headed off downstream, following the 
tracks that they had made the day before! 
Some distance beyond, with darkness 
descending and the two of us heading 
uphill away from the river, I called our hunt 
to a halt.  
 
Lost 

There were discrepancies between their 
tracks and the one that we, fully loaded, 
were leaving and I was not that confident 
that, in that thick bush, I knew exactly 
where we were! 
 
Stanley fired off several rounds but we 
heard no reply so we made our camp. I 
had a light, one-man tent. Stanley had 
intended sleeping with the scouts with the 
group. Fortunately he had a bivi sheet, 
and slept wrapped against another cold 
night in that. 
 
We headed back upstream the following 
morning, having confirmed that we were 
far too far north; it was certainly a very 
long way in this rough country. It took us 
an hour of tough walking back uphill, 
before we spotted Alastair‟s science 
group. He and Maria Ana, Karim and 
Hassam Patel, were examining the 
forestry clusters on the slopes of the 
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valley. Grandson was escorting them and 
came racing down the slope to greet us. 
 
Found 

We had the great pleasure of sharing fresh 
bread with them there and then. We were 
running late so trudged on past their 
camp, less than a hundred yards south of 
where we had come into the valley the 
night before. Better navigation would have 
saved us several hours of walking.  
 
The Red Team came back the following 
day, on time. The furthest quadrat had 
been too much for them to reach in the 
difficult conditions they were in, so they 
had filled in the last day by helping the 
scientists‟ team with their researches.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Kirsty‟s broken boot         (Penelope Whitehorn) 
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HEALTH AND SAFETY 
 

Quincy Connell and  

Peter Overton 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
There were no serious injuries on these two 
expeditions, nor indeed on any of the previous 
seven expeditions organised by Biosearch 
Nyika.  
 
Heavy emphasis is put on thorough 
preparation and training, sound equipment, 
safety procedures throughout and experienced 
leadership with medical training. In addition, 
professional game scouts constantly 
accompany the teams. The detailed risk 
assessment is agreed and signed within the 
pre-expedition training weekend and 
confidential medical forms submitted. 
 
The evacuation procedure was to travel by 
foot or stretcher as far as the plateau with the 
aid of the scouts, vehicle to Chelinda (20km) 
and aeroplane to hospital at Lilongwe or 
Johannesburg. Another option was to travel by 
vehicle to Mzuzu (180km), for a lesser 
emergency 
 

COMMUNICATIONS 

 
A single satellite phone was taken on the April 
expedition but two on the July expedition. One 
of them was stolen at the park gate. 
Fortunately, the park management was able to 
retrieve this valuable item at the end of the 
expedition. Bearing in mind the risk of loss, we 
felt that one only should be taken in future and 
kept in the hands of the expedition leader. The 
phones worked well when communicating with 
the UK, but did not communicate with the radio 
phones at Chelinda.  

 

However, the scout radios were successful in 
communicating with Chelinda. These are 
powered by solar panels and were effectively 
used at agreed times. Communication 
between the teams would be very useful if a 
lightweight system were found. The distance 
between any of the teams at any point is not 
great, though the terrain be steep and difficult. 
 

MEDICAL REPORT 

 
To reduce the risk of injury, the leader took 
care to check the packing and adjustments on 
rucksacks and boots at the beginning of the 
first big walk. Even so, one member acquired 
a large toe blister on the first journey down into 
the valleys, which got sand into it and, though 
clean, prevented active involvement for two 
days. Physically, apart from the one bad blister 
which required lancing and cleaning, the only 
other injury on the expedition was minor burns, 
acquired whilst cooking on open fires. Safety 
training must emphasise the risk of burns and 
dehydration, whether from fire or sun. 

First-aid kits 

The personal first-aid kit list provided was fairly 
comprehensive and no items are 
recommended for removal from the list. 
Because the groups are usually separated, 
each individual really needs to take all his own 
first-aid requirements. The group kit list should 
be slimmed down to focus on items that 
cannot be self-administered and this kit carried 
by the medically trained leader.   
 
If obtainable, Flamazine should be included in 
the personal first-aid kits in addition to the 
hydrocortisone cream and clingfilm for 
treatment of a serious burn patient.  

Hygiene 

This has been an important aspect of the pre-
expedition training and in the field. There was 
little or no problem with diarrhoea nor 
infections. 

Water treatment 

The water often contains sediment, therefore 
pools were created to allow the water to settle 
first. In both the warmer season of April and in 
July/August, puritabs were used effectively 
and no health problems were experienced with 
the drinking water.  
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Bites 

There was no problem with malarial 
mosquitoes in the area of these expeditions, 
so risk of malaria from Plasmodium falciparum 
was low, except at the lakeshore at the end of 
the expedition. What did bite were small black 
flies, rather like midges. They leave the same 
itch. Piriton, or some other bite cream is 
recommended for each individual‟s firstaid kit. 

Rashes 

Some of the team developed a rash on the 
web of both hands and along the outside of 
the index finger.  We could not account for this 
nor did we find any effective treatment at the 
time. A doctor concluded that it was 
doxacycline induced photo-oncycholysis, 

where the anti-malarial drug had reacted in 
sunlight to create symptoms similar to severe 
sunburn accompanied by a rash and a bruise, 
sore to the touch. This has never been 
experienced before on any of our previous 
expeditions.” Complete recovery followed soon 
after return to the UK. 
 

Transit 

The most dangerous time for the expeditions 
is during road transport to and from the park. 
Travel plans were made carefully in 
partnership with a reliable source from which 
vehicles and drivers were hired. Travel was 
only done in daylight. No problems were 
experienced but the main road is now in good 
condition and reasonably straight. The 
frequent broken-down vehicles can be seen in 
good time.  
 

EMERGENCY EXIT PROCEDURE 

 
We have a stated evacuation procedure but it 
cannot avoid potentially several hours of travel 
on foot over difficult and steep terrain. Our 
contingency for this is in keeping reasonably 
sized groups of at least six and having 
accurate records of where neighbouring 
groups can be located in the event of 
assistance being required in the bush. At the 
training weekend we had a practical exercise 
in stretcher construction and use in bush 
conditions. The use of the satellite phone to 
summon up outside help may prove valuable 
in certain circumstances but it is wise to 
discount this for planning purposes. 
Adventurous expeditions into remote areas 
require acceptance of the conditions, which 
are clearly stated to all team members. Careful 
training and excellent field support by the 

Malawian staff are the best security for 
possible problems. 
The British High Commission in Lilongwe has 
a well-stocked and well-prepared medical 
clinic, which is available to all British 
expatriates and has a 24-hour on-call system. 
Other nationalities are required to discuss their 
own country‟s support systems with us. The 
Chief Medical Officer on duty gave the 
following information and guidelines.  
 
MSR was the most effective emergency 
company operating in Malawi. They are able to 
organise evacuations from remote regions and 
give advanced medical attention. They would 
organise all transport to Johannesburg if 
needed. We faxed them a list of all our team 
members and their insurance policies, plus our 
itinerary. 
 
Ultimate evacuation destinations as follows: 
 

 Make contact with MSR. Phone numbers: 
794036, or 794967, or 795149, or fax 
794009. Arrange transport from the airstrip 
at Chelinda (also spelt Chilinda.). A 
private-hire light aircraft is stationed there. 

 If the situation requires a lesser response, 
the nearest clinic is Ekwendeni or St 
Johns at Mzuzu. 

 Contact the British High Commission 
Clinic on 774151or after hours 771123. 
 
Alternatives: 

 AMRAF is another air support organisation 
operating out of Nairobi. 

 Netcare International in Johannesburg 
could also be contacted on 101-27-11-301 
0101, also their logistics department on 
101-27-11-301 0260. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
In the 2003 Expeditions we again had no 
serious health or injury problems. We did have 
adequate back-up and experience to cover the 
situation if action was required. The 
remoteness of the working area, with no ready 
access for vehicles or for aircraft, means that 
there is an inevitable significant delay to 
evacuation should a major incident occur. 
However, in the first instance, proper first-aid 
treatment would be the crucial factor. All team 
members were advised to read the book on 
expedition medicine, to take a first-aid course 
and, for novice campers, to get some 
experience camping before departure. The 
team is accompanied at all times by 
experienced game scouts. 
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REFERENCES 

 
Dr John Dalimore's training course “Advanced 

medicine for remote foreign travel”. This 
training includes the treatment of seriously 
deep cuts, use of medicines and injections 
where necessary to save a life in order to 
evacuate to a doctor, if the expedition 
medic is not one. 

St John‟s First Aid at Work, or at least a one-
day first aid course.  

Risk Assessment, Training Schedule and 
Briefing Notes, First-aid Kit Lists. Internal 
publications updated annually.  

Warrell, D. and Anderson, S.  1998  Expedition 
Medicine  Royal Geographical Society 

World Health Organisation  www.who.int/en 
Community Health Services Travel advice  

www.lambtonhealth.on.ca/immunization/tra
vel/index.asp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.who.int/en
http://www.lambtonhealth.on.ca/immunization/travel/index.asp
http://www.lambtonhealth.on.ca/immunization/travel/index.asp
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FOOD 

Marianne Overton and Quincy Connell 

WHAT DO EXPEDITIONERS EAT? 

 
Porridge or nsima makes the best breakfast. Cornflakes seem useless in the face of high 
energy requirements in the field. Lunch was generally rusks/biscuits and tuna or peanut butter 
and dried fruit. The evening meal is best prepared early, so that the washing-up can be done 
before dark. However, this is the biggest meal, of pasta, soups, beans, tinned meat, fish or 
vegetables. Those with a taste for it preferred nsima and “relish”, such as kapenta (fish). 
Personal supplies of favoured spices inspired some great meals and a spirit of invention. 
 
Probably the biggest sense of achievement came from the joke of ringing to order a pizza. 
The idea was taken up enthusiastically. A good fire was built up, with support stones around 
the rectangular perimeter. Washed, flat stones were put over the fire to heat as evenly as 
possible, then flour, water and salt pizza base mix was laid on the stone until almost cooked, 
when the toppings were added and the stone-baked pizzas ready in minutes thereafter! 
Another big success was having fresh-baked bread, using a metal box constructed in 
Lilongwe market. The shopping list and left-overs are shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
 
Fresh vegetables were carried into base camp, but teams were reluctant to carry anything 
other than the minimum of dried foods to the furthest camps. There was food left behind at 
the end of the expedition but at times the teams were on minimal rations and some of the 
men, in particular, lost weight. Individuals do need different amounts of food, even when 
doing the same tasks, but it is a difficult task to share out the food unevenly, when everyone 
is feeling equally hungry! Thus, personal treat boxes were well raided and gave an important 
feeling of security. It was a leaner and fitter team that returned to civilisation after the 
expedition.  
 

REFERENCES 

Lack, Tony and Gifford, Nigel 1992 Equipment and Catering for Expeditions. Expedition 
Advisory Centre of the Royal Geographical Society, 1 Kensington Gore, London. 

Previous Biosearch Reports, listed elsewhere. 
 
 

Table 1 A guide to expedition shopping list for 16 persons for three 

weeks in the bush. 
Inflation was high and the exchange rate varied between MKw140:£1 
in July, and MKw154:£1 in August 

 
Item Quantity Cost/item (MKw) Total cost  (MKw) 
Apples/green 2 sacks 203  406 
Apples/red 2 sacks 249  498  
Avocados 20  35  700  
Baked beans 24 tins   58 1404  
Bananas 2 hands 200  400  
Biscuits (sweet) 6 kg 
Birds custard 3 pots 170  510  
Bisto gravy 4 250g packs 250 1000  
Bread flour 4 1kg packs 330 1320  
Cabbages 5  60  300  
Candles 1 packet  80  
Carrots 10 bags  35 350  
Cheese   2203  
Cheese 20 Cheddar 300 6000  
Chilli hot sauce 1 bottle 95 95  
Coffee 1x750g tub 500  500  
Corned beef 24 tins 180 4320  
Cucumbers 6  70  420  
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Table 1 continued 

Item  Quantity Cost/item (MKw)  Total cost  (MKw) 
Dried fish 10 packets  23  230  
Dried fruit 10 packets 250 2500  
Egg plant 2  75  150  
Eggs 6 trays of 20 260 1560  
Fruit cocktail 48 tins 130 6239  
Garlic cloves 2 100 200 
Green beans 10 bags  30 300  
Green peppers 4 bags  50 200  
Guava juice 10x1 litre  90  900  
Herb mixture 1 shaker box 180  180  
Jam 18 jars 150 2700 
Jungle oats 30 box 160 4800 
Lentils 7 packets 190 1330  
Lettuce 5  50  250  
Macaroni 6x500g packs  70  420  
Malawi gin 2 bottles 500 1000  
Margarine 4x1kg 270 1080  
Meatballs 20 tins 140 2800  
Milo 48x250g pots 200 9600  
Msunzi mix 24x75g packets 22  528  
Oil for cooking 2x500ml 100 200 
Onions 1 10kg sack  1400  
Oranges 1 sack   850  
Papaya 2 75  150  
Pasta screws 40 packets 160 6400  
Peanut butter 20 pots 160 3200  
Peanuts (shelled) 20kg 500 10000   
Peas 10 bags 80  800  
Pineapples 4 120  480  
Potatoes 3x10kg sacks 1119 3357  
Powdered milk 2x900g tubs 630 1260  
Provita biscuits 54 packets 130 7020  
Rice 8x5kg 440 3520  
Rusks 6x500g packs 200 1200  
Salt/pepper 1 shaker box 200  200  
Sardines/tom 40 tins 130 5200  
Smash 10 packets 390 3900  
Soup, vegetable 40 packets 44 1760   
Soya, tom/onion 5 packets 100 500  
Soya, super 10 packets 100 1000  
Spaghetti 10x500g boxes 100 1000  
Sugar 20x1kg packets 53 1050  
Sweet potatoes 1 bag  400  
Toilet rolls 100 rolls 19 1900  
Tomatoes 10 bags 70  700  
Tuna 40x170g tins 130 5200  
Maize flour 1x2kg  170  
Yeast 12 packets 20 240 
 
Further Miscellaneous items 
Dettol  500 ml 250 
Methylated spirits  500 ml 80 
Biodegradeable soap from UK 
Matches 
Sharp vegetable knives from UK  1000 
Chopping board   100 
Bread oven made from light-weight tin  500 
Large kettle   500 
Metal mesh for grilling over open fire  1000 
Machete x 2   400 
Cold box made of polystyrene for lightness  500 
Large plastic bowls (3 x 5l) 750 
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Table 2 Items shared among the scouts on the last day of the expedition 

 
Beef soup 14pkts 
Curry powder 1 pot 
Lemon juice ½ bottle 
Lentils  ½ bags 
Loose tea 4 bags 
Macaroni 1 bag 

Marmalade 1 tin  
Matches  16 boxes 
Msunzi sauce  6 sachets 
Pasta, mixed  23 pkts 
Peanut butter 1 jar 
Pepper sauce 1 sachet 

Rice             3x5kg bags 
Salt  ½ bag 
Sardines  6 tins 
Spaghetti 2 boxes 
Sugar  1 kg  
Toilet rolls 36
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ECOLOGICAL IMPACT  

PRECAUTIONS TO AID THE MINIMISATION OF HUMAN DISTURBANCE DURING THE 
EXPEDITION INTO NYIKA NATIONAL PARK  

 

Katie Storey 

 
One of our main priorities while conducting our expedition into the remote wilderness of Nyika 
National Park was to conduct our research and survive in the bush for four weeks while leaving little, if 
any trace of our presence within the park. Nyika National Park is a protected environment for the 
benefit of African wildlife.  
 
“Take only memories, leave only footprints”. 
 
We wanted to respect this motto and leave the area having causing as little disturbance as possible to 
the resident wildlife and without damaging any of the natural beauty of the park itself. We took daily 
precautions to minimise the disturbance of the surrounding environment.  
 
Park rules prohibit the lighting of fires by members of the public, but our working in the remote regions 
of the park for extended periods meant the scouts needed to build cooking fires at each campsite. To 
mitigate the effect, we chose fallen dead wood as it not only burns easily because it is already 
completely dried out and it avoided our having to cut down living trees. We ensured that the logs were 
empty of live "guests" before burning and avoided wood heavy with lichens or orchids and other 
saprophytes. 
 
The water supplied to us by nearby streams and rivers was suitable for cooking and cleaning 
purposes, once heated. However, if the water is for drinking, it needs to be either boiled first or treated 
using puritabs, iodine or chlorine tablets. 
 
To clean our bodies we could use nearby rivers or the waterfall at base camp for a rinse but under no 
circumstances were we allowed to use chemical products such as shower gel or shampoo, as this 
would pollute the water. The rivers are used by wildlife and cleaning chemicals can easily damage 
drinking sources and the delicate balance of invertebrate life.  

 
If anyone wanted to use chemical 
products to clean themselves or their 
clothing, they collected water from the 
nearest natural water source in a metal 
container, heated it over the fire if 
necessary and then used the water to 
sponge themselves down. Afterwards 
the water was put into a filtering stony 
sump well away from the river or, if in 
small quantities whilst in transit, 
dispersed across the ground over a 
large area, minimising its effect.  

 

                              Figure 1 The jacuzzi 

We built a toilet by digging a 5m hole in the ground, widening the bottom to allow it to collect the 
group‟s waste without causing a build-up. Wood was cut from nearby trees and used to strengthen 
the inside walls of the hole and prevent the ground from collapsing inwards. Although it wasn‟t ideal, 
we were forced to take the wood from living trees, rather than using fallen dry wood, which would not 
be strong enough and might collapse. Any holes between the wooden supports were filled in using 
clumps of earth, again to strengthen the inside of the structure. The top of the hole was cut into shape 
by the scouts using pangas and the surrounding area at the top of the hole was covered with the 
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previously removed earth and flattened down to produce a sturdy base for the user. Four poles (made 
from long tree branches) were fixed upright from the ground surrounding the hole and a tarpaulin was 

attached to each of them to provide a shield from 
camp, whilst retaining a light and airy "room with a 
view" over the valleys. The ground surrounding 
the hole was compounded further using rocks and 
checked to ensure it was sturdy. A neat loo lid 
was made using a mesh of wooden sticks, 
interwoven with thatching grass.  
 
For the duration of our stay at base camp we 
used this toilet for all our human waste products 
and before we left we filled the hole using the 
extracted earth and dismantled the shelter. All of 
the waste collected was biodegradable and once 
the toilet had been filled, it would decompose 
quickly without leaving any trace of our presence.  
 

                    Figure 2 Loo with a view 
 
Attempts were made to burn loo paper, but this is not always easy and carries risks of its own. 
Everyone made an effort to use a minimum amount and some managed on leaves or by using a 
washable sponge. Hygiene is crucial here and a bowl of disinfectant is placed nearby, with a scoop, 
so that the disinfectant solution stays clean. 
 
While staying at temporary campsites in remote areas, we used the same principle of burying our 
human waste, first using a panga to cut a small hole in the ground.  
 
Also, during our stays at each camp our rubbish was burned and the remains well buried to allow the 
rubbish to decompose. 
 
By taking these preventative measures in order to protect the environment of the park, we left the 
area safe in the knowledge that we had caused little disturbance to the wildlife now or in the future. 
 

REFERENCES 

Workman, C., Gimingham, A. and Jermy, C. 1995 Environmental responsibility for expeditions British 
ecological Society and the Young Explorer‟s Trust 1995  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Figure 3 The view from the loo! 
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PHOTOGRAPHY  

David Clarke: July/August 

INTRODUCTION 

Through the use of photography I aimed to capture on film a documentation of our work within Nyika 
National Park in northern Malawi. This, I hoped, would highlight the fieldwork that the team would 
carry out, the wildlife diversity within this beautiful region, our relationships with the game scouts and 
the effects that we had on the park and the local people. 

OUR ROLE WITHIN NYIKA 

The main aims of the team were: 
 

 to enhance the international understanding of the wilderness area of the Nyika National 
Park 

 to collect concrete scientific data on which to base sustainable management plans for 
retaining the biodiversity of this region 

 to assist the Parks Department in accessing the effective policing of the remotest areas of 
the Nyika National Park 

 to conduct surveys into the biodiversity and numbers of plants and animals contained 
within certain sections of the park 

PERSONAL AIMS 

My personal aims were: 

 to record sightings of the wildlife we encountered while surveying within Nyika 

 present the „expedition‟: the fieldwork, the team members and the scouts, the daily duties, 
the highs and the lows 

 to capture the pure beauty and true wilderness that is Nyika 

 to try and capture some candid moments, the local people, the scouts and their families 
and also the team and our relationships with them 

 to record evidence of poaching and its effect on the Park 

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT 

Canon EOS 300 SLR Camera Body 
28-90 mm Canon Zoom Lens 
75-300 mm Canon zoom Lens 
Tripod 
Remote Cable Release 
Filters (Polarising, Graduating) 
Film: Fuji Velvia, (ISO 50) Fuji Provia, Fuji Sensia, and Fuji Reala (ISO 100) 
 
We found Fuji Provia and Fuji Sensia to be the film type used most by the team.  A faster film (ISO 
400 or 800) would be useful for campfire shots and within forested areas. Both lenses proved useful 
and avoided having too much equipment carried while out in the field. A Macro Lens would have been 
valuable, especially for shots of insects and some plants. An instant Polaroid would have been a great 
addition so that we could have given photographs directly to the scouts.   
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Sarah Lightman: April 

 
The April 2003 expedition carried a range of cameras, digital, manual and compact. A good range of 
photographs was taken.   
 
The main problem with the two digital cameras was the battery running down. Using the Fuji film 
“Finepix 6900”, the digital camera battery ran out after the first week. 
 
The Canon EOS 1000 had two lenses, a 128 wide angle which is good for architecture (not much in 
the Nyika!) and a 130-300 zoom which was used as a standard lens. 
 
The manual camera was an Olympus OM-2 with a standard 35mm lens and a 75-200mm lens. This 
was particularly good for close-ups, especially of orchids. The main problems were the lack of a flash 
and the weight of the equipment. 
 
The compact cameras included an Olympus MJU 2 zoom and a Kodak APS 3x zoom. Both of these 
took good basic photographs, especially of people, landscapes and large animals but were not good 
for close-ups and distance shots. 
 
A Fuji Polaroid enabled us to take photographs of the scouts and to hand them out immediately. This 
helped the scouts in their work at the end of the expedition. 
 

Further additions from team members 

DIGITAL CAMERAS 

Some people using digital cameras said that they were frustrated that their batteries ran out or the 
memory chips got full. Having to go back and delete certain photos in order to take others put 
pressure on the battery. There was no possibility of recharging the batteries whilst out in the field for 
three weeks and at Chelinda, the generator only works intermittently. Two of the digital cameras 
ceased functioning altogether. 
 
Having a place to keep full memory chips, separate from the camera so as to spread the risk, requires 
some thought. The memory chips are so small that even in their plastic cases, they were easy to 
misplace or accidentally wash if in a buttoned shirt pocket. Thankfully, one "lost" memory chip 
reappeared safely in a sealed plastic bag with the expedition receipts!   
 
An advantage of the digitals was having a good zoom and being able to show the subjects their 
pictures there and then. On return to the UK, digital does mean everyone can see the pictures 
straightaway and they can be e-mailed. Marianne Overton found that a 32 and a 64-megabyte 
memory chip provided 45 and 87 pictures respectively at 72 dots per inch (dpi). Coupled with a spare 
battery, this enabled coverage of the basic expedition outline. The quality stored at 72dpi however, 
was insufficient for A4 size cover pictures of the report, but fine for the smaller pictures inside the 
report. (For example, photographs 2, 8,12, 25, 39 and 42.) Quincy Connell stored his early pictures at 
300dpi and got some particularly good portrait pictures (17-22, 24, 26-27, 29, 32-37). For expeditions 
away from electricity for long periods, it seems the advantage of digital over SLR cameras has 
reduced, now that ordinary film can be put on disc cheaply at the same time as it is developed. This 
can then be used for PowerPoint presentations or posted for publication, whereas sending by e-mail 
means the quality is reduced.  

SLR CAMERAS 

SLR cameras are still the best for quality, when on a budget. For example, included in this report and 
taken with an SLR camera are the cover photos and photographs 1, 3-7, 14, 23, 30, 47-48, 52, 54, 
55-58, 59-64, 67-82. Only the UK entomologist was using slide film for talks, because it adds to his 
current collection and the quality is high. Others are planning to use PowerPoint. Most people with 
non-digital cameras took between six and ten rolls of film. Most people took two cameras, a digital for 
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snapping people and events, especially whilst trekking or travelling, and a second SLR for special 
close-ups and for when the battery ran out on the digital!  

RECORDS 

Keeping sound notes of one's photos is really important. Scouts and others whom we met all naturally 
want copies of at least some of the photos. Making sure that correctly spelled names and addresses 
are taken and connected with the picture is therefore crucial. Not only that, but the scout or scientist is 
often at one's elbow and able to give the correct name in Latin and English! 

LIVELY SUBJECTS 

Having an assistant like Michael Overton who could repeatedly capture the subject and cover it until 
ready with the camera shutter made it possible to capture on film small subjects that won‟t stay still. 
Examples are Photographs 64, 67, 73, 74.  

PHOTOGRAPHIC BRIEF 

Photographic requirements came from the Parks Authority, scouts, Biosearch and sponsors. Good 
quality SLR colour prints and digital pictures copied onto CD were wanted for the report, for display, 
PowerPoint talks and for the website. It was decided not to do a video, because no one had a special 
interest and it would thus be a less productive complication that might interfere with our main 
expedition aims.  
 
Pictures should include the following themes: 

 The expedition story: Team shots at beginning and end of expedition, pictures from each 
stage of the expedition. 

 People: Important to get good close-ups of all the team members from both UK and Malawi. 
(Hopefully catch some members showing extreme expressions.) 

 Anything funny 

 Activities: People at work or around camp activities. 

 Landscape, hills, waterfalls etc, showing a variety of habitats 

 Close ups of any wildlife, big or small, plant or animal, especially rarities, colourful or 
dramatic. 

 Any evidence of poaching. 

 Local people, village or market scenes, giving a flavour of Africa. 
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PHOTOGRAPHS 
 
1. Nyika Plateau from the viewpoint at 7900 ft Peter Overton 
2. Descending into the Mondwe Valley from „Poachers‟ Rock‟ Marianne Overton 
3. View towards Mpanda peak 6600 ft Map Ref 872709 Marianne Overton 
4. Baobab tree at sunset Marianne Overton 
5. Vervet Monkey near Uledi Marianne Overton 
6. Sunset over the Nyika hills Marianne Overton 
7. Chisanga Falls on the western escarpment of Nyika Plateau Marianne Overton 
8. Rocky outcrop near the top of the steep climb out of Mondwe Marianne Overton 
9. July team at Mondwe camp Quincy Connell 
10. Karl, Catherine and Katie Quincy Connell 
11. April team at Nganda base camp 7400 ft  Jonathan Easton 
12. Michael and Patson ascending from the Mondwe Marianne Overton  
13. Karim, Maria Ana, Christina and „Babs‟ (Sarah) Marianne Overton 
14. Gibson Mpepho, Peter Overton and Leonard Moio Marianne Overton 
15. Robert, Penelope, Tim, David, Jenny, Kirsty, George, Solister Quincy Connell 
16. Team photo with Stanley Gondwe on right Quincy Connell 
17. Quincy Connell Quincy Connell 
18. Emily Fereday Quincy Connell 
19. Lorraine Hall Quincy Connell 
20. Karim Vahed Quincy Connell 
21. Victoria Collins Quincy Connell 
22. Richard Nyirenda Quincy Connell 
23. Hassam Patel Peter Overton 
24. Emma Greetham Quincy Connell 
25. Some of the Malawian team Marianne Overton 
26. Kirsty Bell Quincy Connell  
27. Kingfrey Sichinga Quincy Connell 
28. Penelope Whitehorn Penelope Whitehorn 
29. Jenny Clark Quincy Connell 
30. Ray Murphy Marianne Overton 
31. Scouts crossing the Mondwe Quincy Connell 
32. Robert  Singini Quincy Connell 
33. Paul Chisambo Quincy Connell 
34. Catherine Tabor Quincy Connell 
35. Grandson Simkoko Quincy Connell 
36. Karl and Catherine Quincy Connell 
37. Lawrence Kuchipanga Quincy Connell 
38. Patson Mukisi, Lawrence Kuchipanga, Paston Simkoko,  
 Luka Mchila, Stanley Gondwe Marianne Overton 
39. Luka Mchila Marianne Overton 
40. Marianne Overton Peter Overton 
41. Mondwe base camp Marianne Overton  
42. Stanley Gondwe, Emma Greetham, Emily Fereday,  
 Lorraine Hall, Victoria Collins Marianne Overton 
43. A short rest Kirsty Bell 
44. Tim, George Busby, Babs, Jenny and David Quincy Connell  
45. April team at Chinteche Sarah Lightman 
46. On the beach at the end of the expedition Penelope Whitehorn 
47. Nthalire market Marianne Overton 
48. Making flour at Kaparakezi Marianne Overton 
49. Wilbert Chitaukali at work Catherine Tabor 
50. Making pizzas on hot stones on the campfire Victoria Collins  
51. Campsite in April Jonathan Easton  
52. Manuel Gondwe  - traditional fire making using a stick and stone Marianne Overton 
53. Rachel and Jonathan with turtle Sarah Lightman 
54. Animal parts being used in traditional medicine at Rumphi market Marianne Overton 

Dead swallows were on sale to make the bearer “invisible to lions.” 
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55. Wild lobelia overhanging Chisanga Falls Marianne Overton  
56. Seedpod 2km west of Mpanda Marianne Overton 
57. Spiky, blue Blepharus acanthus  Marianne Overton 
58. Orange Techoma capensis and Kalanchoe sp at Juniper Forest Marianne Overton 
59. Beetle Marianne Overton 
60. Pair of Stick Insects Michael Overton 
61. Praying Mantis, Metentella mervensis Marianne Overton 
62. Butterfly Junonia octavia (blue cold season form) Marianne Overton 
63. Grasshopper Marianne Overton 
64. Damselfly  Michael Overton 
65. Spider Marianne Overton 
66. Lizard Telescopus s. semiannulatus Marianne Overton 
67. Tower of Tree frogs   Michael Overton 
68. Lilac breasted Roller Coracius caudata Peter Overton 
69. Giant or Verreaux‟s Eagle Owl  Bubo lacteus Marianne Overton 
70. Augur Buzzard Buteo auger Marianne Overton 
71. Stanley‟s Bustard Neotis denhami Lorraine Hall 
72. Chameleon Marianne Overton 
73. Gecko Marianne Overton 
74. Skink Marianne Overton 
75. Waterbuck Marianne Overton 
76. Scrub Hare at night Marianne Overton 
Pictures taken at South Luangwa; 
77. Puku Marianne Overton 
78. Elephant Victoria Collins 
79. Giraffe Marianne Overton 
80. Lion cubs Michael Overton 
81. Buffalo, Elephant and Saddle Billed Stork at waterhole Peter Overton 
82. Zebra Marianne Overton 
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WEATHER WATCH 
 

Sarah Lightman, Lorraine Hall, Quincy Connell and Marianne Overton 
 

SUMMARY 

 
A maximum-minimum thermometer was kept throughout the April and July/August expeditions. The 
April expedition at the end of the warm, wet season was significantly warmer, both during the day and 

night, averaging 23 C. The July/August expedition in the cooler, dry season experienced daytime 

temperatures averaging 22 C. However, there were some cold nights at or below freezing point. The 
temperatures in the valleys were significantly higher than on the plateau.  
 
The rain gauge broke and rainfall was not measured. The April expedition experienced long periods of 
heavy rain on three days. No rain was recorded during the July/August expedition. The valleys were 
generally sunny though the peaks were often in cloud. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Prior to 1976, there were 21 weather stations in the Nyika National Park, all but two of them being on 
the plateau (Dowsett-Lemaire 1985). Subsequently, only the main stations have been continued. No 
weather station has ever been in the northern valleys, but weather during Biosearch field expeditions 
has been recorded.  
 
The southeast prevailing wind brings heaviest rainfall off the lake to the southeast escarpment where 
the bigger forest patches are found (1200mm p.a.). Rainfall is lightest in the north near Nganda, 
averaging about 900mm per annum. Rainfall is less on the plateau, which tends to experience fogs 
called the Chiperone in July/August, rather than precipitation. Snow has never been recorded. 
(Johnson 1993) 
 

Mean monthly temperatures at Chelinda (2300m) vary between 11
o
C and 16 C, with extremes at –

7
o
C and 26 C (Dowsett-Lemaire 1985). 

 

METHODS 

Site Locations  

In April, weather was recorded from the 31 March to 26 April. Records were made at base camp at 
Nganda, which is at the edge of the plateau (2250m) and down in the Mondwe Valley (1750m). From 
12 to 19

 
April, Sarah Lightman concurrently recorded temperatures in a second location.  

 
In July/August, temperatures were recorded at the new base camp in the Mondwe Valley (1750m) 
between 17 and 28 July. Recordings were also made at the second new base camp at the Upper 
Rumphi on the plateau (2100m) from 30 July to 5 August.  
 
Locations are given for each weather station in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Ordinance Survey Map references and altitudes 

 
Station Site Map ref. Altitude Description 

Nganda base camp 928 461 2250m 7300ft at plateau edge 

Mondwe base camp 912 504 1750m 5700ft in Mondwe Valley 

N.Rumphi base camp 971 399 2100m 6800ft on the plateau 

 
At each site the maximum/minimum thermometer was placed in an easily accessible shady position 
about 1.2m off the ground. It was checked at about 8am daily. 
 

RESULTS 

 
Figure 1 shows the daily maxima and minima recorded in both the April and July/August expeditions. 

 
 

Table 2 gives the average daily maximum and minimum temperatures experienced by the team. 
 

Table 2 Daily Extreme temperatures  

 
 April Jul/Aug 

Maximum 30.7 21.9 

Minimum 15.8 2.7 

 

Temperature  

During the April expedition at the end of the warm, wet season it was significantly warmer, both during 

the day, 30.7 C, and night, 15.8 C, with extremes of 38.5 C on 8 April and 11 C on 13 April. The 
July/August expedition in the middle of the cooler, dry season experienced daytime temperatures 

averaging 21.9 C but experienced cool nights, some at or below freezing point, particularly on the 
plateau at Rumphi. There was little cloud in the valleys and people were taken by surprise by the 

rapid daily rise in temperature of about 20 C on the arrival of sunny mornings.  

Figure 1 Daily Temperatures (maxima and minima)
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Combining day and night temperatures into a daily average is less meaningful in terms of the daily 
experience, but allows comparison with previous authors. In April, the daily average recorded by the 

team in the northern valleys was 23 C, considerably higher than 16 C recorded over 13 years at 
Chelinda, even for the warmest months of November and December. In July and August, the daily 

average of 12 C recorded by the team was slightly warmer than the 11 C average recorded for the 
coolest months of June and July at Chelinda. Night frosts were experienced on two occasions in the 
Mondwe Valley (1750m) and frequently at the Rumphi base camp (2100m). This is more often than 
one would expect from Johnson's assessment of past records. She described night frosts as only 
occurring twice or three times a month in June and July at Chelinda and unlikely below 2200m 
(Johnson 1993). The Wye College Expedition in 1972 experienced a few frosts in late July at the 
Nganda base camp (2250m), but readings taken in a Stephenson's Screen at 1.2m above the ground 
did not go below freezing. 
 
The April expedition was largely in the valleys, but the July/August expedition spent the first phase in 
the valleys and the second phase on the plateau. The night minima in the valleys were significantly 
warmer than on the plateau, although daytime temperatures showed little difference.  
 

Rainfall 
During the April expedition, it rained for at least an hour on seven days. Short, heavy rains lasting for 
30 to 60 minutes, occurred on 1, 3, 5 and 6 April, with night thunderstorms on the first two dates. 
Heavy rain was experienced over eight hours on 6 April followed by a dry period. Rain fell again on 20 
April for over two hours, finishing at 5p.m., then there was heavy rain again all day on 21 April and all 
afternoon on 23 April. This latter rain fell on the plateau at Chelinda. Unfortunately, the rain gauge 
was broken in transit and rainfall was not measured. No rain fell in the valleys during the July/August 
expedition. The valleys were generally sunny, although the mountain peaks above were often in 
cloud. 
 
Nyika experiences one annual rainy season from November to April with little or no rain in the dry 
season (Johnson 1993). Figure 2 gives the rainfall for Zovochipolo, situated on the plateau near 
Chelinda, for the period 1979 to 1982. (Dowsett-Lemaire 1985.) This concurs with the findings of the 
April and the July/August 2003 expeditions. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
The seasonal differences between the April and July/August expeditions were much in line with 
previous records. Although days are significantly warmer in April, the bigger difference is in the cold 
nights experienced in July/August. The northern valleys of the Nyika National Park have no known 
previous weather records, other than those carried out by Biosearch Nyika during field expedition 
periods. This work reports significantly higher temperatures in the valleys, but a July night frost was 
recorded at as low as 1750m.  

Figure 2 Rainfall on the Nyika Plateau
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SCIENTIFIC OVERVIEW 
 

Marianne Overton 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Aims 

The Nyika National Park is over 3000km
2
 and the resources for its protection are few.  Biosearch 

Nyika teams provide the back-up of equipment and manpower that enables the scouts to get out into 
the remote areas to do anti-poaching patrols. Teams of Malawian and European scientists and 
volunteers go with them and carry out scientific, ecological surveys. This partnership makes a major 
contribution to country‟s commitment to the Biodiversity Convention and brings international 
recognition of the importance of the Park and its wildlife. This has directly brought some additional 
resources for its protection and helped to increase revenue at the Park Gate and through tourism at 
Chelinda. We have been able to clearly demonstrate in substantial documents why the biodiversity of 
the Park is enormously valuable and needs protection. The data is also directly useful to the 
Department of Parks and Wildlife, helping to inform their management policies and the educational 
service they provide to staff, schools and tourists.  
 
This ninth expedition to the Nyika National Park is again to provide sound ecological data on the 
biodiversity of the Park, changes in the large game populations and the levels of poaching. The direct 
support to the scouts in their anti-poaching patrols is in addition to the scientific aims, covered in this 
report. 
 

Previous work 

There has been considerable interest in the Nyika, but almost entirely on the plateau, which has some 
dirt tracks accessible by vehicle. The steep decline off the edge of the plateau and the northern hills 
beyond are only accessible on foot. The ground is uneven and progress slow. (Two kilometres on the 
map from the plateau edge down to the Mondwe base camp can take well over two hours, more than 
twice as long when, in the early stages, a team is unfit)  Biosearch Nyika has tended to concentrate 
on where the most can be achieved for the Parks authority and that is the remotest part, the northern 
hills (Wye College 1973, Overton 1998/9/00/02). In 1997, we randomly selected 50-kilometre squares 
for the large mammal surveys, ten in each habitat zone as identified by the Wye College Team in 
1972. This provides 10% coverage spread over around 500km

2
. These have formed the basis of 

successive surveys, thus enabling comparisons, as long as a high number of sites are sampled in 
each area. Botanical and other projects have frequently been carried out at the same time in the 
same areas so that the data is supportive.  
 
Expeditions have been carried out in the cooler, dry season of July and August in 1972, 1998, 1999, 
2000 and 2003 and in the warmer, wetter season of April in 1997 and 2003. Only one was not in the 
northern hills and that was September 1999, when the expedition was based at Juniper Forest to 
allow more botanical and invertebrate diversity to be assessed. Two expeditions were carried out in 
2003, in April and July/August, thus allowing some comparison with all the previous reports.  
 

Expeditions in 2003 

In 2003, the April expedition did not have the manpower to do the large mammal surveys and so 
concentrated on biodiversity. The botany at each level down the valley of the River Mondwe was 
assessed with professional Malawian botanist Hassam Patel. Jonathan Easton led a checklist of birds 
sighted and some specific bird surveys. Two staff members of the Museums of Malawi, Wilbert 
Chitaukali and Lovemore Mazibuko, were able to join the expedition to lead the assessment of small 
mammals and herpetology(amphibians and reptiles), respectively. 
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The July expedition was larger and able to carry out the extensive large mammal surveys in the 
Mondwe and Sawi/Guwu valleys. Coupled with this was the study of Orthoptera for the very first time 
in these remote valleys. Biosearch Nyika moved the base camp onto the plateau for the second 
phase, which enabled a study, focused on the forest patches for the first time. The only other 
comprehensive study of the forest patches was that by Françoise Dowsett-Lemaire in 1985.  
 

BIODIVERSITY 

 
It is surprising that even after a number of previous expeditions in the northern hills, the April team 
was able to identify at least 26 new species of plant for the Park and 3 new species for Malawi. In this 
one expedition alone, the team identified over 550 different species, more than 50 of which were new 
to Biosearch Nyika. Some had not been recorded since around the turn of the last century. The team 
studied 56 4x4m quadrats. It is astonishing how different each square is. Frequently a species is 
dominant in only one square and may only recur in a few of the squares. More detailed descriptions of 
the area can be found in the botanical and other reports, but the range of altitudes and habitats and 
occasional landslides all encourage diversity. Dry season burning of grasslands was found to 
increase diversity, provided it was not too frequent. In this study of Orthoptera as indicators, the 
highest diversity was found in grassland two years after burning. The plateau is raised between two 
arms of the Great Rift Valley. This creates an island effect, where species that cannot travel to the 
next “island” of similar habitat are isolated and new endemic species are likely to develop.  
 
There are six endemic species of reptiles and amphibians known to occur in the Nyika and nowhere 
else in the world. This expedition was the first scientific survey of the amphibians and reptiles of the 
northern valleys, led by Lovemore Mazibuko. The search was thorough and the team identified 32 
species of frog and toad, 41% of those known to occur in Malawi. They also identified two new 
species of amphibians, the Mozambique Rainfrog, Breviceps mossambicus and Frances‟ squeaker, 
Arthroleptis francei. The team also found no less than eight new species of reptile!  
 
The range of diversity of the invertebrates is immense. Entomologist Ray Murphy has been involved 
in almost every Biosearch expedition. The number of species he has found in the Nyika amounts to 
some 882 species identified to date, excluding ants and termites that are covered by other reports. 
This is a stunning piece of work. The work has augmented the National Collections and contributed 
towards illustrated literature published on the various species groups. 
 

LARGE MAMMAL POPULATIONS 

 
Twenty-six species were recorded, similar to the number in previous years, although lion tracks were 
new this year. Many species had shown a serious decline from 1999 to 2000, but showed some 
recovery in 2003, though not to 1999 levels for the larger game. The plateau has held its populations 
best, even retaining its elephant activity. The lower valleys have showed a significant decline in dry 
season elephant populations, which has continued between 1999-2003. This is of particular concern 
as this is the more appropriate habitat for elephant and is their traditional refuge in the dry season. 
This is likely to be the impact of poachers moving into the Park from the bordering villages. 
 

FUTURE WORK 

 
It is important to continue the long term monitoring of the large mammal populations and vital to 
protect them from poaching. The vegetation is rich and varied, with continuous supplies of water. Yet 
populations do seem small relative to Parks with better protection. The Nyika National Park scouts do 
an excellent job, but are severely limited by lack of resources. Year on year support is vital and much 
more is needed. 
 
The diversity is dramatic and it is important to protect it. The majority of our medicines were found 
initially in plants. It was fascinating to find a very large tree, Prunus africanus, the bark of which has 
been used effectively as a cure for serious illness. It would be fascinating to see more work done on 
this. This work adds still more new species to previously published lists of the valuable resources and 
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rarities that Nyika holds in reserve. Work on the diversity, regeneration and resilience of the forest 
patches is only just begun. They are important refuges and vital reservoirs for a host of species. 
 
There is need of a simple booklet with photographs of important plants that can be used to help the 
Parks to train scouts and to help in education of children and tourists. Points of interest would include 
the medicinal value of plants, an area in which we have some expertise available.  
 
The herpetology has been astounding, which suggests that more work is needed. Small mammals 
continue to be useful indicators of the health of the environment and thus it is very important to 
continue these studies.  
 
New discoveries are likely to come from exploring a completely new part of the northern Nyika hills 
next year. Rising up from the hills is a raised plateau at 6000ft (1850m) between the peaks of 
Mpanda at 6619ft (2035m) and Kawozya at 7,200ft (2215m). This isolated ridge has never been 
studied in detail and few have attained its heights. Like the Nyika Plateau itself, it may well reveal rare 
and endemic species and is so remote as to be almost completely unknown to science.  The 
approach from the very northern part of the Park will take the team through the lowest terrain of the 
Nyika, thus covering the greatest range of altitude. 
 

REFERENCES 
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covers the whole expedition area for both April and July/August expeditions. 
 

SOME USEFUL MAP REFERENCES 

 
Nganda Base Camp 930 460 7400ft 2300m 
Mondwe Base Camp 912 504 6800ft 2090m 
Upper Rumphi Base Camp 978 405 6750ft 2070m 
 
Moving North from Nganda, 
Poacher‟s bridge 929 519 5600ft 1720m 
John Baukila Camp 912 577 4800ft 1480m 
Lost Camp 913 565 4800ft 1480m 
Beach Camp 894 594 4650ft 1430m 
Red 2 Camp 897 590 4750ft 1460m 
Penelope‟s 3 camps on the River Sawi  
Buthukwa Sisya Camp 974 566 4300ft 1320m 
Bangwa Camp 972 588 3900ft 1200m 
Sawi Camp (resupplied) 967 553 4300ft 1320m 
Camp on a tributary of the   
Nkhata River   943 543 5650ft 1740m 
 
Moving East of Nganda, 
Forestry Camp Blue 969 452 7000ft 2150m 
Red Camp II 025 415 6800ft 2090m 
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BOTANY 
 

Hassam Patel and Marianne Overton 
 

SUMMARY 

 
This three-week field study of vegetation of northern valleys of the Nyika National Park in April 2003 
generated a recorded list of 552 species, including 26 that are new records for the Nyika National 
Park, three of them new for Malawi. A further set of specimens has been lodged in the Royal 
Botanical Gardens at Kew and may be found to be species new to science. Several other species had 
not been recorded since the turn of the twentieth century. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The vegetation of the Nyika National Park has been previously well described (Overton 1998, 2000, 
2002; Sabonet 2000; Meadows 1985). Suffice it to say that the plateau is the largest montane 
complex in south central Africa, with 1800km

2
 above the 1800m (6000ft) contour, which is often 

regarded as the transition between woodland and montane vegetation. This biogeography creates an 
isolation, which encourages endemism. To the east and west of the plateau, the land drops into the 
major Rift Valley faults, creating a series of valleys with a range of altitudes and consequent variety of 
habitats off the escarpment. Seismic activity and rainfall contribute to landslides and spectacular 
waterfalls and wetlands called “dambos”. This expedition worked in the most inaccessible northern 

hills at around 10 20‟ to 10
o
30‟S from the escarpment edge at 6400ft (1969m) down the Mondwe 

Valley to around 4800ft (1476m). Much of the previous research has been based on the plateau, with 
only the Biosearch expeditions concentrating on the more inaccessible northern hills of the Park, 
where travel must be on foot. 
 
The area was protected as a national park, largely on the basis that it supplies the water for the 
northern part of Malawi. Rainfall in the north of the Park is less than average for the Park, measured 
at Nganda in the north to be around 1000mm p.a. (Dowsett-Lemaire 1985). There have been no 
meteorological stations in the northern valleys, but data collected during Biosearch expeditions is 
recorded in each report. According to records from the 21 meteorological stations based mainly on the 
plateau prior to 1976, rainfall is likely to be higher in the valleys off the plateau, particularly on the 
eastern side of the Park. Low rainfall is a limiting factor on the fruiting of some species such as 
Allophyllus abyssinicus, Maesa lanceolata and Rhus longipes (Dowsett-Lemaire 1985), which may 
affect their distribution over a period of decades.  
 
The Park covers 3134km

2
, with only a small portion of about 80km

2 
over the border in Zambia 

(Johnson 1993). All of the records in this report are from Malawi. The Park was established in 1968 
and extended to include the lower hills in 1978. Some vegetation due to previous habitation and 
subsistence farming is evident in the lower valleys, but there is no current legal occupation. An 
important influence on the grassland vegetation is regular burning to reduce the risk of late, hot fires, 
which penetrate and diminish the rainforest patches (Dowsett-Lemaire 1985). Lemon (1968) found 
that grassland-burning for management reduces the nutrients but not the valuable forage plants. The 
underlying rock is quartz-mica schist making the rivers glisten with the sediment. The whole is part of 
the volcanic Rift Valley, which is split in two, one arm forming Lake Malawi the other to the West of 
the Nyika western escarpment and running through Zambia.  

 

METHOD 

 
The first base camp was situated below the escarpment off the plateau on the River Mondwe at O/S 
map reference 912505. The highest altitude surveys were done nearby at 6400ft. The river was 
followed downstream to the abandoned John Bualika Village where the lowest altitude surveys were 
at 4800ft (1477m) (O/S map reference 915578). At each of eight kilometres down the valley, the flora 
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was assessed by selection of three to nine representative quadrats, each of 4x4m, in a transect 
across the river. Thus both the riverine and adjacent vegetation was assessed. A total of 56 quadrats 
were assessed. For each species, the number of plants was counted, unless it was clearly dominant, 
in which case a D was recorded. In location B, only presence or absence was recorded, so these 
figures given in the table are not comparable.  
 
Much identification was possible in the field, but specimens were also taken where necessary for 
confirmation and to add to the reference collections at the National Herbarium of Malawi and at Kew, 
London. A number of specimens that could not be identified, and may be new species, have been 
lodged at the herbarium at Kew, London awaiting further work. These include some specimens found 
outside the quadrats. 
 

RESULTS 

 
Table 1 lists all 552 species identified on the April expedition and their locations within the Mondwe 
Valley. For each location A to H, the number of plants found in eight quadrats is given. Where less or 
more than eight quadrats was done at a location, the number of plants has been multiplied up 
accordingly. The diversity is immense, so that many plants only occur in one of the 56 quadrats. D in 
the table indicates that the species is dominant but usually only in one quadrat at that location. 
 
Where Biosearch has not previously published finding of the species (summarised in Overton 1999 
and 2001), the notes here indicate when they were previously found, referring to The Plants of the 
Nyika Vol. 1 (SABONET 2000). Where two previous collectors are given for the Nyika, the Malawi 
reference is listed here in preference. Outdated names are included in brackets where we have used 
the old name in previous publications. For fuller records of past nomenclature, refer to the SABONET 
publication. Thirty-nine of the species new to Biosearch were recorded as present in the Park by Mill 
in his 1979 Resource Inventory and Management Plan for the Park, but the name of the collector, 
location of the plant and location of specimens is generally not provided (Mill 1979). Species not 
previously recorded in the Nyika are noted as “new” in Table 1. 
 

DISCUSSION 

 
About a hundred species were found on this expedition that had not been previously recorded by 
Biosearch. This is only the second April season expedition carried out by Biosearch and was 
organised specifically to take advantage of the warmer, wet season when more plant species are in 
flower and fruit and available for identification. Previous work by SABONET included Hassam Patel 
and has provided an improved foundation of knowledge. 
 
This work is a very thorough survey of the remote Mondwe Valley at the end of the rainy season, 
evidenced by the large number of species recorded. Many had not been previously recorded since 
the Wye College expedition of 1972 and eight species had not been recorded since 1900. No 
previous records of 26 species have been found in the literature for the Nyika, three of these being 
new for Malawi.  
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Table 1 List of plants recorded in April 2003 and their relative abundance 

 
At each location A-H, relative abundance is calculated as the number of plants on a  
sample of eight 4x4m quadrats, that is an area of 128m

2
.  

 
Locations moving down the river valley A-H 
A  Upper Mondwe 6400 ft  1970m  
B  Upper Mondwe 6400 ft  1970m 
C  Mondwe/Gunda Njiwa confluence 5600 ft  1725m 
D  Mondwe/Gunda Njiwa confluence 5600 ft  1725m - marshy area 
E  Mondwe/Gunda Njiwa confluence 5600 ft  1725m 
F  Mondwe/Gunda Njiwa confluence 5600 ft  1725m 
G  John Baulika Village 4800 ft  1475m (Map ref. 915 578) 
H  John Baulika Village 4800 ft  1475m 
  
Symbols used within table:   
D  Signifies that the species was dominant in at least one quadrat 
Y  Species present, but not counted in at least one quadrat 
 
Earlier records are noted where they have not been previously recorded by  
Biosearch Nyika, nor anyone else for a long time.   

 
Species Name Earlier records A B C D E F G H 

Abildgaardia (Bulbostylis) filamentosa 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 
Acacia amythethophylla (?=macrothyrsa) 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 
Acacia galpinii  0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 
Acacia karroo  0 0 0 0 0 0 10 4 
Acacia macrothyrsa  0 0 0 0 0 0 14 7 
Acalypha polymorpha  0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 
Acalypha psilostachya  0 0 0 6 0 0 10 3 
Acalypha villicaulis  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Acroceras macrum  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Aeschynomene afraspera 1903 McClounie 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 
Aeschynomene heurckeana 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Aeschynomene indica  21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aeschynomene nyassana  21 0 0 2 7 21 0 0 
Aeschynomene rubrofarinacea  0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 
Aeshynomene tenuirama 1902 McClounie 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 
Agathisanthemum globosum  0 0 10 11 0 0 0 0 
Ageratum conyzoides subsp.  
        houstonianum 

 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 

Agrocharis pedunculata  0 0 0 0 22 0 0 0 
Agrostis producta 1959 Robinson 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Albuca kirkii  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 
Alchemilla ellenbeckii  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
Alectra sessiflora  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 
Alepidea propinqua  0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Allophylus abyssinicus 1985 Dowsett-Lemaire      0       0     0 0 6 0 5 0 
Allophylus chaunostachys  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
Alloteropsis semialata  0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Aloe christianii  0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Ampelocissus africana  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Ampelocissus multistriata New Park record 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Ampelocissus sp  0 0 0 5 0 0 5 0 
Andropogon amethystinus  0 0 0 0 0 D D D 
Andropogon eucomis  0 0 D 0 D D D D 
Andropogon schirensis  0 1 D D D 0 0 0 
Aneilema hockii New Park record  0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
Anisopappus buchwaldii  0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 
Anisopappus chinensis New for Biosearch 0 0 0 13 19 0 36 0 
Annona senegalensis  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
Antherotoma naudinii 1952 White 0 0 30 0 46 0 D D 
Antidesma venosum New Park record  0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
Apium leptophyllum  0 0 0 30 21 0 0 0 
Argyrolobium globosum  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Argyrolobium rupestre  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 1 continued          
Species Name Earlier records A B C D E F G H 

Aristea woodii 1975 Phillips 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Aristida congesta  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Artemisia afra   0 0 11 38 0 11 0 0 
Arthraxon lancifolius 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Arthropteris monocarpa  0 1 15 0 0 D D 0 
Arthropteris orientalis  0 0 0 D 21 0 0 D 
Arthropteris pterocaulon  0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 
Asparagus africanus  13 4 6 0 1 0 0 0 
Asparagus asparagoides 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
Asparagus laricinus  0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 
Asparagus plumosus 1985 Dowsett-Lemaire       0      0     0 0 0 0 1 0 
Asparagus setaceus 1967 Richards 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 
Aspidoglossum angustissimum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aspilia kotschyii  8 0 3 0 0 18 10 0 
Aspilia mossambicensis  0 2 6 0 21 0 D 0 
Aspilia natalensis 1977 Hilliard 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 
Asplenium  protensum 1958 Robson 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 
Asystasia gangetica  0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 
Athrixia rosmarinifolia  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 
Athyrium schimperi  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
Azanza garckeana  0 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 
Bauhinia petersiana  0 0 0 0 0 0 12 2 
Bauhinia thonningii  0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Baumiella imbricata  0 0 0 0 24 0 4 0 
Becium grandiflorum  0 0 17 0 11 3 0 20 
Bewsia biflora  0 0 D D D 0 D D 
Bidens pilosa  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Biophytum crassipes 1979 Mill 0 0 80 0 0 0 0 20 
Biophytum helenae 1979 Mill 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 
Blepharis grandis  107 2 0 0 51 0 22 0 
Blumea brevipes  0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 
Blumea alata  0 0 0 4 0 0 0 9 
Blumea axillaris (mollis)  0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 
Boophone disticha  0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
Bothriocline inyangana   0 1 0 0 0 0 11 0 
Bothriocline longipes  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bothriocline ripensis  0 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 
Bothriocline trifoliata   11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Brachiaria xantholeuca New for Malawi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Brachyachne fulva 1959 Robson 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Brachypodium flexum  0 0 0 0 14 0 D 0 
Brachystegia boehmii  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Brachystegia bussei  11 0 2 0 6 0 9 7 
Brachystegia longifolia  0 0 0 2 0 0 0 48 
Brachystegia manga  0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 
Brachystegia spiciformis  24 1 6 0 13 3 7 8 
Brachystegia taxifolia  0 0 10 46 0 0 0 0 
Brachystegia utilis  0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 
Brachythrix glomerata  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
Brachythrix sonchoides  0 0 0 0 6 0 0 4 
Brachythrix stolzii  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bridelia brideliifolia  0 0 2 6 8 8 0 6 
Bridelia mollis  0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
Buchnera crassifolia  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
Bulbophyllum cochleatum 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 
Bulbostylis densa  0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Bulbostylis macra  0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Burkea africana  0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Calycularia crispula  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Campylopus fragilis 1946 Brass 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 D 
Campylopus introflexus Old name 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Campylopus nivalis 1946 Brass 0 0 0 0 D 0 D 0 
Carex cognata 1967 Richards 0 0 0 D 0 32 0 0 
Carissa edulis  0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 
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Table 1 continued          
Species Name Earlier records A B C D E F G H 

Cassia abbreviata  0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
Cassytha filiformis  0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 
Chamaecrista mimosoides   0 1 0 7 0 3 0 0 
Chlorophytum blepharophyllum  0 0 0 4 0 0 0 3 
Chlorophytum campanulatum 1979 Mill 0 0 4 8 0 0 0 0 
Chlorophytum leptoneurum 1889 McClounie 0 0 30 8 0 0 0 0 
Chlorophytum orchidastrum  0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 
Chlorophytum stolzii  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Chlorophytum vestitum 1937 Phillips 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Choristylis rhamnoides  0 0 0 6 0 0 4 0 
Cirsium buchwaldii  0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cissus rupestris  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cissus sp.  0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Clematis brachiata 1902 McClounie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
Clematis uhehensis  0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Clematis villosa  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Clerodendrum buchananii  0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 
Clerodendrum johnstonii 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 1 
Clerodendrum kirkii  0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 
Clerodendrum myricoides  0 1 14 7 5 0 0 12 
Clerodendrum pleiosciadium  0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 
Clerodendrum sansibarense 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 10 
Coelachne africana 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Combretum collinum  0 0 0 8 0 0 7 3 
Combretum fragans  0 0 0 0 3 0 1 3 
Combretum molle  0 0 6 6 2 0 4 2 
Commelina africana  0 0 0 10 21 0 0 0 
Commelina benghalensis  0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 
Commelina bracteosa 1967 Richards 0 0 0 D 0 11 0 0 
Commelina neurophylla  0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 
Commiphora marlothii  0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Commiphora mozambicensis  0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 
Convoluvulus sagittatus var.sagittatus 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 
Conyza conyzoides  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
Conyza steudelii New Park record  0 0 0 0 0 32 27 0 
Crotalaria recta  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Crotolaria goetzei  0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 
Croton macrostachys  0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 
Ectadiopsis producta New Park record  0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
Cryptosepalum maraviense  0 0 210 126 149 D 0 0 
Cucumis metuliferus New Park record  0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 
Cuscuta kilimanjari  0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Cussonia arborea  0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 
Cussonia spicata  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cyathodium africanum  0 0 0 0 0 0 D D 
Cymbopogon dieterlenii New Park record 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Cymbopogon caesius subsp. 
Caesius 

New Park record 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 

Cynoglossum amplifolium  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
Cyperus alopecuroides  0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 
Cyperus alternifolius  0 0 0 D 69 0 0 D 
Cyperus angolensis  0 0 0 90 0 0 0 0 
Cyperus auriculatum  0 0 20 D 0 0 D 0 
Cyperus exaltatus  0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Cyperus margaritaceus  0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Cyperus nduru  0 0 0 0 67 0 0 0 
Cyperus niger subsp. Elagantulus 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Cyperus rupestris  0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Cyperus tenax  0 0 95 0 0 0 0 0 
Pycreus macrostachyos 
(Cyperus tremulus) 

New Park record 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 

Cyphia lasiandra  0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cyphostemma hermiannioides  0 0 0 7 0 0 2 0 
Cyphostemma kerkvoordei 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Cyphostemma wittei  0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
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Table 1 continued          
Species Name Earlier records A B C D E F G H 

Cyphostemma zombense  0 1 0 0 0 0 4 3 
Dalbergia nitidula  0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Deinbollia nyikense New?  t.b.confirmed 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Desmodium barbatum  0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 
Dichrostachys cinerea  0 0 12 0 0 0 6 0 
Dicliptera lingulata  0 0 0 0 0 0 18 20 
Dicliptera pumila  0 0 0 0 0 0 D 10 
Dicoma anomala   0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Dicoma sessiflora  0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Digitaria diagonalis  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Dichanthium aristatum New for Malawi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Diospyros zombensis  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Dissotis caloneura 1952 White 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 
Dissotis melleri  0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Dissotis princeps  0 1 37 16 23 24 18 12 
Dissotis senegambensis  0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 
Dissotis speciosa  0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 
Dolichos kilimandscharicus  13 3 8 38 14 0 15 18 
Dolichos sericeus  0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Dombeya burgessiae  0 2 9 0 6 0 5 6 
Dombeya johnstonii 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Dombeya rotundifolia  0 1 0 3 0 0 0 3 
Droogmansia pteropus  0 0 18 11 6 0 2 3 
Dryopteris athamantica 1896 Whyte 0 0 0 0 0 112 0 0 
Dryopteris kilemensis 1946 Brass 0 0 0 D 0 0 D 0 
Dyschoriste albiflora  0 0 0 5 0 0 18 0 
Dyschoriste verticillaris  80 1 0 0 0 0 18 0 
Echinochloa jubata 1920 McClounie 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 D 
Ectadiopsis producta New Park record  0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
Ehretia erecta  0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Elephantopus scaber  0 0 0 0 2 0 2 3 
Elionurus muticus 1958 Robson 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Emilia hockii  0 1 0 3 3 0 0 0 
Emilia integrifolia  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 
Emilia limosus  0 0 30 0 14 6 0 0 
Epilobium capense  0 0 0 9 0 0 0 20 
Epilobium salignum  0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 
Equisetum ramosissimum  0 0 0 D D D D D 
Eragrostis aspera  80 0 80 60 0 0 0 0 
Eragrostis congesta 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 96 0 0 
Eragrostis hispida  0 0 0 0 91 0 0 0 
Eragrostis patens  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 
Eragrostis tenuifolia  0 0 0 0 0 58 0 0 
Erica benguelensis  2.7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Erica mannii 1958 Robson 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Erica microdonata 1896 Whyte 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Eriosema buchananii  0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 
Eriosema burkei 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 
Eriosema caudifolium  11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Eriosema montanum  0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 
Eriosema nutans  0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
Eriosema polystachyum  0 0 0 0 11 6 0 0 
Erlangea laxa 1986 Philcox, Pope  

and Chisumpa 
0 0 0 0 9 0 0 3 

Erythrina abyssinica  0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
Erythrocephalum zambesianum  0 0 31 0 9 6 4 2 
Euclea divinorum 1985 Dowsett-Lemaire      0       0     0 0 0 0 2 0 
Euclea racemosa 1972 Wye College 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 
Eulalia villosa  0 0 0 D D 0 D 0 
Euphorbia cyparissioides  0 0 60 0 0 0 0 0 
Euphorbia depauperata  0 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 
Euphorbia ingens New Park record 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 
Exotheca abyssinica  0 0 0 D D 0 D 0 
Fadogia andongensis  0 0 0 18 6 0 0 0 
Fadogia homblei New to Biosearch 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 
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Table 1 continued          
Species Name Earlier records A B C D E F G H 

Fadogia stenophylla  0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 
Fadogia triphylla  0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 
Faurea saligna  0 0 2 10 2 0 0 0 
Faurea speciosa  0 0 20 10 18 18 3 12 
Festuca caprina 1949 Hawksworth 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Festuca sp.  0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Ficus abutilifolia 1979 Mill 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
Ficus soldenella  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Ficus sycamorus  0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Ficus thonningii  0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 
Ficus verruculosa New Park record 0 0 0 9 11 0 0 0 

Flacourtia indica  0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Flemingia grahamiana  0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 
Flueggea virosa  0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 
Frommia ceratophylloides  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
Fuirena pubescens  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 
Fuirena stricta  0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Galium ossirwaense  0 0 0 0 0 8 0 1 
Gardenia subacaulis  0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 
Geniosporum paludosum  0 1 12 0 0 0 0 0 
Geniosporum rotundifolium  0 1 0 14 23 0 16 0 
Geniosporum strictum  0 1 0 0 11 0 0 8 
Genlisea hispidula  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
Geranium arabicum  0 0 120 0 0 0 0 0 
Geranium vagans  0 0 0 0 6 0 0 30 
Gerbera ambigua  0 1 21 0 29 0 23 0 
Gerbera viridifolia  53 4 19 130 0 48 0 0 
Gladiolus dallenii  0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gnidia fastigiata  0 0 0 15 0 0 0 6 
Gnidia kraussiana  0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 
Grewia inaequilatera  0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 
Grewia truncata  0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 
Guizotia scabra  0 0 0 10 0 0 14 0 
Gutenbergia marginata New Park record  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 

Habenaria thomsonii 1979 Mill 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Habenaria macrura 1959 Richards 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 
Haumaniastrum callianthum  0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 
Haumaniastrum galeopsifolium 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 
Haumaniastrum villosum  0 0 0 0 46 0 11 0 
Helichrysum angustifolium  0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 
Helichrysum coriaceum (plantaginifolium) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 
Helichrysum foetidum  0 1 0 0 16 0 0 0 
Helichrysum gerberifolium New Park record 0 0 90 0 0 0 0 0 

Helichrysum kirkii  173 3 170 46 D 62 27 0 
Helichrysum nudifolium  0 0 12 0 7 0 0 0 
Helichrysum patulifolium  0 1 4 0 8 0 0 0 
Helichrysum plantaginifolium   67 1 8 25 0 0 0 0 
Helichrysum squamosum  29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Helichrysum sulphureo-fuscum  0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 
Helichrysum tithonioides  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Helichrysum vernonioides 1970 Brummitt 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 
Hemarthria altissima New Park record 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 

Herschelianthe baurii  0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 
Heteromorpha involucrata New to Biosearch 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
Heteropogon contortus  0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Hoslundia opposita New Park record 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 

Hyparrhenia anamesa Jackson, no date 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Hyparrhenia cymbaria  3 0 D D D D D 0 
Hyparrhenia dissoluta  0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hyparrhenia filipendula  0 0 0 0 D 0 0 D 
Hyparrhenia formosa 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Hyparrhenia pilgeriana Jackson, no date 0 0 0 D 0 0 D D 
Hypericum conjungens  0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 
Hypericum peplidifolium  0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 
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Table 1 continued          
Species Name Earlier records A B C D E F G H 

Hypericum quartinianum  0 1 0 0 5 13 0 0 
Table 1 continued          
Species Name Earlier records A B C D E F G H 
Hypericum scioanum  0 0 0 15 0 0 4 0 
Hyperthelia dissoluta  0 0 0 0 D D 0 0 
Hypoestes aristata  0 0 91 141 17 11 0 0 
Hypoestes forsskaoli  0 0 0 5 0 0 39 25 
Hypoestes triflora  0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 
Hypoxis filiformis 1956 Benson 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Hypoxis goetzei  0 1 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Hypoxis rosea  0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 
Hypoxis villosa  0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Ilex mitis   0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Imperata cylindrica  0 2 90 0 D 0 0 D 
Indigofera atriceps  0 0 0 0 0 0 28 16 
Indigofera homblei  0 1 0 0 0 0 27 28 
Indigofera longibarbata  0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 
Indigofera lyallii  0 3 14 14 6 0 0 0 
Indigofera milne-redheadii  0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Indigofera mimosoides  0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 
Indigofera nyikensis  0 0 14 15 0 30 0 0 
Indigofera trachyphylla  0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 
Inula glomerata  21 6 46 29 23 27 3 3 
Inula shirensis  0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Ipomoea mauritiana 1903 McClounie 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
Ipomoea tenuirostris  0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
Isachne angolensis  0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Isoberlinia tomentosa  0 0 1 0 8 5 3 0 
Julbernardia globiflora   0 0 16 14 3 10 0 3 
Juncus oxycarpus  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 
Justicia betonica  96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Justicia linearispica  0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 
Justicia mollugo 1979 Mill 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
Justicia nuttii  0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 
Justicia striolata  0 0 9 0 5 0 0 0 
Kyllinga tenuifolia 1959 Robson 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Kniphofia princeae  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Kniphofia reynoldsii  0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 
Koeleria capensis 1949 Hawksworth 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Kohautia caespitosa  0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 
Kotschya africana  0 0 24 0 0 0 0 0 
Kotschya carsonii 1962 Verboom 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 
Kotschya eurycalyx 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 
Kotschya uguenensis  0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
Lannea discolor  0 0 0 5 5 2 5 3 
Lannea edulis  0 0 3 4 0 5 21 4 
Launaea rarifolia New for Bioseach 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 
Lecaniodiscus fraxinifolius  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Leersia hexandra  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lefebvrea grantii  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lefebvrea stuhlmannii  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lelya osteocarpa var angustifolia 1968 Robson 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Lelya prostrata var.prostrata  0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 
Leonotis decadonta  0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 
Leonotis myricifolia  
      (was pole-evansii) 

 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 

Leonotis leonurus  0 0 0 0 0 13 2 0 
Leonotis mollisima  0 0 7 60 0 0 0 8 
Leonotis nepetifolia  0 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 
Leucas deflexa  0 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 
Limosella australis 1958 Robson 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 
Lipocarpha comosa  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
Lippia baumii 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 21 5 0 
Lippia javanica  0 1 3 35 7 0 13 21 
Lippia plicata  5.3 2 0 37 0 0 16 5 
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Table 1 continued          
Species Name Earlier records A B C D E F G H 

Lippia trifoliata  0 0 0 0 5 0 16 0 
Lippia woodii  19 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 
Lithospermum afromontanum  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Lotus goetzei  0 0 0 0 8 0 3 0 
Loudetia simplex  133 0 0 D D 0 D 0 
Maesa lanceolata  0 1 8 4 8 5 0 7 
Manostachya staelioides 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 
Maranthes floribunda  0 0 28 0 0 0 0 0 
Marattia fraxinia 1985 Dowsett-Lemaire      0      0      0 0 D 0 0 D 
Marchantia sp  0 0 0 0 0 D 0 D 
Margaretta rosea  0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 
Mariscus dubius  0 0 D D 0 0 0 0 
Mariscus (Cyperus) foliolus (C.luteus) 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Mariscus rubrotinctus (C.distans) 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Maytenus mossambicensis 1985 Dowsett-Lemaire      0      0      0 0 0 0 0 3 
Maytenus senegalensis  0 0 2 3 0 3 3 6 
Melinis ambigua  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Melinis macrochaeta  0 0 0 D 0 0 0 D 
Melinis minutiflora  0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Melinis repens  0 0 0 90 0 0 0 0 
Microchloa caffra 1977 Pawek 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Microchloa kunthii  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Microchloa altera New to Biosearch 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Microglossa longiradiata 1958 Robson 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
Microglossa pyrifolia  0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 
Monechma varians  0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 
Monocymbium ceresiforme  0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Monotes africanus  0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Mucuna stans  0 0 2 77 18 38 0 0 
Multidentia crassa  0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Murdannia (Commelina) simplex 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 
Mussaenda arcuata  0 0 3 0 0 5 0 0 
Oldenlandia herbacea  0 0 0 0 69 0 0 0 
Osyridocarpus schimperianus 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 
Oxalis anthelmintica 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 
Oxalis trichophylla 1962 Fanshaw 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Ozoroa reticulata 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 
Panicum adenophorum  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Panicum chionachne  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Panicum dregeanum New Park record 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 

Panicum lukwangulense  0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Panicum maximum  0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Panicum monticola 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 
Panicum pusillum  0 0 D 0 0 0 0 D 
Panicum trichocladum  0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 
Parinari curatellifolia  0 0 5 2 15 16 0 0 
Perotis patens New Park record 0 0 0 0 11 0 D 0 

Pentas purpurea 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 
Pericopsis angolensis  0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 
Peristrophe paniculata 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 
Peucedanum nyassicum  11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Phragmites mauritianus  0 1 30 D 57 D 0 D 
Phyllanthus nummularifolius New Park record 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 D 

Phyllanthus parvus 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Phystotrichia heracleoides  0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 
Piloselloides hirsuta  0 0 0 0 19 0 0 6 
Pimpinella buchananii  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pimpinella caffra subsp. Conopodioides 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 
Pimpinella huillensis  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pimpinella longifolia  48 0 32 26 19 D 0 0 
Pimpinella stadensis  0 0 0 0 0 64 0 0 
Pittosporum viridiflorus  0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
Plectranthus alboviolaceus 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Plectranthus esculentus  0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
Pogonarthria squarrosa  0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
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Table 1 continued          
Species Name Earlier records A B C D E F G H 

Polygala stenopetala   0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Polygala usafuensis 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Polygala virgata  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Polygonum nepalense 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 9.1 0 0 0 
Polygonum strigosum 1979 Mill 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 60 
Protea angolensis  5 1 5 0 7 0 0 0 
Protea madiensis  0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 
Protea petiolaris  0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 
Protea welwitschii  0 0 2 5 1 0 0 0 
Protea wentzeliana  0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 
Pseudarthria hookeri  0 1 0 40 6 0 0 0 
Pseudobromus engleri  0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Psorospermum febrifugum  0 0 0 2 7 32 11 1 
Psychotria eminiana var. stolzii  0 0 3 8 5 0 14 0 
Psychotria mahonii  0 0 0 0 0 0 7 4 
Psychotria montana  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pteridium aquilinum  0 1 0 0 91 0 0 0 
Pteris catoptera 1985 Dowsett-Lemaire      0       0     0 0 18 0 0 0 
Pycnostachys schliebenii  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 
Pycreus aetheops  0 1 D D 0 0 0 D 
Pycreus mundtii New Park record 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 

Radinosiphon leptostachya 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 
Microchloa altera New to Biosearch 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Rhoicissus revoilii  0 0 1 8 0 0 0 2 
Rhoicissus tridentata  11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rhus anchietae 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 
Rhus longipes  0 1 3 0 3 0 0 2 
Rhynchosia braunii New Park record  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Rhynchosia minima  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rhynchosia nyassica  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rubia cordifolia subsp. conotricha 0 1 0 0 3 6 0 0 
Rubus iringanus  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Salix subserrata  0 0 8 40 0 13 0 0 
Sanicula elata  0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 
Satureia punctata  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
Schistostephium artemesiifolium 93 0 25 70 34 0 D 0 
Schistostephium mollissimum New to Biosearch 0 0 90 150 91 88 0 0 
Schrebera alata  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Scleria delicatula  0 0 0 0 57 0 0 0 
Scleria dregeana  0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 
Scleria erythrorrhiza  0 0 75 0 29 0 0 0 
Scleria melanomphala  0 0 0 20 0 0 D 0 
Scleria nyasensis New to Biosearch 0 0 0 55 0 D 0 0 
Scleria pterota New Park record 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Scleria pulchella New to Biosearch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Scleria welwitschii New to Biosearch 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Sebaea bojeri 1970 Brummitt 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 
Securidaca longipedunculata  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Selaginella kraussiana 1985 Dowsett-Lemaire      0      0      0 0 0 0 0 0 
Selaginella mittenii New Park record  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Senecio roseiflorus  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Senecio syringifolius  0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 
Senna petersiana  0 0 0 0 9 0 0 3 
Senna singuena  0 0 0 3 0 6 11 3 
Sesamum angolensis  0 0 0 0 0 0 8 9 
Sesamum calycinum  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Sesbania sesban  0 1 0 17 0 0 0 0 
Setaria sphacelata  0 0 D D D D D D 
Smilax anceps (kraussiana)  0 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Solenostemon schulziana  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 
Solenostemon shirensis  0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 
Spermacoce arvensis  0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 
Spermacoce dibrachiata  27 0 61 30 30 5 0 0 
Spermacoce filifolia 1903 McClounie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 
Spermacoce princeae  0 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 
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Table 1 continued          
Species Name Earlier records A B C D E F G H 

Spermacoce pusilla 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 D D 0 
Sporobolus fimbriatus New Park record  0 0 0 0 51 0 36 0 

Sporobolus sp.  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 
Sporobolus micranthus 1978 Pawek 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 
Sporobolus nitens New to Malawi 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 

Sporobolus pyramidalis  0 0 D 0 0 0 D D 
Sporobolus stapfianus 1977 Pawek 0 0 0 D 34 0 0 0 
Stephania abyssinica  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stereospermum kunthianum  0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 
Stipagrostis obtusa ? semi desert sp. 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Stipa keniensis  0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
Stomatanthes zambiensis  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
Streblochaete longiaristata  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 
Swertia abyssinica 1969 Pawek 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 
Synaptolepis alternifolia  0 1 0 0 34 0 0 0 
Syzygium cordatum  0 1 7 13 17 5 4 6 
Syzygium guineense subsp. 
afromontanum 

1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3 

Tapiphyllum cinerascens 1982 Brummitt 0 0 0 0 4.6 0 0 0 
Targionia hypophylla  0 0 0 0 0 0 D D 
Tecoma capensis  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Temnocalyx obovatus  0 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 
Tephrosia sp.  0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 
Tephrosia aequilata  0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 
Thelypteris bergiana 1952 White 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 
Themeda triandra  0 1 D D D D D D 
Thilachium africanum  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
Thunbergia petersiana 1985 Dowsett-Lemaire      0      0      0 0 0 0 2 0 
Thunbergia alata  0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 
Thunbergia mollis 1979 Mill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Trachypogon spicatus  0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 
Tricalysia verdcourtiana 1987 Dowsett-Lemaire      0       0     0 0 0 0 7 0 
Tristachya ehmannii New Park record 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 

Triumfetta amuletum  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
Triumfetta annua  0 0 20 2 7 8 0 0 
Triumfetta pentandra  0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 
Triumfetta pilosa New to Biosearch 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Triumfetta rhomboidea  0 0 8 5 0 0 0 0 
Triumfetta welwitschii  0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
Uapaca kirkiana  0 1 2 7 5 8 0 0 
Urochloa sp  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
Urochloa trichopus New Park record 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 

Vernonia adoensis  0 0 0 0 0 0 4 8 
Vernonia biafrae (leptolepsis)  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 
Vernonia fractiflexa 1974/01 Pawek. Endemic? 0 0 0 0 10 
Vernonia karaguensis  0 0 4 0 0 10 0 7 
Vernonia melleri (scabrifolia) New Park record 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 

Vernonia poskeana  0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Vernonia syringifolia  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Vernonia turbinella  0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 
Vicoa auriculata  0 0 74 0 0 0 0 0 
Wahlenbergia capitata  0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 
Wahlenbergia virgata  0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 
Ximenia caffra  0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 
Xyris congensis (hildebrandtii) 1979 Mill 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
Zanha africana  0 0 0 4 0 0 0 13 
Ziziphus mucronata  0 0 0 0 0 0 13 4 
Zonotriche inamoena  0 0 D 0 D 0 D 0 
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EVERGREEN FORESTS  
 

A PRELIMINARY SURVEY INTO THE TREE SPECIES COMPOSITION AND NATURAL 
REGENERATION OF THE MONTANE EVERGREEN FOREST PATCHES IN THE MUGUNDA 
NJIWA VALLEY AND THE WOVWE VALLEY, NYIKA NATIONAL PARK, NORTHERN MALAWI 

Alastair Herd, Maria Ana Borges and Hassam Patel 
 

ABSTRACT 

 
A survey of the montane evergreen forest patches was undertaken by the members of the Biosearch 
Nyika Expedition 2003. Seventeen plots, each of 0.01 ha were randomly located within nine forest 
patches of the Mugunda Njiwa and Wovwe Valleys in the Nyika National Park. Within each plot, trees 
were identified to species level and their diameter at breast height (DBH) was measured. Additionally, 
the abundance and species of regeneration were recorded. The results reveal that tree species varied 
greatly between forest patches and there were marked differences between the two valleys. Species 
and abundance of natural regeneration was most affected by the dominant tree species in the 
Mugunda Njiwa forest patches but not in the Wovwe Valley. A greater number of large diameter trees 
in the Wovwe Valley may indicate that these forests are more ancient. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The Nyika National Park is situated in the North of  Malawi, between 10

o
 15‟ to 10

o
 50' S and 33

o
 35‟ 

to 34
o
 05‟ E, and occupies an area of over 3000km

2
 (Johnson 1990).  

 
Four main vegetation types occur within the park: Brachystegia sp. woodlands, also known as 
Miombo woodlands, which cover the lower slopes of the park to an altitude of 1500m. At the higher, 
cooler and more moist elevations, open montane grassland is dominated by Loudetia, Themeda and 
Escotheca grass species, which cover most of the high plateau. Dambos are peaty areas in the 
highland, dominated by sedges but also supporting giant Lobelia mildbraedii and numerous orchid 
species. Within the plateau grassland, montane evergreen forests exist in isolated patches at the 
heads of streams, on steep valley slopes and in river valleys at elevations exceeding 2000m. Nyika‟s 
position along the Rift Valley results in seismic activity and landslips, which form concavities suitable 
for forest patches to develop (Meadows 1984). 
  
These evergreen forest patches cover less than one per cent of Malawi's land surface (Shorter 1989). 
They may be remnants of larger forested areas that have been reduced in size due to the annual fires 
that sweep through the grassland areas and to which they are susceptible (Mill 1981). Using the 
biogeography of small mammals as an indicator, other authors have considered the grassland to be 
ancient and a climax vegetation in its own right (Burda and Chitaukali 1997, Happold and Happold 
1989). In an attempt to limit the further depletion of these evergreen forest patches, the Department of 
Parks and Wildlife practises "early burning". In this practise the grassland around the forest patches is 
carefully burned early in the dry season so that a natural firebreak is created. Early burning prevents 
more intense burns later in the season.  
 
Very little work has been done on the Nyika forest patches as separate ecological entities, with one 
exception (Dowsett-Lemaire 1985). Previous studies have largely included the recording of species 
present in each general area (summarised in Patel, Overton 2000; Patel and Overton 2001; 
SABONET 2000). A survey of the tree species and diameters in the forest patches of the Mugunda 
Njiwa Valley has not previously been undertaken and should give a first indication of the diversity, 
productivity and rate of regeneration, particularly relevant in an area sometimes subject to damaging 
late grass fires. It is important for the conservation of biodiversity to know what species form the 
structure of the rainforest patches, as they may contain some important or endemic species limited to 
this habitat or even to certain forest patches. (The Juniper forest patches in the south-east of the Park 
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are the most southerly stands of naturally occurring Juniperus procera in Africa and are therefore 
protected from fire by the painstaking annual creation of firebreaks.) 
 
A map to show the location of the Mugunda Njiwa Valley and the Wovwe Valley within the Nyika 
National Park is given ealier in this report. 
 

AIM 

 
The aim of this investigation was to survey the montane evergreen forest patches of Mugunda Njiwa 
Valley and the Wovwe Valley in the Nyika National Park to assess tree species composition, tree 
diameter and natural regeneration within these areas. 
 

METHODOLOGY 

 
A cursory reconnaisance by the scientific co-ordinator had indicated that there were several forest 
patches at different stages of regeneration. The evergreen forest patches had never been mapped 
nor surveyed in the Mugunda Njiwa Valley, so seven forest patches were selected, more or less at 
random. For comparison, two further forest patches were selected in the neighbouring Wovwe Valley, 
also on the Nyika plateau and at a similar altitude. The map indicates their locations. 
 
Within each forest patch, random plot locations were generated. This random point served as the 
centre of each circular survey plot. A 5.6m string tied to a stick formed the radius, giving a plot size of 
0.01 hA. This plot size was chosen as to encompass at least seven trees within the plot, a 
prerequisite of the British mensuration standard, (Forestry Commission Booklet 1975). Within each 
plot the species of tree, its diameter at breast height (1.3m) and the number and species of naturally 
regenerating seedlings were recorded. Additional information of the ecology of the plot and forest 
patch was also recorded in terms of canopy cover, vegetation cover, bare ground and grass cover. 
This was done to see whether these characteristics varied between forests as well as with dominant 
tree species or natural regeneration. Photographs of the plots and forest patches were also taken. 
 

 
Figure 1  Forest 1 in Mugunda Njiwa Valley. 
Burning has occurred just below the forest.   

 

 
Figure 2 Measuring DBH of a tree in Forest 9 

in the Wovwe Valley.
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RESULTS  

Tree species 

Table 1 shows the number of tree species present in each forest patch. For species names 
and combined frequency of occurrence of all the plots in that forest patch. (see Appendix 1) 
The number of species varied greatly from four to 14 recorded in each 0.0ha plot. Forest 1 
had 18 woody species recorded, but four of those were recorded in a second separate plot. 
The mean number of species per forest plot was 9.77 in the Mugunda Njiwa Valley and 13.25 
in the Wovwe Valley. This suggests that the diversity may be greater in the Wovwe Valley, but 
more forest patches were needed to get a representative sample. More species were found 
overall in the seven forests of the Mugunda Njiwa forests than the two Wovwe forest patches 
(Table 2). Interestingly, nearly 30 per cent of those species found in the forests of the Wovwe 
Valley were different from those of the Mugunda Njiwa Valley. 
 

Table 1 The number of tree species present in the plots in each of the surveyed forests.   

 indicates the total number of species found in the forest patches in each valley system. 

 
 Forest patch No. tree species 

Valley  Total Average per plot 

Mugunda Njiwa 1 18 10.25 

*(42 species) 2 14 12.5 

 3 4 7.5 

 4 10 6.5 

 5 6 9 

 6 8 11 

 7 10 13 

Wovwe 8 14 11.7 

*(21 Species) 9 13 18 

 
 

Table 2 The number of tree species only in the Mugunda Njiwa Valley, 

only in the Wovwe Valley and number common to both 
 

  

Mugunda Njiwa Valley only 31 

Wovwe Valley only 9 

Common to both valleys 12 

 
 
The dominant tree species is different in each forest patch, except Forests 3 and 5 where the 
dominant tree species is Syzygium cordatum. This dominance is marked in some forests; one 
plot in Forest 1 contained 27 specimens of Diospyros whyteama, the second most prolific 
species being Psychotria mahoneii with only nine individuals. This is in contrast to Forest 8 
where the dominant species was Macaranga capensis with six individuals and Myrica serrata 
came second with five specimens.  
 
There were 11 woody species that had not been previously recorded for the Nyika National 
Park (Dowsett-Lemaire 1985; SABONET 2000; summaries in Patel, Brummitt, Overton 2000; 
Patel and Overton 2001). Nine of these were found in the forests 1, 8 or 9, which were 7,200ft 
or higher, in the category of forests over 2250m/2300m found by Dowsett-Lemaire to be 
“montane” rather than “sub-montane”. 
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Table 3 New species not previously recorded in the Park 

Forests 1 - 7 are in the Mungunda Njiwa, forest 8 and 9 are in the Wovwe Valley 
                                                                                                                                       

  
Species                                           Altitude (ft)     Location                                          

Canthium foetidum 6900-7000 1 in Forest 6 and 2 seedlings in 7 

Cola africanus 7500 1 in Forest 1 

Ekerbergia benguelensis 7000-7900 3 in Forest 1 and 1 in forest 2 

Lecaniodiscus faxinifolius 7200-7900 4 in Forest 1 and 2 in forest 8 

Linociera battiscombei 7600 4 in Forest 8 

Nuxia oppositifolia 7700-7900 1 in Forest 1 

Olinia cymosa 7500-7700 1 and seedlings in 1 

Rhamnus renocarpa 6800-7600 1 in Forest 5 and 1 in 8 

Schrebera trichoclada 6900-7700 2 in Forest 6 and 1 in 9 

Strombosia malosana 7500-7900 1 in Forest 1 

Trilepisium madagascariense 6900 Seedlings in 6 

 

Natural regeneration 

The seedling species and abundance of natural regeneration is shown in Appendix 1. In 
Forest 1 Psychotria mahoneii and Diospyros whyteama are the dominant, naturally 
regenerating species in seven out of the eight plots. These species are also the dominant 
mature trees in the plot. A similar pattern is also observed in all the other forest patches in the 
Mugunda Njiwa Valley where the dominant seedlings were the same species as the dominant 
mature trees. There was one exception, however, where in Plot 1, Psychotria mahoneii 
seedlings dominated, though there were no mature trees of this species in the plot.  
 
This is not the case in the Wovwe Valley. Here, the dominant seedlings were not the same 
species as the mature trees.The one exception to this is Forest 8, Plot 1, where Maesa 
lanceolata is both the dominant tree and the dominant natural regeneration. 

Diameter at breast height (DBH) 

The diameters of each stem of each tree at breast height (1.3m) are shown in Appendix 1. 
For each forest patch these have been grouped into classes according to their diameter.The 
number of trees in each class is illustrated in the graphs below, one for the Mugunda Njiwa 
Valley and one for the Wovwe Valley. Where there is more than one stem from a single tree, 
the total diameter has been calculated for that tree.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Forest patches of  
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Figure 4 Trees in the Mungunda Njiwa Valley                Figure 5  Trees in the Wovwe Valley 

 
The Mugunda Njiwa Valley have many more trees (2-59 per plot) than those of the Wovwe 
Valley (5-31 per plot). Forest patches in both valleys have a similar mean number of the 
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smallest trees with a diameter of  10cms or less.  In contrast, the Mugunda Njiwa Valley has 
fewer big trees and none in the highest DBH classes, with a diameter above 50 cms.  
 

DISCUSSION 

Woody species 

Second and third 0.01ha plots did include more species, showing that this plot size alone was 
not representative in those forest patches, such as Forest 1. However, this was not the case 
in some forest patches where one species was particularly dominant. Additional plots in these 
forest types did not reveal further woody species. For example, Forests 3 and 5 where 
Syzygium cordatum was the dominant species resulting in less diversity than the other forest 
patches. 
 
The dominance of tree species varies between forest patches. Factors worthy of further 
investigation in future appear to include altitude, proximity to water, soil type, seed dispersal 
and light requirements. Some species such as Psychotria montana and Diospyros whyteama 
are well known components of the darker evergreen forest understorey, whilst others such as 
Maesa lanceolata and Apodytes dimidiata are more suitably adapted to the lighter margins of 
these patches. Syzygium cordatum and Kotschya africana thrive best in the wetter soils close 
to stream banks. These two species are also known to take up a lot of water, which could 
explain the monoculture-type woodlands formed when these two species are present.  
 
A very interesting result from this survey was the species difference between the Mugunda 
Njiwa and the Wovwe Valley forests, despite their proximity to one another. Only 12 species 
were common to both, with 31 found only in the Mugunda Njiwa Valley and nine limited to the 
Wovwe Valley. Although this difference could potentially be ironed out with further plots in 
both valleys, it could be due to local climatic conditions or other factors. Further research 
should be conducted in these areas to determine whether this is the case, particularly with 
reference to rainfall and altitude. 

Natural regeneration 

Psychotria is a main constituent of the understorey of evergreen forests (Palgrave 1981) 
which explains its dominance in naturally regenerating seedlings.  This is also the case of 
Diospyros, a small tree which is commonly found in evergreen forests and whose seeds 
germinate easily (Palgrave 1981). However, in Plot 1 a somewhat confusing result was 
observed as there were 120 Psychotria mahoneii seedlings in the plot despite the lack of 
mature Psychotria trees present. This could be explained by a Psychotria tree growing near to 
the plot, dispersal by animals, or perhaps its ovoid fruits (Palgrave 1981) could have rolled 
down the slope to gather in the plot.  
 
There was no indication of disturbance events having occurred in the plots in the Mugunda 
Njiwa Valley. Thus the dominant tree seedlings are those able to regenerate in their own 
species shade.  In the forests of the Wovwe Valley, the naturally regenerating species were 
generally different from the dominant ones, suggesting that the forest is changing and 
succession is driving towards the climax vegetation. This could explain favouring those 
seedlings, such as Prunus africana, that are more adapted to deep shade than the dominant 
trees.  
 
The abundance and species of natural regeneration present within the sites also depends 
upon competing ground vegetation. It was evident in some plots that the thickness of the herb 
layer was prohibiting seed germination and its consequent growth.  

Diameter at breast height (DBH) 

The graphs seem to suggest that mortality is greater in the Mugunda Njiwa Valley than in the 
Wovwe Valley, with fewer trees making it to the large diameters seen in the Wovwe Valley. 
This indicates that the forests surveyed in the Wovwe Valley are closer to their climax stage in 
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succession, relatively undisturbed.  This is contrary to the forests of the Mugunda Njiwa 
Valley, which have higher recruitment rates, indicating previous disturbance and regeneration 
due to increased light levels. 
 

CONCLUSION 

 
Though no statistical analysis was undertaken, the survey has revealed the differences in tree 
species between and within forest patches and between valleys. The species differences 
arise from a variety of factors that include altitude, soil fertility, aspect, succession stage and 
proximity to water. Natural regeneration was also strongly affected by competition.  
  
Even though a great deal is known about the evergreen forests of Malawi (Chapman and 
White 1970) this study has explored the Mugunda Njiwa and Wovwe Valley where no surveys 
of the woodland had ever been attempted. It is therefore an important first step that we hope 
will aid the Department of Parks and Wildlife in the future management of these areas. 
 

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

 
More in-depth surveys of the forest patches would be of great interest as the difference 
between each forest patch is quite remarkable, every forest patch is unique. Future survey 
teams should map the forest patches, perhaps using satellite pictures, so that their size can 
be assessed and monitored. This would help assess whether these are being reduced further 
due to burning or whether the early burning practice is having the desired effect.  
 
Hypsometers would provide additional detail to the survey by establishing the heights of trees, 
revealing the different height structures of the forests. Further information on the temperature, 
rainfall and past burning regimes in the area would also be invaluable to the survey. However, 
this would be of more use if permanent plots were positioned where continual monitoring of 
the trees and natural regeneration would reveal the processes at work in evergreen forest 
patches. 
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ORTHOPTERA  
 

THE STRUCTURE OF GRASSLAND ORTHOPTERAN COMMUNITIES IN THE NYIKA 
NATIONAL PARK, MALAWI: THE INFLUENCE OF BURNING AND VEGETATION 

 

Karim Vahed  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Orthoptera can be excellent indicators of grassland naturalness and can be used to monitor 
landscape use and degradation. Landscape modification by humans changes the relative 
abundance of orthopteran species. This may involve simulating natural events such as 
megaherbivore grazing and fires (Chambers and Samways 1998; Quinn and Walgenbach 
1990; Samways 1990, 1997; Fielding and Brusven 1993; Baldi and Kisbenedek 1997; 
Andersen et al. 2001; Gebeyehu and Samways 2002). One of the first steps in using 
Orthoptera to monitor landscape change is to inventory the species and biotopes within 
natural reserves (Samways, 1997). The Orthoptera of the Nyika National Park, Malawi have 
been relatively little studied. Collections from the middle of the last century, however, suggest 
that orthopteran communities within the region between Lakes Malawi and Tanganyika are 
surprisingly diverse, representing a convergence zone between East African and Southern 
African grasshopper faunas (S. Green, pers com).  
 
Burning grassland has been found to reduce acridid numbers by half in the short term 
(Samways 1990). The longer term effects of burning on orthopteran communities may, 
however, be quite different (Kerstyn and Stiling 1999). The grasslands of the Nyika National 
Park are subject to regular burning. The result of fires set by both poachers and game scouts 
is a patchwork of areas of grassland at different stages of regeneration, which is ideal for 
examining the effect of burning on orthopteran community structure. The height and 
percentage cover of the dominant vegetation and altitude could also affect orthopteran 
species richness and diversity (Samways and Moore 1991; Baldi and Kisbenedek 1997; 
Andersen et al. 2001; Torrusio et al. 2002; Donovan et al. 2002). The principal aim of this 
project was to inventory the grassland Orthoptera of the Nyika plateau, focussing on the 
grasshoppers (Acridoidea) and bushcrickets (Tettigonioidea). Other aims were to examine the 
effect of, or relationship between, time since burning, vegetation height, vegetation 
percentage cover, altitude and orthopteran species richness and diversity. 
 

METHODS 

 
The study was conducted within the Nyika National Park, Northern Malawi, Central Africa (10

o
 

30‟ S; 33
o
 50‟ E.). This area, to the north of the Nyika plateau, consists of a series of steep 

hills and valleys, ranging in altitude between 1400m to 2300m (Overton 1999). Fieldwork was 
carried out between 17 July and 6 August 2003.  
 
At each site, Orthoptera were surveyed within a 10x10m quadrat, marked out by string. Each 
quadrat was searched by a team of three people, one carrying a sweep net, walking side by 
side in a series of adjacent straight lines, aiming to cover the area of the quadrat in 
approximately one hour. The aim was to catch every Orthoperan within the quadrat. 
Whenever an Orthopteran was sighted by one of the team, the team paused until the insect 
was caught, either by hand or using the sweep net, and was transferred to a collecting vial. If 
the focal individual went out of sight, searching for that individual would continue for a 
maximum of one minute before moving on. A total of 16 sites was searched in this way, four 
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of which had been burned (according to the game scouts) about 10 days previously, four 
burned about one month previously, four burned about one year previously and four of which 
had not been burned for at least two years. Each site consisted of grassland on a gentle 
north-facing slope of a river valley. The altitude of the sites ranged from approximately 5,000 
to 7,000ft (1540-2150m) above sea level. Following the orthopteran sampling, a 2x2m 
quadrat was marked with string in the NE corner of each 10x10m quadrat. The vegetation 
was surveyed within this smaller quadrat. Samples of vegetation were collected for later 
identification (by field botanist, Hassam Patel) and the percentage cover of each species was 
estimated by eye, together with the percentage of bare earth within the quadrat. Grass height 
was also measured at ten equally spaced points along a 10m transect within each 10x10m 
quadrat. Ground temperature at the base of tussocks of grass was measured, using a digital 
thermometer, three times at the start of each orthopteran site survey and three times at the 
end of the survey. Because precipitation and temperature affect the mobility of orthoptera, 
sampling was carried out only on warm days (mean temperature, in the shade, above 20

oC
), 

without precipitation, between 9:00h and 16:00h.  
 
In addition to the quantitative sampling, general collections of acridoids were made each day 
around the basecamps and when travelling between sites by K.V. and the Biosearch Nyika 
expedition team. Independent collections of acridoids within the Nyika National Park were 
also made by Raymond Murphy, Robert Singini, Paston Simkoko and Grandson Simkoko.  
 
In the laboratory, samples from each site were sorted to morpho-species. These will later be 
identified provisionally using Dirsh (1965), then compared with specimens in the grasshopper 
reference collection of the Natural History Museum (BMNH), London. For each site, species 
richness, abundance (number of individuals), Shannon-Weiner‟s diversity measure (H’) and 
evenness were calculated for the orthoptera. These values were compared for the different 
sites using GLM analysis, with time since burning as the main factor and grass height, grass 
percentage cover, percentage bare earth, ground temperature and altitude as co-variates. In 
a separate GLM analysis, the effect of time since burning, and the co-variate altitude, on 
grass height, grass percentage cover and percentage bare earth was examined.  
 

RESULTS 

 
Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of the number of species, number of individuals, 

Shannon-Weiner‟s Index of diversity and evenness of Orthoptera per 10x10m quadrat, 
with approximate time since last burning. 

 

 Approximate time since last burn 

 10 days 4 weeks 1 year 2 years 

No. of Species 5.0 ± 1.0 4.7 ± 1.2 11.3 ± 5.2 12.8 ± 4.9 

No. of Individuals 12.3 ± 2.5 31.7 ± 22.7 38.8 ± 19.3 50.3 ± 21.9 

Diversity  (H‟) 1.82 ± 0.26 1.87 ± 0.11 2.79 ± 0.52 2.94 ± 0.47 

Evenness of population 79.91 ± 1.33 85.77 ± 7.62 81.98 ± 5.36 81.47 ± 3.46 

 
Mean values for orthopteran species richness, abundance (number of individuals), Shannon-
Weiner‟s diversity and evenness are shown in Table 1. Time since burning had a significant, 
positive effect both on orthopteran species richness (F = 13.06, P < 0.01) and diversity (F = 
13.07, P < 0.01), but no significant effect on evenness (F = 0.90, P = 0.5). There was a trend 
for mean abundance to increase with time since burning (Table 1), although this was not 
statistically significant (F = 2.35, P = 0.19). The co-variates temperature, altitude and grass 
height had no significant effect on the dependent variables. Grass percentage cover had a 
significant, positive effect on orthopteran species richness (F = 17.48, P < 0.01), but no 
significant effect on orthopteran abundance (F = 3.52, P = 0.12), diversity (F = 5.13, P = 0.07) 
or evenness (F = .07, P = 0.80). Conversely, percentage bare earth had a significant negative 
effect on species richness (F = 9.51, P < 0.05), but no significant effect on abundance (F = 
1.77, P = 0.24), diversity (F = 2.22, P = 0.20) or evenness (F = 0.17, P = 0.70). 
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Table 2. Mean and standard deviation (±) of the percentage grass cover 

(rounded to the nearest whole figure), grass height (cm) and percentage bare 
earth, with approximate time since last burning.  

 
 Approximate time since last burn 

 10 days 4 weeks 1 year 2 years 

Grass cover (%) 40 ± 2 27 ± 3 62 ± 25 66 ± 18 

Grass height (cm) 5.8 ± 0.4 25.6 ± 3.0 100.9 ± 36.6 81.4 ± 55.6 

Bare earth (%) 55 ± 0 53 ± 3 29 ± 22 23 ± 23 

 
 
The dominant grasses recorded within the quadrats were Themeda triandra, Hyparrhenia 
cymbaria and H. filipendula. The mean grass cover, height and percentage bare earth for the 
different burning categories is shown in Table 2. As might be expected, time since burning 
had a significant effect on grass height (F = 5.50, P < 0.05). The effects on percentage grass 
cover and on percentage bare earth were close to statistical significance (grass cover: F = 
3.58, P = 0.06; bare earth: F = 3.79, P = 0.052). The co-variate altitude had no significant 
effect on grass cover, height or percentage bare earth. 
 
Although the samples of Orthoptera have been sorted into morpho-species, these have yet to 
be identified. Over 40 species, mostly in the Acridoidea (grasshoppers), were found in the 
quantitative surveys alone. It is anticipated that many more species will be added to this 
number when material from the general surveys is sorted and identified. The lack of previous 
orthopteran surveys in the area means that many of these species may be new to science.    
 

DISCUSSION 

 
The percentage cover of grass was found to have a significant, positive effect on grasshopper 
species richness and diversity. Conversely, the percentage of bare earth had a significant 
negative effect on grasshopper species richness. Gebeyehu and Samways (2002) found 
similar results in their study of grasshopper assemblages in South Africa. Time since burning 
had a significant effect on orthopteran species richness and diversity. The mean species 
richness in sites that had been burned either one or two years previously was more than twice 
that of sites burned either four weeks or ten days previously. While at first consideration this 
may suggest that the burning of grassland is detrimental to orthoptera, in reality the situation 
is more complex. No significant effect of burning on the abundance (number of individuals) of 
Orthoptera was found in this study. This suggests that burnt areas are quickly re-colonised. 
 
In the present study, the greatest species richness was found on sites that had not been 
burned for two years. The range of burning times was limited in this study, however. Ideally, it 
would have been interesting to survey sites that had not been burned for longer periods of 
time and sites that had not been burned at all, for comparison (see Chambers and Samways 
1998; Kerstyn and Stiling 1999). Such sites, however, did not appear to be present within the 
study area. Chambers and Samways (1998) found that grasshopper species richness and 
abundance decreased from plots burned every year to plots burned every three years. 
Kerstyn and Stiling (1999) similarly found that grasshopper densities were significantly higher 
in plots burned every one, two and five years than on plots burned every seven years, or on 
control unburned plots. In light of their findings, Chambers and Samways (1998) 
recommended a rotational winter burning programme for the conservation of grasshoppers in 
Africa. This system is effectively already in place in the Nyika National Park and probably 
helps to maintain the high species richness and densities of grassland Orthoptera that occur 
within the park. 
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ENTOMOLOGY 
 

Raymond J. Murphy 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Due to fever I was not able to join the main expedition down in the northern valleys of the 
Park and decided to try my luck for 3 days at Uledi in the far north of the Park and Juniper 
Forest for three days in the south of the Park.   
 
July is normally dry and cool with little insect activity. Although the vegetation was very dry 
and insects only in small numbers, there was a surprising diversity to be found and I was 
pinning on average about 20 interesting species per day! A number of these were previously 
unrecorded in the Park and an equal number, so far, unnamed, with one dragonfly, several 
beetles and a Lycaenid butterfly certainly new for Malawi and possibly new to science. 
 
I was pleased to meet Karim Vahed, studying grasshoppers, on the expedition and hand over 
60 unnamed Nyika species which he will try to identify at the British Museum. 
 
The list which follows is a combination of my own collecting efforts and records of others who 
have collected in the past. 
 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

 
It is very difficult for Park scouts to cross the North Rukuru River at Uledi in the rainy season 
and I urge management to consider erection of a cable chair which they can lock into position 
on one side or the other, depending which side they are. Poachers must know that there is 
little chance of their being caught when the river is above waist depth. 
 
I observe that the field radios given to the scouts for patrol purposes are being used for all 
day communication at Uledi Camp and Kaperekeze Gate. The small field batteries and solar 
panels were never designed for extended use and I suggest that separate solar panels and a 
car-type battery be installed at both places for regular use at base. The radio battery 
connection is a standard vehicle type and should be easily obtainable. I will also be pleased 
to advise on the optimum panel and battery size if I can be informed what current is being 
drawn by the radio in transmit, receive and standby modes. Local retail price at the moment 
would be about MK45,000 per station. 
 
The road to Juniper Forest is in very poor condition at about 30km from Chelinda. There used 
to be a road over the top of the hill that by-passed the bad portion. This now has small trees 
growing on it but could soon be cleared if considered to be a suitable alternative. 
 
The road to Kaseramba View Point at about 38km from Chelinda is presently impassable and 
efforts should be made to reopen it. Both Kaseramba View Point and the peaceful Juniper 
Forest are tourist attractions and access should be restored.  
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Scarabid beetles and for supplying lists of the latter and of Hiterid beetles collected by 
himself and Dr Crithclow in the Park. 

To the Director and Staff of the National Museum, Nairobi, for allowing me access to their 
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To Herman Staude, South Africa, for identification of Geometrid moths. 
To John Joannou, South Africa, for identification of Lasiocampid moths 
To Dr Thierry Garnier, France, for identification of beetles. 
To Dr Martin Villet, Grahamstown University, for identification of cicadas. 
To all staff of the Natural History Museum, London, for allowing me access to the collections 

and for assistance with identifications. 
To Allen Barlow of New Jersey, USA, for identification of dragonflies. 
To Thierry Bouyer, Belgium, for identification of Saturniid moths. 
The director and staff of the Forestry Research Institute, Zomba and the director and staff of 

Bvumbwe Agricultural Research Station, for allowing me access to their research 
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ENTOMOLOGY SPECIES LIST 

R.J.Murphy F.R.E.S 

LIST OF IDENTIFIED INSECTS FOUND IN NYIKA NATIONAL PARK  

AS AT 14 OCTOBER 2003  

 

The arrangement of main families are in systematic order but sub families, genera and 
species are in alphabetical order for ease of reference. 
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AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES 
 

Lovemore C.J. Mazibuko, Catherine Tabor and Rachel Olson 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The Nyika National Park is located in the northern region of Malawi the plateau lying roughly between 
10º15‟ and 10º50‟ S and 33º35‟ and 34º05‟E. Part of it is in Zambia, on the eastern edge. The plateau 
covers approximately 1800km

2
 above the 1800m contour level.  

 
Vegetation on the Nyika is unique in Malawi. At about 1800m above sea level, most of the Nyika is 
rolling hills covered in in montane grassland. The land below this altitude, in valleys and on the 
escarpment edges, is covered in light open miombo woodland and, between the two vegetations, is 
Protea scrub. The plateau also contains small areas of damp grassy bog. Annual rainfall over much of 
the plateau is approximately 1140mm. About 90 per cent of this falls from December through April 
although heavy mist may characterize the dry season. Day temperatures average around 12.8

o
C in 

the cool, dry season and 25
o
C in the warm, wet season.  

 
Brass (1953), Cater (1954), Lemon (1964) and Stewart and Wilson (1966) have described the Nyika, 
one of the most interesting and distinctive areas of Central Africa. Loveridge (1953), Benson (1954), 
and Stewart and Wilson discussed the faunal significance of the area. 
 
Nyika‟s first collection of herpetofaunal materials was done by Whyte in the 19

th
 century, as reported 

in Boulenger (1897). Loveridge (1948) also visited the area and made extensive collection on this 
unique plateau. Professor Stewart of Albany University in the USA visited the area from October 1963 
to July 1964 and her interest focused on amphibians. Mr. Wilson of the Department of Veterinary and 
Tsetse Control Services, Fort Jameson in Zambia also collected on the plateau from August 1962 to 
1964, focussing on reptiles. His study area was confined to the Zambian portion of the plateau. 
Between 1997 and the present, Biosearch Nyika from the UK has been organizing expeditions to 
Nyika Plateau regularly. These expeditions have tended to focus on large mammals, small mammals, 
botany and sometimes birds. Very little herpetology research has been conducted in Nyika except in 
1999, when Andy Martin joined the expedition and made some collections on herpetofauna. In this 
report, the taxonomy follows that of Stewart (1967), Branch (1998) and Channing (2001). 
 
 

AIMS OF THE STUDY 

 
The aim is to provide biological data on the amphibians and reptiles of Nyika and assess the current 
distribution pattern in the areas covered, in order to promote conservation of the biodiversity of Nyika. 
Although some work had been done to document the herpetofauna of the Nyika, it is likely that many 
endemic species remain undiscovered. Nyika has a variety of habitats where members of both 
tropical and temperate faunas are represented. Also the area illustrates an island biogeography 
where species are likely to evolve independently. Overton (1997) observed that although work on 
amphibians and reptiles has been done on the Nyika plateau, the northern hills are quite different in 
their vegetation and climate, which may be suitable for a larger range of these animals.  
 
 

METHODOLOGY 

 
The study was carried out between 30 April and 24 May 2003. Data was collected from a literature 
survey and primary field collections. 
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Literature survey 

Sources of available data on the inventory and diversity distribution of amphibians and reptiles of 
Nyika Plateau reviewed include: Boulenger (1897), Loveridge (1953), Stewart and Wilson (1966), 
Stewart (1967) Overton (1997), Branch (1998) and Channing (2001).  
 

Field data collection 

Field studies to collect data on the diversity and distribution of amphibians and reptiles were done at 
four selected sites in the northern hills of the Nyika National Park, namely: Nganda, Upper Mondwe 
river, Mgundanjiwa and Chipome. Vegetation at Nganda is mainly grassland consisting of short grass 
comprising many species such as Londetia simplex and Exotheca Abyssinica. On the other hand, 
vegetation at Mgundanjiwa, Upper Mondwe and Chipome consists mainly of Brachystegia woodland 
but along the streams usually are found small pools, rivulets and often poorly drained acid bog-like 
bottoms which are permanently wet (Stewart and Wilson 1966). 
 
Sampling of amphibians 
Sampling of amphibians was done during the day and night in different habitats. These habitats 
included streams, ponds, reeds, waterlogged areas, trees, leaf litter, alongside tracks and in cracks 
and cavities. Strong battery-powered torches were used to sample amphibians at night. The main 
methods in collection of amphibian species were the use of long-handled nets and free hand 
searching. Once collected, specimens were kept alive in plastic containers with a little water to 
provide a moist environment, and some were photographed. Specimens were examined by means of 
standard herpetological methods. They were weighed and measured; relevant ecological data on sex, 
reproductive condition, activity and weather conditions, as well as habitat and date of collection were 
recorded. As much as possible, identification of specimens was done on live specimens using proper 
identification materials such as Amphibians of Malawi, (Stewart 1967), Amphibia Zambesiaca 
(Poynton and Broadley 1985a, 1985b, 1987 and 1988), and Amphibians of Central and Southern 
Africa, (Channing 2001). Specimens were taken only where necessary to confirm a doubtful 
identification or possible new species or where a reference specimen was needed by the national 
collection in Malawi. These specimens were preserved in 70 per cent alcohol, carefully tagged with all 
the collection data. 
 
Sampling of reptiles 
A range of habitats was searched from aquatic, amphibious, fossorial, terrestrial through to arboreal 
(Kalk et al., 1979) using various collecting and sampling methods. Active diurnal and nocturnal 
searches with the aid of long sticks and headlamps was carried out daily. Owing to the nature of 
habitat in Nyika, it was difficult to set pitfall traps. Quadrats of approximately 10x10m were searched 
for 60 to 120 minutes, first searching the bushes and trees and then continuing with particular 
attention to bushes, branches, rocky crevices, termite workings, rotting wood, standing water or 
riverine areas. Litter was disturbed, logs rolled and replaced and under bark was examined. Where 
possible, this process was repeated at different times of the day and night.  
 

 
 

Figure 1 Identifying snake by scale counts 
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Specimens were examined, weighed and measured; relevant ecological data on sex, reproductive 
condition, activity and weather conditions as well as habitat and date of collection were recorded. 
Specimens were retained only where voucher specimens were needed to confirm identification or 
where reference specimens were needed by the museum. These specimens were stored in 70 per 
cent alcohol.   
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Amphibians of Nyika National Park 

 
Nyika Plateau supports a very rich amphibian fauna. Out of the 63 species of frogs and toads known 
to occur in Malawi, 32 had been previously recorded in Nyika (Stewart 1967, Channing 2001). Of 
these Nyika species, 13 were captured during this study, representing 41per cent while two were new 
records for the area. The two additional species to the amphibians of the Nyika are the Mozambique 
Rainfrog, Breviceps mossambicus and Frances‟ Squeaker, Arthroleptis francei. Arthroleptis francei 
was only known to occur on Mulanje Mountain in Southern Malawi (Channing 2001) and in the 
Mughese Forest on Misuku Hills in northern Malawi (Mazibuko 2003).  
 
 

 
 

Figure 2 Ptychadena mascareniensis 

 
 
 
 
Table 1 lists the amphibian species recorded in the Nyika National Park to date from sightings or 
captures. Those seen on the April expedition are as follows: 
 
Species account 
 
Schismaderma carens  Gutteral Toad 
This species was collected at night at Thazima camp near the entry gate into the Nyika National Park. 
Its habitat preference is varied and has been reported to be successful around human settlements 
(Channing 2001). 
 
Bufo taitanus  Taita Toad 
Three specimens of this species were sighted of which one was collected. These toads were sighted 
on the upper Mondwe River on the grass along the edge of the river. They were all found walking on 
the litter.  
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Bufo gutturalis  Guttural toad 
A common species in Malawi. In Nyika it was found at Thazima camp. It is also associated with 
human settlements. 
 
Strongylopus fuelleborni  Fuelleborn‟s Stream Frog 
This frog was recorded at Nganda. It is probably one of the most common frogs on the Nyika Plateau. 
It inhabits mainly on the grassland of the plateau. More than 15 individuals of this species were 
encountered during a short search across one ridge. 
 
Chiromantis xerampelina  Grey Tree Frog 
This species was recorded along the lower part of Luselo stream. 
 
Xenopus laevis  Common Platanna 
This species was recorded along the Mondwe stream in some water pools. Vegetation in this area 
comprised mainly the Syzygium coadatum. 
 
Arthroleptis stenodactylus  Common Squeaker 
Numerous adult specimens were observed in a marshy area at the source of Mondwe River. 
 
Phrynobatrachus acridoides  Eastern Puddle Frog 
Recorded in marshy areas together with Arthroleptis stenodactylus. 
 
Arthroleptis francei  France‟s Squeaker 
New record for Nyika. This species used to be known only from Mulanje Mountain in Malawi. In Nyika, 
it was collected from among leaf litter along the Chipome River. 
 
Breviceps mossambicus  Mozambique‟s Rain Frog 
Essentially a savanna frog. It was found at Thazima in the woodland on the forest floor. 
 
Afrana angolensis  Angola River Frog 
A common species seen along the rivers of Chipome and Mondwe. 
 
Ptychadena mascareniensis - Mascarene Ridged Frog 
Another common species. It was mostly found along the rivers of Chipome and Mondwe. 
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Table 1 Checklist of Amphibians of the Nyika National Park 

 
Modified from Stewart (1967) and Channing (2001). 
(Unmarked Species) – Species reported in literature only. 
* Species that are new records for Nyika. 
** Reported species that were also sighted during the survey. 

 
Family Common Name Scientific Name 

 
BUFONIDAE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MICROHYLIDAE 
 
PIPIDAE 
 
RANIDAE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ARTHROLEPTIDAE 
 
 
 
 
HYPEROLIIDAE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HEMISOTIDAE 
 
RHACOPHOLIDAE 
 

 
Guttural Toad  
Flat-backed Toad 
Garman‟s Toad 
Nyika Dwarf Toad 
Taita Toad 
Red Toad 
 
Mozambique‟s Rain Frog 
 
Common Platanna 
 
Angola River Frog 
Fuelleborn‟s Stream Frog 
Savanna Ridged Frog 
Sharp-nosed Ridged Frog 
Guibe‟s Ridged Frog 
Mascarene Ridged Frog 
Grassland Ridged Frog 
Uzungwa Ridged Frog 
Natal Puddle Frog 
Eastern Puddle Frog 
Mababe Puddle Frog 
Dwarf Puddle Frog 
 
Common Squeaker 
France‟s Squeaker 
Dwarf Squeaker 
Plain Squeaker 
 
Marble Reed Frog 
Long Reed Frog 
Variable Reed Frog 
Spotted Reed Frog 
Black-striped Sedge Frog 
Tinker Reed Frog 
Five Striped Reed Frog 
Fornasini‟s Spiny Reed Frog 
 
Marble Snout frog 
 
Gray Tree Frog 
 

 
**Bufo gutturalis 
Bufo maculates 
Bufo garmani 
Bufo nyikae 
**Bufo taitanus 
**Schismaderma careens 
 
*Breviceps mossambicus 
 
**Xenopus laevis 
 
**Afrana angolensis 
**Strongylopus fuelleborni 
Ptychadena anchietae 
Ptychadena oxyrhynchus 
Ptychadena guibei 
**Ptychadena mascareniensis 

Ptychadena porosisima 

Pychadena uzungwensis 
Phrynobatrachus natalensis 
**Phrynobatrachus acridoides 
Phrynobatrachus mababiensis 
Phrynobatrachus parvulus 

 

**Arthroleptis stenodactylus 

*Arthroleptis francei 
Schoutedenella xenodactyloides 
Schoutedenella xenochirus 
 
Hyperolius marmoratus 
Hyperolius nasutus 
Hyperolius pictus 
Hyperolius puncticulatus 
Hyperolius mertensi 
Hyperolius tuberilinguis 
Hyperolius quinguevittatus 
Afrixalus fornasini 
 
Hemisus marmoratus 
 
Chiromantis xerampelina * 
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Reptiles of Nyika Plateau 

 
The diversity of reptiles of Nyika is reflection of the diversity of available habitats and corresponding 
lifestyles: grassland, aquatic, fossorial, arboreal and terrestrial. The variety of lifestyles is exemplified 
by the Nyika Variable Skink (Mabuya varia Nyikae), the Olive March Snake (Natriciteres olivacea), the 
Schlegel‟s Blind Snake (Rhinotyphlops schlegelii), the Flap-necked Chameleon (Chamaeleo dilepis 
dilepis) and the African Python (Python Sebae), respectively.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Rhinotyphlops schlegelii 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4 Tropical Girdled Lizard (Cordylus tropidosternum) – The only representative of plated lizards in 

Malawi. Only known from Nyika Plateau. (Photographs by Quincy Connell) 
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Figure 5 Psammophis b. brevirostris 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6 The Vine Snake (Therotornis capensis capensis) in the tree 

 
 

Table 2 lists the reptile species recorded in the Nyika to date, either from sightings or captures. 
 

Reptile species account 

Below is an account of the list of reptilian species that were caught during the survey. 
 
Mabuya varia nyikae  Nyika Variable Skink 
Several specimens of this species were encountered in the grassland on top of the plateau at 
Nganda. Five of these were casualties of our vehicle along the road between Nganda transmitter and 
Nganda proper. It appears these skinks frequent the roads/trucks to access sunshine for their 
thermoregulation since there is poor sunshine penetration in the grassland. 
 
Mabuya capensis  Cape Skink 
Found sharing habitat with Mabuya varia nyikae. 
 
Mabuya varia nyikae  Variable Skink 
Common species in Nyika, especially on the lower elevations of the plateau. Specimens were 
observed scuttling into the grass on the verges of footpaths in the Chipome area. They were also 
sighted on the rocks along the Mondwe River. 
 
Mabuya striata striata  Striped Skink 
Found in the same habitat as Mabuya varia varia. 
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Lygodactylus bernaldi  Bernard‟s Dwarf Gecko 
Arboreal. One specimen was found under the bark of the tree during one cold morning. Another 
specimen was sighted on the tree trunk feeding on a juvenile praying mantis. 
 
Proscelotes arnoldi  Arnold‟s Skink 
Terrestrial.  One specimen was found at the Mondwe during the day among vegetation, foraging on 
small insects.  Mostly found on forest floors. 
 
Scelotes mirus  Montane Dwarf Burrowing Skink 
One specimen was found along the Mondwe river valley.  It was found among grass. 
 
Chamaesaura macrolepis miopropus  Montane Snake Lizard 
This is the Grass Lizard of the mountain plateau. Specimen was collected on the slopes of Mondwe 
River where it was foraging on small grasshoppers. 
 
Cordylus tropidosternum  Tropical Girdled Lizard  
One specimen was seen on the upper Mondwe while the other was collected at Mgundanjiwa.  The 
one at Mondwe was spotted on the rocky outcrop before it darted into a crack for safety. The second 
specimen was found beneath the loose bark of the tree, Julbarnadia globiflora, with its tail protruding. 
This species was first recorded in Nyika by Boulenger in the late 1800‟s (Loveridge 1953). Since then, 
this is the second time that it has been recorded. The species very much resembles and can easily be 
confused with Zimbabwe‟s Girded Lizard (Cordylus rhodesianus).  The only difference is on scale 
arrangement where in Cordylus tropidosternum the nasals are separated by the rostral and 
frontonasal scales, while in Cordylus rhodesianus the nasals are usually in contact, separating the 
rostral and the frontonasal scales. 
 
Chamaeleo dilepis dilepis  Flap-necked Chameleon 
Two specimens of this species were spotted at the confluence between Mondwe and Mgundanjiwa 
rivers. One was found during the night perching on a bracken tree while the other one was 
encountered during the day on the reeds along the Mondwe River 
 
Therotornis capensis capensis  Vine Snake 
Arboreal. Found on the small dry branches of a tree overhanging the Mondwe River. The specimen 
was later killed but fell on the fast-flowing water where it could not be traced. 
 
Telescopus semiannulatus semiannulatus  Eastern Tiger Snake 
A single adult specimen was collected at Mondwe Mgundanjiwa confluence near the poachers‟ 
bridge. This species is very uncommon. One of the scouts, Boston Chilongo, found the specimen 
beneath the loose bark of a dead standing tree when he was fetching firewood. 
 
Dasypetis scabra scabra  Egg-eating Snake 
One specimen was run over by our vehicle between Nganda transmitter and Nganda proper.  This 
species was found on the grassland on top of the plateau. 
 
Bitis arietans arietans  Puff Adder 
A single adult specimen was sighted at the upper Mondwe. It was lying on the grass and immediately 
disappeared into the grass when it realised that it had been seen. 
 
Python sebae  African Python 
A single adult specimen was sighted at Chipome. The specimen was lying basking in the sun on the 
grass, with its head resting on the posterior part of its body. 
 
 
In total, there were seven snake species that were sighted/recorded during the survey. Out of these, 
two are new records for Nyika and these are Rhinotyphlops schlegelii (Schlegeli‟s Beaked Blind 
Snake) and Psammophis brevirostris brevirostris (the Leopard and Short-Snouted Grass Snake). 
 
A total of 11 lizard species was also recorded during the survey, including the Tropical Girdled Lizard 
(Cordylus tropidosternum). The last time this lizard was spotted on the plateau was in late 1800‟s 
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(Loveridge, 1953). Other lizard species recorded include the Montane Snake lizard (Chamaesaura 
macrolepis miopropus), the Cape Skink (Mabuya capensis), the Arnold‟s Skink (Proscelotes arnoldi), 
the Montane Dwarf Burrowing Skink (Scelotes mirus), the Bernard‟s Dwarf Gecko (Lygodactylus 
bernaldi) and the Monitor Lizard (Varanus niloticus). The last five species are all new records for 
Nyika. Table 2 shows a revised checklist for reptiles of Nyika. 
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Table 2  Checklist of reptiles of the Nyika National Park 

 
Checklist modified from Stewart and Wilson (1966) and Martin (1999). 
Unmarked species are those reported from literature but not recorded in this survey 
**New record for Nyika identified in this survey 
*Reported species that were also sighted during the survey 
 

Family Common name Scientific name 

Lizards 

SCINCIDAE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AGAMIDAE 
 
GECKONIDAE 
 
 
 
CHAMAELEONIDAE 
 
 
 
VARANIDAE 
 
CORDYLIDAE 
 
 
GERRHOSAURIDAE 
 

Snakes 

BOIDAE 
 
COLUBRIDAE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VIPERIDAE 
 
 
RHINOTYPHLOPIDAE 

 
Striped Skink  
Variable Skink 
Nyika Variable Skink 
Hilda‟s Skink 
Cape Skink 
Montane Dwarf Burrowing Skink 

Legless Skink 
Savanna Snake-eyed Skink 
Arnold‟s Skink 
 
Zambezi Spiny Agama 
 
Bernard‟s Dwarf Gecko 
Angle-throated Gecko 
House Gecko 
 
Flap-necked Chameleon 
Nyika Chameleon 
Dwarf Chameleon 
 
Monitor Lizard 
 
Montane Snake Lizard 
Tropical Girdled Lizard 
 
Yellow-throated Plated Lizard  
?  Nyasaland Long-tailed Lizard 
 
 
African Python 
 
Wolf Snake  
Mole Snake  
Shire Slug-eating Snake  
Striped Skaapsteker 
Grey-bellied Grass Snake 
Beaked Snake 
Egg-eating Snake 
Olive Marsh Snake 
Brown house Snake 
Spotted bush Snake 
Western Green Snake 
Herald Snake 
Eastern Tiger Snake 
Mopane Snake 
Leopard Short-snouted Grass Snake 
Stripe-bellied Sand snake 
Vine Snake 
Boomslang 
Lined Olympic Snake 
Northern Striped-bellied Sand Snake 
Montane Herald Snake 
 
Puff Adder  
Common Rhombic Adder 
Rungwe Bush Viper 
Schlegeli‟s Beaked Blind Snake 

 
*Mabuya strata striata 
*Mabuya varia varia 
*Mabuya varia nyikae 
Mabuya hildae 
**Mabuya capensis 
**Scelotes mirus 
Riopa Johnstoni 
Ablephalus wahlbergii 
**Proscelotes arnoldi 
 
Agama hispida armata 
 
**Lygodactylus bernaldi 
Lygodactylus angularis 
Hemidactylus mabouia 
 
*Chamaeleo dilepis dilepis 
Chameleon goetzei nyikae 
Rhampholeon nchisiensis 
 
**Varanus niloticus 
 
*Chamaesaura macrolepis miopropus 
*Cordylus tropidosternum 
 
Gerrhosaurus f. flavigularis 
Latastia johnstoni 
 
 
**Python sebae 
 
Lycophidion capense 
Pseudaspis cana 
Duberria lutrix shirana 
Psammophylax tritaeniatus 
Psammophylax variabilis 
Rhamphiophis rostratus 
Dasypeltis scabra scabra 
Natriciteres olivacea 
Lamprophis fuliginosus 
Philothamnus semivariegatus 
Philothamnus angolensis 
Crotaphopeltis hatamboeia 
*Telescopus s. semiannulatus 
Hemirhagerrhis n. nototaeniata 
**Psammophis b. brevirostris 
*Psammophis subtaeniatus orientalis 
*Therotornis capensis capensis 
Dispholidus typus typus 
Dromophis lineatus 
Psammophis subtaeniatus sudanensis 
Crotaphopeltis tornieri 
 
*Bitis arietans arietans 
Causus rhombeatus 
Atheris nitschei rungwensis 
 
**Rhinotyphlops schlegelii 
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Endemic species 

 
The Nyika Plateau is approximately 750m higher that any of the surrounding highlands (Stewart and 
Wilson 1966). At about 1800m above sea level, most of the Nyika is covered in rolling hills of montane 
grassland. For this reason, a number of forms have evolved on the plateau and are present restricted 
to it. Only one of the known endemic amphibians and reptiles of the Nyika was found in this survey. 
More work should be undertaken to assess the status of these important species. 
 

Bufo nyika Nyikae  Dwarf Toad 
Hyperolius mertensi  Black-striped Sedge Frog 
Mabuya hildae  Hilda‟s Skink 
Mabuya varia nyikae ** Nyika Variable Skink 
Chamaeleo goetzei nyikae  Nyika Chamaeleon 
Rhampholeon nchisiensis  Dwarf Chamaeleon 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
In conclusion, it is clear from the above results that more work still needs to be done to properly 
document the herpetofauna of Nyika. Nyika has already proved to be rich in herpetofauna. Many 
more reptilian and amphibian species are yet to be recorded in Nyika National Park, including some 
endemics that are believed to occur in this area. Further field trips specifically directed at amphibian 
and reptilian diversity and their distribution would be a desirable thing to achieve. This would in turn 
help promote biodiversity conservation in Nyika and its surrounding habitats. 
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BIRD SIGHTINGS  
 

Jonathan R. Easton, Peter Overton and Boston Chilongo 
 

SUMMARY 

Sightings made during the expedition general field work and on more focussed exploration for birds 
identified 86 species in April and July/August.This includes two Red Data Species. Birds of the Park 
have been well researched previously (around 550 species are listed in the Park checklist) and no 
new records were found in this study. Of particular interest, however, was the rare Mountain Illadopsis 
Malacocinchla pyrrhoptera.  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The initial plan in April 2003 was to establish a programme of monitoring of breeding birds in the 
grasslands of the Nyika Plateau by setting up several fixed 1km transects. These transects would be 
monitored by future expeditions to provide information on population changes. A 4km walk along the 
track from just above base camp (map ref. 937454) to the mast (897458) was trialed. The return 
transect takes about three hours. However, it was logistically not possible to continue when it was 
decided that base camp should be off the plateau and down in the warmer valleys. Thus the plan to 
monitor birds on the plateau was abandoned and it was decided to concentrate on the little-explored 
Mondwe and Chipome River Valleys. 
 
Birds were recorded by means of informal observation in the Mondwe and Chipome River Valleys and 
in the areas around the Nganda base camp and Chelinda. The first phase of the expedition, in the 
Mondwe River Valley, offered considerable opportunity for bird recording and approximately four 
mornings were spent observing birds within a 1km radius of the camp (WD 898 489). Point surveys 
and transects were considered, but the terrain here is particularly difficult (uneven ground, deep 
streams, tall grassland and dense patches of Brachystegia woodland) and was not conducive to more 
formal quantitative methods. The second phase of the expedition, in the Chipome River Valley (map 
ref. 911577), offered only limited opportunity for bird recording as priority was given to the mammal 
surveying which was carried out during the mornings. Bird recording here was mostly confined to 
within 0.5km of the camp, and was carried out after 14.00, following completion of the mammal 
surveys. A few bird species were also noted during the mammal surveys. 
 

RESULTS 

 
The species recorded on the 2003 expeditions are listed in Table 1. The species reference number 
prefixed to each species refers to that used in the Birds of Malawi. 
 
Table 1 List of birds recorded in the Nyika National Park 

Nganda Base Camp Area (1 to 10 April 2003)  
Map ref. kilometre square 9245 
 
  60 Pallid Harrier Circus macrourus* 
  61 Montagu‟s Harrier Circus pygargus  
  77 Augar Buzzard Buteo augur 
  94 Black-shouldered Kite Elanus caeruleus 
106 Rock Kestrel Falco rupicolis (six seen together)  
115 Common Quail Coturnix coturnix 
141 Stanley‟s Bustard Neotis denhami (lower slopes of Nganda) 
194 Rameron Columba arquatrix 
199 Cape Turtle Dove Streptopelia capicola 
336 Blue Swallow Hirundo atrocaerulea* 
358 White-necked Raven Corvus albicollis 
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371 Black-eyed Bulbul Pycnonotus barbatus 
384 Stonechat  Saxicola torquata 
467 Ayres‟ Cisticola Cisticola ayresii (32 counted along plateau track to radio mast on 9 April, 

many performing „wing-snapping‟ display) 
505 Grassveld Pipit Anthus cinnamomeus 
517 Fiscal Shrike Lanius collaris 
 
Mondwe River Camp  (4 to 7 April)   
Map ref. kilometre square 9150 
 
  79 Long-crested Eagle Lophaetus occipitalis  (and North Rumphi bridge on 30 July) 
104 Eastern Red-footed Falcon  Falco amurensis (female) 
107 Cocqui Francolin Peliperdix coqui 
110 Red-wing Francolin Scleroptila levaillantii 
206 African Green Pigeon Treron calva  
213 Grey Lourie Corythaixoides concolor  
245 Fiery-necked Nightjar Caprimulgus pectoralis 
261 Speckled Mousebird Colius striatus (10 seen together) 
274 European Bee-eater Merops apiaster (at least 30 seen together and many more heard 

overhead, flying eastward) 
334 European Swallow Hirundo rustica  
336 Blue Swallow Hirundo atrocaerulea * 
358 White-necked Raven Corvus albicollis 
371 Black-eyed Bulbul Pycnonotus barbatus 
402 Cape Robin Cossypha caffra 
479 Chinspot Batis Batis capensis 
492 Black-crowned Tchagra Tchagra senegala 
503 African Pied Wagtail Motacilla aguimp  
517 Fiscal Shrike Lanius collaris  
518 Collared Sunbird Hedydipna collaris 
519 White Helmet Shrike Prionops plumatus (six seen together) 
541 Greater Double-collared Sunbird Cinnyris afra 
547 Malachite Sunbird Nectarinia famosa (pair) 
549 Bronze Sunbird Nectarinia kilimensis 
574 Red-collared Widow Euplectes ardens (many seen throughout area) 
580 Yellow-throated Sparrow Petronia superciliaris (five seen together) ? 
   
Chipome River Camp (11

 
to 18 April)   

Map ref. kilometre square  9157 
  
  57 White-backed Vulture Gyps africanus (two seen together) 
  77 Augur Buzzard Buteo augur 
278 Little Bee-eater Merops pusillus (three seen together) 
310 Greater Honeyguide Indicator indicator 
391 White-browed Robin Erythropygia leucophrys  
492 Black-crowned Tchagra Tchagra senegala 
503 African Pied Wagtail Motacilla aguimp 
516 Long-tailed  (Magpie) Shrike Corvinella melanoleuca  
519 White Helmet Shrike Prionops plumatus (four seen together) 
540 Yellowbellied Sunbird Nectarinia venusta  
550 Yellow White-eye Zosterops senegalensis  
569 Yellow Rumped Widow Euplectes capensis 
574 Red-collared Widow Euplectes ardens 
595 Jameson‟s Firefinch Lagonosticta rhodopareia 
 
 
The following species were noted whilst conducting large mammal surveys in the Chipome Valley 
 
Square 39 12 April 
Map ref. 8959 
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110 Red-wing Francolin Scleroptila levaillantii 
310 Greater Honeyguide Indicator indicator  
572 Mountain Marsh Widow Euplectes psammocromius 
 
Square 5 13

th
 April 

Map ref. 8759 
 
310 Greater Honeyguide Indicator indicator 
 
Square  9 16

th
 April  

Map ref. 9058 
 
  77 Augar Buzzard Buteo augur 
358 White-necked Raven Corvus albicollis  
 
Square 37 17

th
 April 

Map ref.  8958 
 
574 Red-collared Widow Euplectes ardens 
 
Square 10 18

th
 April  

Map ref. 8960 
 
  57 White-backed Vulture Gyps africanus (10 seen together) 
  77 Augur Buzzard Buteo augur (carrying nesting material) 

115 Common Quail Coturnix coturnix  

 
Mondwe sub-base Camp 19

th
 April  

Map ref. 9175 
 
371 Black-eyed Bulbul Pycnonotus barbatus 
407 Kurrichane Thrush Turdus libonyanus 
532 Red and Blue (Anchiteta‟s) Sunbird Anthreptes anchietae  
574 Red-collared Widow Euplectes ardens 
 
 
Chelinda (including dams) 22

nd
 April 

   
46 Augar Buzzard Buteo augur 
94 Black-shouldered Kite Elanus caeruleus  

139 Red-knobbed Coot Fulica cristata  
165 Common Sandpiper Actitis hypoleucos 
141 Stanley‟s Bustard Neotis denhami 
517 Fiscal Shrike Lanius collaris 
 
 

*Red Data Book species 
 
Two Red Data Book species, Pallid Harrier (Circus macrourus) and Blue Swallow (Hirundo 
atrocaerulea), were recorded. Blue Swallows were seen regularly in the area around Nganda base 
camp. 
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SUNDRY BIRD RECORDS FROM JULY EXPEDITION   

 
No designated bird survey took place on the July expedition. However, the following additional 
species and notes were recorded in casual sightings in different parts of the Nyika National Park and 
are listed here to complete the record: 
 
  55 Lappet-faced Vulture Torgos tracheliotus. Six over the Mondwe valley 
  56 Whiteheaded Vulture  Trigonoceps occipitalis 

64 Bateleur Terathropius ecaudatus. Probably a territory around (Map ref. 920510)  
  69 Red-breasted Sparrowhawk Accipiter rufriventris. On the plateau grassland. 
  77 Frequent sightings on the plateau with a maximum of four together near Chelinda on 27/7. 

Immature birds also in evidence. 
  81 Martial Eagle Polimaetus bellicosus. Mondwe Valley and western escarpment of Nyika. 
111 Hildebrandt's Francolin Francolinus hildebrandti. Plateau grassland near Juniper Forest. 
115 Common Quail Coturnix coturnix. A common species on the grassland but usually more so in 

the rainy season. This year notably abundant in the dry season. 
165 Common Sandpiper Actitis hypoleucos. Recorded again at Chelinda on the dam 28/7, 

probably on return passage (cf. April). 
211 Schalow's Loerie Tauraco schalowi. Juniper Forest 
212 Purplecrested Lourie  Tauraco porphyreolophus. Chipome camp 
237 Spotted Eagle Owl Bubo africanus. Chosi 
238 Giant Eagle Owl Bubo lacteus. North Rukuru river edge at Uledi and Upper Mondwe 
242 Wood Owl Strix woodfordii. Heard at Juniper Forest 
304 Moustached Green Tinkerbird Pogoniulus leucomystax. Juniper Forest 
352 Forktailed Drongo  Dicrurus ludwigii 
355 Blackheaded Oriole  Oriolus larvatus 
366 Mountain Illadopsis Malacocinchla pyrrhoptera. Sighted on two occasions 300 m east of 

Mondwe camp. 1850 m perched on an exposed branch in open grassland habitat near the 
river. A weak call was heard but not clearly documented. 

403 Heuglin‟s Robin Cossypha heuglini 
456 Mountain Cisticola Cisticola hunteri 
455 Trilling Cisticola Cisticola woosnami 
461 Churring Cisticola Cisticola njombe 
488 Brubru Nilaus afer 
478 Cape Batis Batis capensis 
493 Tropical Boubou Laniarius ferrugineus 
523 Slender-billed Red-Winged Starling Onychognathus tenuirostris. Juniper Forest 
542 Miombo Double Collared Sunbird Nectarinia manoensis 
543 Eastern Double Collared Sunbird Nectarinia mediocris 
550 Yellow White-eye Zosterops senegalensis 
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SMALL MAMMALS  
 

Wilbert N. Chitaukali  
 

SUMMARY 

 
This survey investigates the small mammal populations at three sites in the northern valleys of the 
Nyika National Park, Malawi. A range of habitats was sampled from montane grassland and rainforest 
at 2,300m (7475ft) at Nganda down into Brachystegia woodland at 1,500m (4975ft) in the Chipome 
Valley. Two hundred and two trap days/nights at the end of the rainy season provided records of 29 
animals of 10 species, eight rodents, one shrew and one bat, the latter being found in a tree crevice. 
One species Tatera sp. may be a new record for the Nyika and three other species have yet to be 
confirmed. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
This survey of small mammals was conducted in the remote northern hills of the Nyika National Park, 
from 3 - 21 April, just after the rainy season.  This work is a continuation of similar studies that have 
been conducted with Biosearch Nyika in the same areas in 1997, 1998 and 1999 (Burda and 
Chitaukali 1998, Chitaukali 1998, 1999, 2002, Chitaukali, Burda and Kock 2001). 
 
Previous work was conducted in March-April 1997 in the localities of Nganda and Mondwe, and in the 
middle of the dry season in August 1999 in remote localities of Chipome, Nganda, Chisanga, 
Chawezga, and Chowo. In those surveys 29 specimens were collected, representing 10 to 12 
species. This is only the second opportunity to carry out fieldwork in this productive warm, wet 
season. 
 

STUDY AREAS 

 
The study was conducted in three localities ranging from montane grassland and rainforests at 
2,300m (7475ft) above sea level at Nganda, down the Mondwe Valley and into Brachystegia 
woodland at 1,500m (4975ft) in the Chipome Valley. 
 

Nganda area 

This locality is at approximately 10 26‟S 33 51′E with an altitude of 2,200-2,300m (7150-7475ft) 
above sea level. The dominant vegetation was grassland, alpine meadows with shrub patches and 
the riverbanks. Two habitats were sampled. 
 
Habitat 1 

This was in the open montane grassland. Short grasses up to 45cm high dominantly covered this site. 
Soils were dark loamy. 
 
Habitat 2 

Sampling was done at the edge of an evergreen forest patch. Vegetation along the transect was 
mainly shrubs of up to 2m high and tall grasses of about 1m high. The soils were sandy-loam. 
 

The Mondwe Valley  

The Mondwe Valley study area is located at 10 24‟S  33 50‟E at an altitude of 1,760m (5720ft) above 
sea level. Surveys were conducted in three habitats for five days/nights between 3-8

 
April 2003. 
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Habitat 1 
Traps were set in the flood plains of Mondwe River area between the edge of the Brachystegia 
woodland and the river. Grasses, growing up to two metres high and thickly covering the ground, 
dominated this habitat. The soils were generally sandy loam. 
 
Habitat 2 

The slope was raised above the flood plain that was dominated by shrubs. Soils were mainly loamy. 
 
Habitat 3 
This was on an area that seemed to be an old human settlement. It is open grassland, with grass 
sparsely covering the ground and soils were loose and sandy. 
 
Mondwe (Lower)  “The poacher’s bridge” 
This locality was some 2-3km below the first study area and was at the confluence of the Mondwe and 
Mgundanjiwa Rivers, nicknamed as the poacher‟s bridge by the expedition members. At this locality 
two habitats were sampled. 
 
Habitat 1 
This was in the flood plains of Mondwe River, where the dominant vegetation was bracken fern and 
grasses which grew up to 90cm high and thickly covered the ground. Soils were black sandy loam. 
 
Habitat 2 
The second habitat sampled at this locality was alongside the Mondwe River. This habitat was 
covered in grasses, shrubs and miombo trees. Soils were sandy loam. 
 

Chipome area 

The Chipome Valley study area is situated at approximately 10 20‟S 33 50‟E, at an altitude of 1,530m 
(4975ft) above sea level. Three habitats were sampled in four days/nights. 
 
Habitat 1 

This was located in the Brachystegia woodland along the Chipome River. The ground was sparsely 
covered with grasses and soils were sandy, compact and very dry. 
 
Habitat 2 

Traps were set in a line transect, perpendicular to the Chipome River, at an old human settlement. 
Tall grasses of up to 2m thickly covering the ground dominated this locality. 
 
Habitat 3 

This habitat was in the Brachystegia woodland. Tall grasses of up to 2.5m high thickly covered it. 
Soils were sandy-loam and very dry. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Live traps (Sherman, Longworth and BTS small cage traps) were 
baited with peanut butter pasted on a piece cardboard. Traps were 
set in line transects at intervals of 5m to 10m apart at suitable 
spots, such as burrow openings, trails and under logs. They were 
checked in the morning and late afternoon. 
 
The animals were examined by means of standard mammalogical 
methods. They were weighed and measured and relevant 
ecological data on date, time, locality and habitat of catching was 
recorded.  
 
Specimens were collected only where necessary for the positive 
identification of uncertain species or where the Museum of Malawi 
needed reference or voucher specimens. Such individuals were 
sacrificed using narcotics and preserved in 70 per cent ethanol with 
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their full record of collection. Reference specimens are deposited in the Museum of Malawi in 
Blantyre. This is unlikely to affect the population as small mammals do have a high reproductive rate, 
high predation and low survival rate in the wild. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Overall, 202 trap nights/days were realised. The success rate ranged from 0% at habitat 3 in the 
Chipome and in habitat 1 at the Poacher‟s bridge to 63.6% at Nganda, habitat 2. This represents an 
average of 13.9% success rate. This compares with 18% success rate in the same valleys and same 
season in 1997, implying that small mammal populations were lower in April 2003 than in April 1997.  
 
In this study nine species were trapped, compared to 11 species in 1997, but that was with more than 
double the trapping days and over a longer survey period. This suggests that our sampling has been 
sufficient to be reasonably representative. In total 29 specimens were identified in this study. This 
includes a bat roosting in a bark of a dead, dry tree. 

Rodentia, Insectivora and Chiroptera 

So far, 39 rodent species have been recorded in Nyika; of these, 20 species have been recorded in 
our previous surveys. Fifteen of them have been reported already by previous authors. Five species 
represent new records for Nyika National Park, of which two were new records for Malawi. During this 
survey eight species of rodents, one insectivora and one chiroptera were collected.  

 
Table 1 Specimens recorded and the numbers found in each location 

 

 Species recorded Total 
Number 

Nganda 
montane 

Mondwe Chipome 
Miombo 

1 Mus triton 8 2 6  

2 Rhabdomys pumilio 5 5   

3 Dendromus  4  4  

4 Acomys spinosissimus 3  3  

5 Tatera 3   3 

6 Lophuromys flavopunctatus 2 2   

7 Graphiurus 1 1   

8 Pelomys 1  1  

9 Bat 1    

10 Crocidura 1   1 

Total  29 10 14 4 

Mus triton (Thomas 1909) 

Records collected from Nyika indicate the presence of two species of Mus, Mus triton and Mus 
minutoides. In this research, the data shows that only Mus triton was found, and only in two of the 
three locations. Six specimens were recorded in the Mondwe Valley and two from Nganda. No 
specimen was collected from the Chipome Valley. Table 2 provides the records obtained of Mus 
triton. 

Table 2 Measurements recorded for Mus triton 

 
 Head & Body Tail Hind foot Ear Weight Sex 

1 82.0 56.1 16.9 12.3 20.0 Male 
2 78.7 64.4 18.7 12.4 17.0 Male 
3 80.0 51.7 17.7 11.2 17.0 Male 
4 80.6 54.4 16.0 13.0 18.0 Male 

Ave. 80.3 56.7 17.3 12.2 18.0 Male 
       
1 69.2 52.9 15.9 11.6 10.0 Female 
2 69.2 58.0 17.2 12.1 15.7 Female 
3 67.4 54.7 17.0 11.6 14.0 Female 
4 69.7 56.7 16.2 11.0 15.0 Female 

Ave. 68.9 55.6 16.6 11.6 13.7 Female 
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Rhabdomys pumilio (Sparman, 1784) 
In Malawi, the Four-striped Mouse, R. pumilio is only confined to high altitudes of the Mulanje and 
Nyika plateaux. All the species were collected only in the open grassland on the plateau. A few days 
after setting up our base camp, R. pumilio became regular visitors around our tents and were very 
active during the day. 
 

Table 3 Measurements for Rhabdomys pumilio. 

 
 Head & Body Tail Hind foot Ear Weight Sex 

1 111.9 94.0 22.8 13.0 40.0 Male 
2 105.3 94.7 22.0 12.1 52.0 Male 

Ave. 108.6 94.4 22.4 12.6 46.0 Male 
       
1 90.8 93.5 21.1 12.3 35.0 Female 
2 97.8 86.3 22.4 12.4 38.0 Female 
3 88.6 87.7 22.3 13.1 38.0 Female 

Ave. 92.4 89.2 21.9 12.6 37.0 Female 

 
Data collected shows that males are significantly bigger in size and weight than the females. 
  
Dendromus sp. 
Four species of Dendromus have been recorded in Nyika so far; D. nyikae, D. melanotis, D. 
mesomelas, and D. mystacalis. During our recent visits, three specimens of D. nyikae were collected 
during our 1998 expedition. During this study, four female specimens were collected from Mondwe 
valley. The specific name of these specimens has yet to be determined. 
 

Table 4 Measurements recorded for Dendromus species 

 
 Head & Body Tail Hind foot Ear Weight Sex 

1 61.0 85.1 17.7 13.8 12.0 Female 
2 71.0 92.2 17.2 13.6 11.0 Female 
3 67.1 96.7 18.9 12.2 10.0 Female 
4 70.4 90.8 19.6 12.3 6.5 Female 

Ave 67.4 91.2 18.4 13.0 9.9 Female 

Acomys spinosissimus (Peters 1852) 

Three specimens of the spiny mouse, A. spinosissimus, were collected from the Mondwe and 
Chipome Valleys. This was the third time that this species has been recorded in Nyika after the first 
record in 1998. This species only occurs in the lower altitudes of Nyika. 
 

Table 5 Measurments recorded for Acomys spinosissimus. 

 
 Head & Body Tail Hind foot Ear Weight Sex 

1 22.0 84.2 80.3 28.5 13.5 Male 
2 23.0 84.5 77.4 17.6 12.4 Male 
3 22.0 79.0 83.0 17.6 13.3 Female 

Ave, 22.3 82.6 80.2 21.2 13.1  

Tatera leucogaster  

Three specimens, which could be Tatera leucogaster, were collected in Chipome. If this is confirmed, 
it will be new record for Nyika.  
 

Table 6 Measurements recorded for Tatera leucoglaster 

  
 Head & Body Tail Hind foot Ear Weight Sex 

1 125.7 155.0 28.3 18.8 67.0 Female 
2 122.8 161.3 27.8 18.4 65.0 Female 
3 127.4 148.7 25.0 17.0 80.0 Female 

Ave. 125.3 155 27.03 18.07 70.67 Female 
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Lophuromys flavopunctatus (Thomas 1888) 

This species is commonly found in the alpine grassland meadows in the shrubs and very often in 
moist habitats or near the streams. Two specimens, one male and one female were captured at 
Nganda. 
 

Table 7 Measurements for Lophuromys flavopunctatus 

 
 Head & Body Tail Hind foot Ear Weight Sex 

1 123.1 86.3 23.0 16.9 65.0 Male 
       
1 131.2 76.9 23.3 18.9 74.0 Female 

 

Graphiurus Sp. 

G. murinus, G. kelleni and G. microtis have so far been collected in Nyika. During this expedition one 
specimen was collected in shrubs at the edge of an evergreen forest patch at Nganda.  
 

 

 
 
 

Table 7 Measurement records of Graphiurus sp., iIlustrated above. 

 
 Head & Body Tail Hind foot Ear Weight Sex 

 72.9 73.3 17.6 13.2 17.0 Female 

 

Unidentified Species 1 

One shrew, probably Crocidura sp. was collected in the Chipome Valley. Morphological data is 
provided below. Final determination awaits confirmation.  
 

Table 8 Measurement records of Crocidura sp. 
 

 Head & Body Tail Hind foot Ear Weight Sex 

 79.0 46.7 14.2 9.3 10.5 Female 

 

Unidentified Species 2 

Data below is for a rodent specimen, collected at the Mondwe Valley, possibly Pelomys sp.   
 

Table 9 Measurement records for unidentified species 2 

 
 Head & Body Tail Hind foot Ear Weight Sex 

1 129.4 138.2 30.5 16.6 73.0 Female 

 

Unidentified Species 3  

The photograph below shows the dried bat in a crevice of a dead tree. Morphological data is as 
shown in the Table 10. 
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Table 10 Measurements of Chiropteran species, illustrated above. 

 
 Head & Body Tail Hind foot Ear Weight Arm Sex 

 40.7 39.6 5.4 10.6 5 32.7 Female 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

 
This study confirms the high diversity found in previous studies, indicating the importance of the Nyika 
to the biodiversity reserve of Malawi. This long-established mosaic of habitats, biological isolation of 
the montane environments and the large altitudinal range probably contribute to a high diversity.  
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LARGE MAMMALS 
 
 

Penelope R. Whitehorn and Victoria Collins 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Nyika is Malawi‟s largest national park, covering an area of more than 3,000 square kilometres. The 
terrain is made up of grassy hills, evergreen forested valleys and mixed woodlands. The diversity of 
vegetation means a diverse range of species and Nyika is home to over 95 species of mammals, of 
which 33 are large mammal species (Johnson 1993). These include Lion Panthera leo, Samango 
Monkey cercopithecus, Vervet Monkey C. aethiops, Zebra Equus burchelli, Warthog Phacochoerus 
aethiopicus, Reedbuck Redunca arundinum, bushbuck Tragelaphus scriptus, Greater Kudu T. 
strepsiceros, Eland Taurotragus oryx, Common Duiker Sylvicapra grimmia, Roan Antelope 
Hippotragus equines, Red Duiker Cephalophus natalensis harveyi, Klipspringer Oreotragus 
oreotragus and Lichtensteins Hartebeest Alcelaphus lichtensteini, (World conservation monitoring 
centre 2001). The Hartebeest, however, has not been recorded in recent years. The Park also houses 
the largest concentration of Leopard Panthera pardus in the country and has many nocturnal species, 
including Spotted Hyaena Crocuta crocuta, Side-Striped Jackal Canis adustus and Civet Cat, Honey 
Badger, Porcupine and Aardvark. Fewer than 50 Elephants Loxodonta africana have been recorded 
in the Park and it is believed that numbers are still falling (World Conservation Monitoring Centre 
2001).  
 

AIMS 

 
The major threats to the survival of some of these species of large mammals are hunting by poachers 
and habitat destruction due to wild fire. There is a management plan in place to reduce poaching but 
the number of scouts to patrol these areas and the amount of resources needed to do so are 
insufficient for the vast area of the park. Therefore to help the scouts carry out their patrols more 
efficiently and effectively it is important to know the recent diversity and distribution of these 
populations within the park. With this information important conservation and management strategies 
can be implemented. If any threatened species (according to the ICUN red list) are found, the Park 
will obtain a higher profile and obtain funding and resources to enable them to better promote 
conservation and preserve these species. 
 
As the same method for surveying was used in the same areas of the Park for each Biosearch Nyika 
expeditions (1997, 1998, 1999 and 2001), a comparison of the populations for each species over a 6-
year period can be produced to see how they have changed. These surveys can be used alongside 
the poaching report to see if there is a correlation between an increase in poaching and a decrease in 
species abundance. With the results of two expeditions in one year, April and August, an indication of 
how the animals migrate at different times of the year may be given.  
 
Previous surveys in the northern hills of the Nyika National Park are described in earlier reports, but 
very little has been possible without the back-up in manpower and resources of the Biosearch 
expeditions. 
 

METHODS 

 
Choice of methods for large mammal sampling are described and discussed in previous reports, 
notably in Overton 1997. Biosearch Nyika has developed the use of a 2-level cluster sampling method 
to assess relative abundance scores for each of the large mammal species in each topographical 
area of the northern hills. The topographical areas studied in 2003 are the plateau edge, which is 
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montane or sub-montane vegetation, the Mondwe/Chipome Valley and over the ridge into the third 
zone, the Sawi/Guwu Valley which is miombo woodland at the lowest altitude.   
 
In 1997, we randomly selected 50 one-kilometre squares for the large mammal surveys, ten in each 
habitat zone as identified by the Wye College Team in 1972. This provides 10% coverage spread 
over around 500km

2
. These kilometre squares are monitoring sites that have formed the basis of 

successive surveys, thus enabling comparison between years. 
  
The relative abundance scores (RAS) are based on tracks, signs and droppings as well as the 
occasional sighting. To overcome variables, a large number of plots are sampled in each area. Fifty 
plots, each of 100x100m was found to be representative.  
 
Since some animals make more signs than others, the relative abundance scores do not give us 
exact populations. The scores allow us to compare the abundance of activity for each species 
between different areas or at different times.  

Procedure 

Each of the kilometre squares was divided into 100mx100m plots. Five of these plots were then 
selected randomly for the detailed surveys, so that 50,000m² or 5% was surveyed in each sqaure 
kilometre. This gives a representative sample of the mammals present in that kilometre square. 
 
Within each plot five team members walked parallel along the mid-line of each 10m interval, looking at 
the 5m either side of their path. The team members noted all signs, droppings and prints and called 
these out to the recorder. Using this method, two sweeps were required to cover the entire plot. The 
scouts trained the teams in the identification of tracks and droppings. In addition, the proportion of 
bare ground, rock, grass, shrub, canopy cover and marsh in the plot was recorded and in April, the 
effect of any recent rains. 
 
Some areas were inaccessible. If a randomly selected plot was seen to cover impassable terrain, the 
only realistic option was to discard it and select another. This does mean that a few habitat areas are 
not accounted for, for example the dense, impenetrable forest patches on the plateau. The terrain 
also meant that some plots were 200m by 50m, which saved traversing ravines and unnecessary river 
crossings - although these were sometimes attempted! Also, when the number of team members had 
reduced, the five remaining field workers covered the plots in one sweep, looking at the 10m either of 
their path. This was seen to be sufficient in open terrain, once skills had been acquired and allowed 
more plots to be covered. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Species list 

 
A list of the species recorded in the 2003 expedition to Nyika National Park is given below in Table 1. 
Those animals named in bold type were directly sighted on this expedition. The notation in brackets is 
used in the following graphs. 
 
Table 1 List of large mammals present in the Nyika National Park 
 
African Elephant  (Ele) Loxodonta africanus 
Buffalo   (Bf) Syncerus caffer 
Burchell’s Zebra  (Z) Equus burchelli 
Common Duiker  (CD) Sylvicapra grimmia 
Bushbuck  (Bb) Tragelaphus scriptus 
Kudu   (Ku) Tragelaphus strepsiceros 
Eland   (Ela) Taurotragus oryx 
Roan Antelope  (Ro) Hippotragus equinus 
Reedbuck  (Re) Redunca arundinum 
Klipspringer  (K) Oreotragus oreotragus 
Grysbok   (Gb) Raphicerus sharpei 
Yellow Baboon  (Ba) Papio cynocephalus 
Scrub Hare  (Ha) Lepus saxatilis 
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Table 1 Continued 
Porcupine  (P) Hystrix africaeaustralis 
Side-striped Jackal (J) Canis adustus 
Cape Clawless Otter (Ot) Aonyx capensis 
Civet   (Ci) Civettictis civetta 
Rusty-spotted Genet (G) Genetta rubignosa 
Banded Mongoose (Mg) Mungos mungo 
Slender Mongoose (Mg) Galerella sanguniea 
Honey Badger  (HB) Mellivora capensis 
Spotted Hyaena  (Hy) Crocuta crocuta 
Leopard   (Le) Panthera pardus 
Lion   (Li) Panthera leo 
Serval   (Se) Felis serval 
Wildcat   (Wi) Felis silvestris lybica 
Aardvark  (Aa) Orycteropus afer 
Bushpig  (Bp) Potamochoerus porcus 
 

Lion 
This is the first time Lion has been recorded during the expedition. Tracks were found in the wet sand 
at a river crossing about 2km from the Mondwe base camp. One member thought they may have 
caught a glimpse of one in the very far north of the Park. Lion are believed to have been absent from 
the Park for about 20 years prior to 2000 and 2001, when there was a sighting on the plateau. 
 
Data 
The graphs on P106 are based on the raw data collected in the field, but for completeness it is 
included in Appendices 1-3 on P114-116. 
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Comparison between the large mammal populations from the 3 study areas 

 
Figure 1 Relative Abundance Scores for large mammals found on the plateau 

 
Figure 2 Relative Abundance Scores for large mammals found in the Chipome valley 

 

 
Figure 3 Relative Abundance Scores for large mammals found in the Sawi-Guwu valleys 
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Figure 1 shows the Relative Abundance Scores per 50 plots for the large mammals found on the 
plateau, east of Nganda. Bushpigs obtained the highest RAS of 128, followed by the Aardvark and the 
Mole Rat with scores of 91 and 71 respectively. Evidence of Bushpigs came largely from their 
characteristic diggings and scratchings in the soil, produced when they search for roots and other 
underground food sources. Aardvarks and Mole Rats provided evidence of their presence through 
their tunnelling activities. Due to the hard ground and dry soil conditions not many footprints nor fresh 
tracks were found in this area and the majority of evidence for the antelope species came from their 
droppings. However a number of well-used general animal tracks were observed, apparently used by 
a variety of species. 
 
Figure 2 shows the RAS per 50 plots for species found in the Chipome valley. The Common Duiker‟s 
RAS score of 419 is significantly higher than that of any other species found in this area. This is due 
to the species‟ characteristic behaviour of producing large quantities of droppings at regular intervals. 
This high score does not, therefore, necessarily reflect an equally high population but it does indicate 
that this species is more abundant in this area than on the plateau. The Bushpig has again obtained a 
high score and Baboon, Mongoose, Grysbok and Scrub Hare also appear to be abundant in this area, 
with scores of 93, 97, 97 and 109 respectively. 
 
Figure 3 shows the RAS per 50 plots for the large mammals species found in the Sawi-Guwu valleys. 
Immediately apparent is the significantly high RAS of 525 obtained by the Common Duiker. This 
suggests that this species is more abundant in this area than in the Chipome valley or up on the 
plateau.  This is not necessarily a good sign as it may indicate a lack of predators in this area, 
perhaps as a result of poaching, which in turn has allowed the Duiker populations to increase. Duikers 
are also targeted by poachers but the impact of natural predation may be more important in shaping 
their populations. Baboons, too, have a high RAS of 338, which again is much higher than that found 
in the Chipome valley, either again suggesting a lack of top predators or an environment more 
favoured by the Baboons due to more food sources. Other species with a high abundance in the 
Sawi-Guwu valleys are the Bushpig, Mongoose and Bushbuck with RAS‟s of 175, 183 and 171 
respectively. 
 
Overall, the graphs suggest that the plateau has a lower abundance of large mammals than the other 
two areas. This is perhaps because the surveys were conducted in the cold, dry season and a 
number of species may have migrated to the more favourable climate in the lower valleys. In addition, 
the high altitude of this area is not favourable to some species, for example the Baboon. No Baboons 
were found on the plateau, but their abundance increases as the altitude decreases, since they rely 
on the fruiting trees only found at the lower altitudes.  
as a food source  

Changes in large mammal activity over the years of study 

 
An interesting pattern in the abundance of certain species in the Chipome valley and up on the 
plateau is revealed when data collected from the 1998, 1999, 2001 and 2003 July/August expeditions 
is directly compared. Figure 4 shows the RAS of species that have followed this pattern in the 
Chipome Valley and Figure 5 shows the RAS of species following a similar pattern up on the plateau. 
In both areas Elephant, Kudu, Reedbuck, Bushbuck, Common Duiker, Bushpig, Aardvark and 
Mongoose follow the pattern, and on the plateau Roan Antelope, Porcupine and the Scrub Hare are 
also affected. 
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Figure 4 Relative Abundance Scores for species following a similar pattern of abundance over time in the 

Chipome valley 

 
Figure 5 Relative Abundance Scores for species following a similar pattern of abundance over time on the 

plateau 

 

 
Both Figure 4 and Figure 5 show that the RAS for each species significantly increased from 1998 to 
1999. This was followed by a worrying decrease in abundance in 2001. However, the results obtained 
in the most recent 2003 expedition have shown that all the species have made a significant recovery 
and their RAS are similar to those found in 1999. Currently it is unknown what has caused this pattern 
but there are a number of reasons which may explain it. The pattern may reflect varying 
environmental conditions. The years where species abundance is low might have had very low rainfall 
resulting in less, or lower quality, vegetation and a decreased food supply. This would have caused a 
lower fecundity rate and higher mortality, resulting in a lower overall abundance. Alternatively, the 
changes may reflect varying intensities of poaching. More information on the factors affecting 
population sizes are required before any conclusions can be drawn. 
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Interestingly, the abundance of species in the Sawi-Guwu valleys does not follow this pattern (see 
Figure 6), suggesting that this area has not been affected by whatever is causing the pattern 
discussed above. 
 

Figure 6 Changes in species abundance over time in the Sawi-Guwu valleys 

Although the species found in this area do not follow that same pattern, some interesting observations 
can be made from looking at Figure 6. It appears that 1998 was a successful year for a number of 
species, with relatively high scores. The majority of species then show a steady decline in abundance 
in 1999 and 2001. However, 2003 shows a significant increase in the majority of species that suffered 
this decline. This does tie up with the results found in the other two areas; further evidence that 2003 
was a favourable year, perhaps due to good environmental conditions or a decrease in poaching 
pressure. However, two species stand out as following a different pattern. The Baboon showed no 
such decline from 1998 to 2001 and instead has shown a steady and apparently significant increase 
in abundance over the five years of study. However, the RAS of Elephants has decreased from 1998 
to 2003 showing no signs of recovery. This is a worrying result, suggesting that poaching pressure on 
this species has increased in this particular area of the Park. 
 

Changes in the elephant populations 

 
Figure 7 shows how the abundance of elephants found in an area can change seasonally. In the 
Chipome valley, the RAS of elephants found in April is significantly lower than that found in 
July/August. This supports the view that some animals move down into the lower valleys in the cooler 
season of July/August (Johnson 1993).  
 

Figure 7 Seasonal changes in Elephant population in the Chipome valley study area. 
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The disconcerting decline in elephant abundance observed in the Sawi-Guwu valleys (see Figure 6) is 
not reflected in the other study areas (see Figure 8). The RAS of elephants on the plateau has 
remained relatively constant between 1998 and 2003. From 1998 to 2001 the abundance of elephants 
in the Chipome valley also remained constant. However, the results from this 2003 expedition do 
show a significant drop in RAS and it will be important to monitor how this trend continues in future 
years. 
 

 
Figure 8 Changes in elephant population in the three study areas over time 

 

The changes in Kudu and Eland populations in the Chipome study area 

 
The RAS of Kudu and Eland obtained in previous years has illustrated that these two species may be 
experiencing a population decline, which was outlined in previous reports and aroused concern. 
However, the results of the 2003 expedition show an increase in abundance of both species, 
suggesting that the populations do experience yearly fluctuations and may be in decline. 
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Figure 9 Changes in Kudu and Eland populations over time in the Chipome valley. 

 

The accuracy of the results 
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over 50 plots were surveyed in Chipome, a comparison can be made for the actual RAS scores for 50 
plots and the weighted RAS scores. Figure 10 shows that this weighting of the results does not 
appear to alter the general pattern significantly, indicating that 50 plots does give a representative 
sample and thus the observations discussed above are reliable.  
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Figure 10 A comparison between actual and weighted RAS scores in the Chipome valley. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
The data from the 2003 expedition has produced some very interesting results when combined with 
the data from previous expeditions. This illustrates the importance of long-term studies. Only by 
continuing to survey the abundance and distribution of large mammals in Nyika National Park will the 
true nature of the populations become apparent. Over time, the data collected becomes increasingly 
valuable and can be put to better use when investigating how the poaching is affecting these species. 
The results from this year‟s expedition are certainly hopeful, since there did appear to be a 
widespread increase of RAS in a number of different species when compared to previous years. This 
suggests that the anti-poaching patrols may well be effective in protecting large mammals of the park, 
which in turn will help conserve the extraordinary diversity found in Nyika. 
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Appendix 1 Total Relative Abundance Scores for each kilometre square 
 
 
RAS Scores for each km square on the plateau       

Species 98 45 96 47 97 45 94 47 95 41 96 39 03 44 01 43 01 42 02 41 Total 
scores for 
50 plots 

Common Duiker 9 1 9 3 2 14 2 16 12 5 73 

Bushpig 17 13 10 13 13 13 3 11 15 10 118 

Eland 0 1 2 8 2 11 0 14 0 2 40 

Baboon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Aardvark 15 4 4 1 15 11 1 8 13 12 84 

Kudu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mongoose 0 0 0 3 0 2 4 6 12 0 27 

Reedbuck 0 0 0 0 0 9 1 5 3 8 26 

Bushbuck 8 1 4 2 15 3 3 8 11 4 59 

Roan Antelope 3 0 1 6 1 4 3 2 2 1 23 

Grysbok 2 0 5 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 10 

Klypspringer 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Zebra 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Civet 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 

Wildcat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Leopard 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 7 

Honey Badger 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 

Buffalo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Elephant 0 0 3 0 20 6 0 0 0 0 29 

Porcupine 12 13 10 4 11 0 0 0 0 0 50 

Otter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Jackal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 5 

Hyaena 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mole rat 15 15 12 0 12 0 0 0 0 12 66 

Hare 0 18 0 0 0 4 4 3 0 1 30 
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Appendix 2 Total Relative Abundance Scores for each km square in the Chipome Valley July/Aug 

 
Species 93 56 94 53 92 50 93 51 89 58 87 59 89 60 87 58 90 58 91 58 Total/ 

50 plots 

95 55 92 52 91 58 90 57 

Common Duiker 116 66 27 33 59 37 29 11 39 29 446 48 20 18 4 

Bushpig 35 19 15 14 25 37 16 11 16 18 206 48 9 10 3 

Eland 0 0 6 3 2 2 0 0 7 4 24 0 5 8 1 

Baboon 19 15 0 3 6 2 2 24 17 2 90 14 1 4 10 

Aardvark 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 1 3 0 

Kudu 6 3 0 0 0 15 11 6 7 4 52 2 0 1 0 

Mongoose 20 17 0 22 1 12 11 15 6 3 107 14 1 2 0 

Reedbuck 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 

Bushbuck 25 7 5 1 1 21 4 4 0 0 68 14 0 0 1 

Roan Antelope 0 0 5 0 16 1 0 2 1 5 30 0 0 2 13 

Grysbok 5 2 0 3 24 7 7 20 7 6 81 0 0 35 8 

Klypspringer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 

Zebra 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Civet 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 1 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 

Wildcat 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 

Leopard 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 

Serval 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 

Genet 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 

Honey Badger 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 

Buffalo 6 1 0 1 5 0 3 1 6 2 25 7 2 5 5 

Elephant 3 0 0 5 5 12 0 3 5 4 37 0 7 4 4 

Porcupine 5 0 1 3 0 0 2 1 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 

Otter 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 1 0 1 0 

Jackal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hyaena 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 1 

Mole rat 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 

Hare 4 8 17 17 1 7 0 8 3 17 82 30 23 2 2 
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Appendix 3 Relative Abundance Score totals from 25 plots in the Sawi-Guwu Valley 
 
 
Species \ Map ref. 

97 56 97 57 97 59 98 59 99 58 Total for 50 
plots 

Common Duiker 101 74 23 19 35 504 

Bushpig 33 13 23 4 11 168 

Eland 8 2 0 0 0 20 

Baboon 17 40 19 41 45 324 

Aardvark 4 7 1 1 0 26 

Kudu 14 0 2 3 4 46 

Mongoose 20 24 8 23 13 176 

Reedbuck 3 0 0 0 0 6 

Bushbuck 11 8 8 18 37 164 

Roan Antelope 2 0 0 0 0 4 

Grysbok 0 2 1 0 8 22 

Klypspringer 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Zebra 1 0 0 0 0 2 

Civet 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Wildcat 2 0 0 0 1 6 

Leopard 0 0 0 0 1 2 

Honey Badger 0 1 1 0 3 10 

Buffalo 8 0 0 0 2 20 

Elephant 1 0 0 0 0 2 

Porcupine 0 0 0 0 1 2 

Otter 0 0 0 3 0 6 

Jackal 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hyaena 0 0 1 0 0 2 

Mole rat 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hare 17 1 0 1 0 38 
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AN ENCOUNTER WITH 
POACHERS 

By Quincy Connell FRGS 
Expedition Leader 
 
Having dried out the tent and packed it we left 
the camp, pausing only to wave farewell to the 
team who we could see surveying an area of 
burnt grassland on the hills overlooking the 
camp. There were only two days left of the 
expedition  
 
I led the way back towards the base camp, with 
Stanley Gondwe behind me. We had only just 
gone out of sight of the team when, coming over 
the brow of a hill in front of me, I suddenly saw 
two heads appear. They had not seen us, so I 
quickly waved Stanley past me to deal with 
them. Not only did he pass me instantly on the 
run, thus protecting me, but also he dropped his 
sack and charged single-handed at a group of 
poachers. 
 
Within seconds, it seemed, there was gunfire 
and Stanley came back holding a white sack. He 
had put the fear of God into a gang of six 
poachers, causing them to drop everything and 
run. He recovered six bows and arrows and two 
spears. He also shot dead two hunting dogs and 
let off live rounds of ammunition at figures 
running across the hill above us. 
 
His colleague Richard Nyirenda appeared 
having run all the way from the team when he 
heard the first of the gunfire, his gun at the 
ready. He sprang into action alongside Stanley 
and together they arrested one of the poachers 
hiding in the bushes. 
 
More shots up the hill indicated that Lawrence 
too had joined in the affray on the poachers. 
Stanley rushed to back him up but no more were 
caught. At least one who had escaped was last 
seen disappearing up another valley some 
distance away, still running. 
 
Other team members said that it appeared that 
three of the poachers had raced away from us 
over the hill and had sat down to ponder the 
events. They then must have realised that they 
were face to face with five white faces on the 
opposite hillside, all of whom were shouting 

encouragement and directions to Lawrence, who 
was rapidly heading towards them to make an 
arrest. 
 
He would have caught at least one, had he not 
had to stop several times to disentangle himself 
from poachers‟ snares laid in the thick grass! 
From their vantage point the team believed that 
they were watching professional tactical 
manoeuvres, while all the time Lawrence was in 
despair at losing his targets! 
 
I asked Richard to get the team to pack their 
tents and return with us to base camp.  There 
were tears of shock from some of the team 
when they eventually caught up with us, 
especially when there were several more shots 
putting one of the dogs out of its misery. 
 
Interrogation of the prisoner revealed that he 
and his gang came from the east of the park, 
near Livingstonia where his family had been re-
settled when the Park had been extended in 
1978. When we searched the bags they had 
dropped we found 34 Tree Hyrax which had 
been cooked on skewers. Using my police 
experience I “forensically photographed” all the 
recovered items. 
 
Victoria had been right in saying that during the 
„battle‟ I had not been able to decide whether to 
reach for my „panga‟ or my camera! 
 
Handcuffed, and with all the meat now in one 
sack on his head, our barefooted prisoner 
whose name was “Boy” was marched up the hill 
in our column back towards our base camp. 
Despite another search after we had left (in case 
others came out of hiding) there were no further 
arrests.  
 
We had a long session around the campfire that 
evening while our prisoner enjoyed his first night 
in captivity manacled hand and foot in 
Richards‟s tent. 
 
The captive poacher was interrogated once 
more about his circumstances and actions, then 
told that he would be charged on four counts: 
 

 entering the Park without a permit, 

 carrying weapons in the Park, 

 illegally killing (poaching) animals inside the 
Park, and 

 Lighting illegal fires (to cook the animals) in 
the Park. 
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We had radioed to the park office and had 
received support from a pick up truck. He was 
then loaded into this with his loot and carted off. 
We are not certain whether he realised that a 
long custodial sentence is mandatory. 
 
On his return to his home at Thazima Stanley 
found that he had become the father of a little 
baby girl. He was due to retire from the Parks 
service in December 2003 after 28 years 
service. 
 
As a result of this arrest, it became apparent that 
the Scouts receive very little practice in writing 
statements. Having spent some 20 years in the 
Metropolitan Police, I was able to offer them 
some examples, to assist them in their fight 
against the illegal and damaging intrusions into 
the park. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Tree Hyrax  
 Dendrohyrax arboreus 
 Red Data Book: Rare 
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MAP OF POACHER ACTIVITY 
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF BIOSEARCH TEAMS 2003 
 

Congratulations and thanks to each team member. Individually and 
together you have; 

 
 made a substantial contribution to the long term conservation research project 

working with the Malawi Department of National Parks and Wildlife, by conducting 
carefully planned scientific surveys to places normally inaccessible, even to the 
game scouts, who also need our logistical back-up. This international interest and 
sound research leads to an increase in resources to protect the Park. 

 
 trekked, lived and worked in one of the few truly wilderness areas of the Africa, 

almost inaccessible, with no people and no roads. They have experienced a wild 
place that few are privileged to see and they have learned how to live in that 
environment. They have tackled the physical and psychological demands of living 
in a truly wild place. 

 
 their work is being published into a book, available to further their careers. 

 
 has achieved success in the Nyika, a beautiful, wild Africa where they have 

enjoyed the wilderness on foot safely and without damaging their environment. 
 

 have closely shared trials and tribulations, made good friends and useful contacts 
with members of other Universities and professionals in Malawi. 

 
 Have supported the work of Malawian team members, many of whose names are 

becoming very familiar in our reports. They have said they greatly appreciate the 
support of the team members and their colleagues in the Nyika National Park, 
encouraging them in an otherwise daunting task. 

 
The project has enabled Malawian scientists to travel to other countries to present their 
findings, to partake in partnership work and the first Malawian MSc has been achieved on 
the small mammal research of the Biosearch expeditions. The Malawian botanist has been 
able to travel to Britain to work at the Herbarium and Botanical Gardens at Kew, London, 
working alongside a host of specialists for the first time.  


